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abstract
TOWARDS PARTICIPATORY EVALUATION
an inquiry into post-training
experiences
OF GUATEMALAN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
WORKERS
MAY, 1990

JUANITA DIANE CAMPOS, B.A., ARIZONA STATE
UNIVERSITY
M.Ed., UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII, MANOA
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST

Directed by: Professor David Kinsey
During the past two decades, out-of -country
development

assistance training programs have emerged in response
to the
need to promote peoples' self-determination through
increased participation at the community level.

Partici-

patory training based on an empowerment ideology has been

advanced by some practitioners.

Yet,

little emphasis has

been placed on evaluating the efficacy of this strategy as
it pertains to applying training experiences in program

participants' home setting.

When this is attempted, the

traditional evaluation procedures typically used render

information which is of limited value to planners, practitioners, and program participants themselves.

development field operates with

a

Thus, the

distorted understanding of

the complexity involved in applying empowerment training

principles in actual community settings.

viii

The study investigates the
possibilities and

limitations of participatory evaluation
(PE), an alternative
evaluation approach, as a research
strategy, a training
case for Guatemalan community development
workers referred
to as the Central American Peace
Scholarship Project
sponsored by the United States Agency for
International

Development provides the program background.

The PE

strategy is based on a theoretical perspective
rooted in
critical theory and a methodological perspective
derived
from a participatory research paradigm.

By focusing the PE

process on participants' questions critical insights
that

might not appear in traditional evaluation findings are
revealed.

Further, PE increases the possibilities for

evaluation to serve

a

developmental role for program

participants and an informational role for program planners.
In application,

stages:

(1)

a

the process moves through three key

collaborative assessment of the Guatemalan

research context,

(2)

the emergence of participants'

evaluation questions through a series of informal interview
encounters, and

(3)

critical reflections, the creation of

alternative solutions and action-taking.
PE provides participants with training reinforcement in

their home setting while informing program planners of the

efficacy of

a

particular training methodology from

Guatemalan perspective.

a

Findings challenge policy makers,

ix

planners, practitioners, and
researchers to acknowledge
multiple field realities as well
as contextual and
structural impediments to applying
an empowerment based
methodology in various socio-political
contexts.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Background
In semi-urban settings and remote
villages in the

Central American country of Guatemala,
community development workers read telegrams sent by an
official of an

international development agency located in the
capital
city.

The message informs the Guatemalans that an
agency

evaluator will meet them at
conduct

a

a

specified time and place to

follow-up evaluation of their recent trip to the

United States as training scholarship recipients.
The scenario will be repeated throughout Guatemala

during

a

three-week period when

a

team of 11 survey

researchers meet with 420 persons who comprise
sample of 2,457 returned trainees.

random

a

A traditional evaluation

procedure, a two hour interview structured around

a

pre-designed 16-page questionnaire, will be administered.
Data will be fed into a computer and analyzed.

Results will

reveal something about increased income wages, level of

satisfaction with training experience, and changed

perceptions of Americans.

In the end,

findings will be

published and make their way to the desks and shelves of

development policy makers and planners.
Unfortunately, the original source of the data, the

Guatemalans themselves, will more than likely never have
1

access to the very information and knowledge
they played a
key role
generating. More critically, the primary users
of the findings, policy makers and
planners, may never know

m

that, perhaps, the evaluatees may not have
wanted to

passively respond to an outside evaluator's agenda.
Instead, they may have wanted to actively question
with that

evaluator why the injection of training development

assistance has not resulted in

a

community's development ills.

Three young Guatemalan Indian

cure-all for their

women, for instance, may have simply wanted to discuss how

their womens

'

organization struggles to obtain seed monies

of no more than $50US to begin a knitting project.

Or,

a

young Guatemalan man might have wished to examine why his
training experience was viewed with suspicion and envy by
his superiors rather than embraced as a much needed

development input at the workplace.
The evaluation scenario described above is in keeping

with standard evaluation practice and informed by
conventional research methods.

It is expedient and

typically concerned with statistically measurable outcomes.
Traditional strategies such as the one described in the

scenario above are often inappropriate for evaluating

educational activity which places

a

high premium on the

development of human resources and social systems.

By

ignoring the complexities of the human experience which
rarely seem trivial to the people who live them such

evaluations tend to over-simplify and distort reality.
2

Furthermore, such procedures seem oddly
detached from the
innermost, more personal experiences
of the people who do
what development thinkers think they
ought to do to improve
conditions in their communities.
In contrast, participatory evaluation

(PE),

a

form of

participatory research, is more concerned with
dynamic and
complex social processes in which the supposed
beneficiaries
of a given activity can engage in dialogue
with an external

evaluator and critically reflect on the very strategies

formulated on their behalf.
We must ask: why was the alternative to traditional

evaluation, PE, not used in the scenario described above?
The Problem

Within the last three decades an upsurge of interest in

participatory development strategies has emerged as

a

means

to effectively address the needs of exploited, marginalised,

and disempowered peoples.

International development

agencies, policy makers, practitioners, and academic

researchers have promoted participatory development
as one way to help eradicate the phenomenon of under-

development.

Indeed, participation in its various

interpretations has come to be heralded by many as the

missing ingredient in the development process (Bock
Papagiannis, 1983; Oakley

&

&

Marsden, 1984).

Although people's participation has been advocated in
the planning and implementation of
3

a

variety of development

strategies when it comes to evaluation
the voices of program
Clientele are heard faintly, if at
all.
According to
participatory evaluator Marie-Therese
Feuerestein 1988 ),
within the development field an
unattractive picture has
come together its elements of
which include:
(

an uncritical subservience to the
mystiques of
conventional evaluation approaches, an
unswerving
bias towards complex, costly, and
highly

quantitative evaluation methods, inability
to perceive the need for a broader
range of
evaluation approaches and skills, and a
general
reluctance to extend participatory principles
to evaluation (pg. 16 ).

Non- traditional educators who explicitly
advocate

participation in training programs to enlighten,
enable, and
empower trainees are concerned that the goals
and procedures
embodied in traditional evaluation are inadequate
for

assessing the qualitative and reflective nature of
processoriented, empowering participatory training.

Further, they

are concerned that the predominance of such practice
reveals
a

serious under-rating of the very people best qualified to

evaluate development strategies

—

program participants

themselves
Traditional evaluation has emerged as

a

"top-down” and

"expert-intensive" activity typically controlled by

outsiders and intended to meet outsiders' requirements.

Evaluation questionnaires are generally designed by
individuals isolated from the lives of individuals being
evaluated and are structured according to preconceived
notions of what is important to evaluate.
4

According to its

conventions

traditional evaluation typically
prohibits the
"evaluated" from determining what is
meaningful to evaluate.
In contrast
PE holds the possibility of
off-setting
the incomplete and possibly inaccurate
understandings
rendered by traditional approaches.
Fundamentally, it
,

,

restructures the object-subject separation
between evaluator
and evaluatee in favor of a
subject-subject unity between
equals.
Hence, ordinary people influence and
legitimate a
process of knowledge making and its use. By
engaging

program clientele in an interactive and reflective
process
of mutual investigation externally made
assumptions upon
which development strategies are based can be
re-assessed
and critiqued by the poor instead of being given

a

status

which places them above critique.
Traditional evaluation is necessary and often useful.
However, in the investigation of human and social phenomenon
the generalizing nature of standard procedures serves to

silence the uniqueness of individual human voices,

suppresses the varied texture of the human context, and

constrains ordinary peoples' right to counter-expertise on
issues of which they often have expert knowledge (Kassam,
1979).

In the end,

our understanding of the complexities of

development as it pertains to ordinary peoples' daily
struggles serve either as
social reality.

a

mere skeleton or silhouette of

Clearly, quantitative data alone cannot

reveal the true nature of the social and human change

process experienced by exploited and disempowered poor.
5

It

IS often the least empowered who
are charged with putting

development schemes into play in settings
that severely
constrain even the best development plan.
There is a need to explore the use of PE as
an

alternative evaluation approach which is both
evaluative and
educative; one not merely intended to generate
scientific
data but to generate useable data.

By affirming the

knowledge-generating abilities of ordinary people and
enabling them to analyze their own reality PE can foster

practice which is less expert-dependent and more
“reliant

,

reveal new insights, raise new questions, and

contribute to improved practice.

More importantly, rather

than merely serve as the basis of academic work or obscure

policy analysis PE can benefit those who provide the raw

material for evaluation in the first place.
Purpose
The primary purpose of this study is to respond to the

aforementioned need for evaluation procedures which are
congruent with the principles of empowering development
strategies.
(1)

Secondarily, the study has two sub-purposes:

to contribute to methodological clarity in an emerging

alternative evaluation field by providing

a

detailed account

of an exploratory PE application in an international setting

and (2) to stimulate reflection within the development field

about the assumptions of our participatory-oriented efforts.

6

Research shows that

a

common practice in participatory

development is nominal participation in
evaluation about
participation in contrast to meaningful and
direct
participation in evaluation (Uphoff and
Cohen, 1988).

is a difference.

In this study,

There

PE is used as a vehicle to

give voice to the supposed beneficiaries
of participatory

development training activity by engaging them
in a process
where they largely determine the focus of
evaluation for the
purpose of addressing their needs.

Based on this

exploratory effort, the theoretical argument for future
applications similar to this one can be strengthened and
the
practical lessons learned can support other researchers

attempting this form of social inquiry.
As stated before, the overall purpose of this study is
to use a particular training strategy case as a situation

which can serve as

a

vehicle to examine the strengths and

limitations of PE and not to evaluate

a

particular training

program per se
Design and Methodology
The procedure for responding to the lack of

participatory evaluation approaches congruent with
participatory development activity includes

a

critical

review of the literature and an exploratory PE application

with community development workers in Guatemala.

7

Review of Literature
The review of the literature
provides a theoretical and

methodological perspective of the
research approach
discussed and applied in this study
as well as practical
considerations in applying theory to
practice. Based on the
literature provisional stages and criteria
for assessment of
a PE inquiry are presented.
Exploratory PE Application
The development and actual application of
an

exploratory PE inquiry includes the researcher's
involvement
with Guatemalan community development workers in
the context
of two distinct settings.

The first setting involves my work with Guatemalans
in

Arizona as

a

development consultant with the Institute for

Training and Development

(

in Amherst, Massachusetts.

ITD,

I

ITD

)

,

a

training institute based

As a development consultant for

worked with Guatemalan trainees intermittently for

two years.

Trainees were recipients of scholarships

provided by the Central American Peace Scholarship Project
(CAPS) under the auspices of the United States Agency for

International Development (USAID).

Mid-way through my

involvement in nine training programs, the first stage of
the PE inquiry was initiated with my first trip to Guatemala

during which time the feasibility and suitability of
effort was assessed with former trainees.
8

At the

a

PE

conclusion of the ninth and final
training program, 1
traveled to Guatemala for a second
time to conduct the more
substantive phase of the fieldwork including
interviewing
and working with former ITD trainees.
The heart of the study, interview
encounters with
former program trainees, occurred in
various settings

throughout the Guatemalan western highlands.

True to the

participatory nature of the method used in this
study,
research participants were encouraged to determine

the

direction of the inquiry using our shared ITD experience
as
a

preliminary evaluation focus.

A series of successive

informal interviews led to deeper probing of the
Guatemalans' post-training experiences and the researcher's

increased involvement in the lives and work of these

individuals at the community level.

encounters on

a

In-depth interview

one-to-one and one-to-small group basis

emerged to comprise the major fieldwork component.

All

fieldwork was conducted in Spanish.
Data for the documentation of the field component was

drawn from tape recorded interviews with the research

participants

,

my personal fieldwork process journal, and my

experiential understanding of the lives and work of the

participants
Definitions and Terms

Participatory evaluation

(

PE

is a form of

participatory research (PR) in which people (i.e. program
9

participants) are active subjects not
passive objects who
influence the process of knowledge
making and its use.
PE
is both investigative and
educative; a dual process of

knowing and acting where people

(1)

m

play a significant role

determining the focus of an evaluation
inquiry, (2)
confront a problematic situation in
collaboration with an
evaluator as researcher, and (3) work with an
evaluator in
an attempt to create solutions to resolve
it through action
in a manner which is suitable and feasible
with regard
to

prevailing soci-economic

,

cultural and political conditions.

As a form of PR, PE includes three main
components --

investigation, learning, and action.

PE can be applied to

both participatory and non-participatory activity.
A community development worker is a person voluntarily

involvea in the organization and mobilization of community
groups for the purpose of making more effective use of local

initiative and energy for improved living conditions.

Development projects may focus on areas such as literacy,
health, agriculture, water, and sanitation.

Assumptions and Limitations
In this study,

the concept of participation assumes

deliberate efforts to increase control over resources,
processes and regulative institutions in given social
situations on the part of groups and movements ordinarily

excluded from such control.

It is assumed that

10

participation empowers marginalized
or disenfranchised
individuals or groups
(Kindervatter
,

When applied to evaluation as

a

1979; Reed, 1984).

research method

participation implies a political process
in which knowledge
or information is regarded as a
potential source of power
and, as such, ought not to be the
exclusive domain of

outsiders, experts or dominant institutions.

Assumably,

someone gains from the process and product
of an inquiry.
Thus, participatory evaluation in
research is explicitly

used to empower less powerful people as one
important aspect
of the goal of broader social change.

The fieldwork described in this study was conducted
in
a

cross-cultural international setting.

As an outside

researcher with limited presence in Guatemala,

I

claim no

expertise on Guatemala, Guatemalans, or community

development in that country.

A discussion of Guatemalan

history, society, culture, and politics as it pertains to
the situational context of the field application is provided

and is not intended to be a comprehensive discussion of the

Guatemalan mileau.
The detailed description of the methodological aspects
of this inquiry is designed to make a contribution to

alternative research which has yet to confidently come of
age in the fields of educational and social science

research.

Because the application is highly context-bound

to a particular out-of -country training experience, field

11

site, and group of research
participants the particular
findings are not intended to be
generalized.

Organization

Following the introductory chapter,
the study is
® r<3^ n izsd around three main
parts.
Part One, theoretical, methodological,
and program
context, includes Chapters II, III, and
IV.
A review of the
literature provides a theoretical foundation
and

methodological perspective for this PE inquiry
in addition
to practical considerations for applying
theory

to practice.

A provisional model for the PE inquiry
is provided in the

final section of Chapter III.

origin of

a

Chapter IV describes the

PE inquiry as it pertains to the researcher's

involvement in participatory training programs for

Guatemalan community development workers.
Part Two, field application, includes Chapters V, VI,
and VII.

These chapters provide

a

detailed description of

the various stages of the PE inquiry.

Part Three, analysis,

conclusions and recommendations, includes Chapter VIII and
IX.

The analysis includes two main foci: the PE inquiry as

process and product.

The final chapter draws conclusions

for the study and provides recommendations for further

development of participatory evaluation and research.

12

CHAPTER II

CRITICAL THEORY:

FOUNDATION FOR PARTICIPATORY
EVALUATION
For me, the more theoretical
you are
the more practical you are.
Paulo Freire, 1985
PR Conference, UMass, Amherst

Evaluation specialist Rolland Paulston
(1979) wrote
that one of the unavoidable questions
researchers will
confront when investigating some aspect
of social phenomenon
is: Which theory should I choose
to guide this inquiry?
Paulston does not conceive of theory in the
scientific or

traditional sense of

a

set of immutable laws.

conceives of theory in an alternative sense,
as

Rather, he
a

value-

bound, explanatory model which guides our
choices— why and

how we come to conduct research as we do.

This review of

literature will show that the alternative research approach

discussed in this study, participatory evaluation (PE),
bases its conduct on questions of valuations; it answers the

why and how of research.
Thus, this review will provide the study's theoretical

and methodological framework by examining two major bodies
of literature, critical theory and participatory evaluation
(PE).

Emerging from that review several practical consider-

ations for applying theory to practice will be discussed.
Finally, provisional stages for
13

a

PE inquiry and criteria

assessment will be provided.
provider!

mu
This
•

_.

review begins with

a

look at the theory which
undergirds this study.

A_Theoretical Perspec tive; Critical
Theory
Critical theory, to my mind, provides

a

sound

theoretical foundation for the PE
inquiry discussed in this
study.
Critical theory embodies particular
elements
including a view of society, procedures
for studying
society, and guidelines by which
researchers proceed. These
elements contrast sharply with traditional
forms of social
science research.For purposes of simplicity and
1

concreteness the following table schematically
represents a
few elements of critical and traditional
research theories
which pertain to this study.
These elements are purposely

presented as opposites to overstate their points
of

divergence
Critical theory is two things in one:

(1)

a

tradition

of social thought contained in the theoretical works
of the

Frankfurt School or the Institute for Social Research, and
(2)

a

process of critique in social research (Giroux,

1983:8).

2

Advanced by

a

group of German philosophers in

1923, critical theory today provides the justification for

social research which is reflective, educative, and

transformative (Fay, 1975; Guess, 1981).
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TABLE

1

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF
TRADITIONAL VS. CRITICAL THEORIES

Traditional theories

Critical theories

View of society:
offers picture of social
order as it is.

sees social order as
it ought to be in
terms of aspects to
change to eliminate
suffering in society.

Knowledge structure:
objective, separates theory
from object to which it
refers; denies reflection.

subjective; entwines
theory & practice;
theory part of object
domain described;
promotes reflection.

Knowledge validation:
empirical validation
through scientific
observation & experimentation

cognitively acceptable only if it
survives process of
evaluation of which
reflection is a part

.

Role of researcher
assumes strict objectsubject dichotomy;
knower uninvolved with
known. Assumes detached
role as evaluator of
complex social life.

knower & known
mutually involved;
catalytic agent of
change within complex
social life being
analyzed

Adapted from Guess (1981:56-57)
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&

Fay (1975).

Traditional theories are commonly
referred to as
positivism, The Scientific Method,
empirical-analytical
methods, conventional research,
orthodox research, or the
dominant paradigm.
These research traditions have
a
conception of knowledge as derived
from the natural sciences
which validate knowledge through
scientific observation
and

experimentation.

Overtime, the study of natural
sciences

has been equated with the study
of society.

Traditional

theories have been legitimated as the
only path to knowledge
making or research.
Furthermore, the singular, narrow, and
objectifying view of the social world they
promote has come
to dictate the manner in which social
reality is

investigated (Popkowitz, 1984; Watson, 1982).

According to Horkheimer (1968), critical theory
emerged
as an acute methodological refutation of
traditional
theories (pg. xiii).

While critical theory acknowledges the

appropriateness of traditional theories for natural science
it views such theories as inadequate when applied
to the

investigation of human society (Guess, 1980:28).

In fact,

it is claimed that such a view of society distorts our

understanding of the very human condition that the methods
of science were designed to illuminate

(Patton, 1975:6).

Critical theory offers an alternative to the traditional
view of society as

a

legitimate way of making sense of our

social world.
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T raditional an d Critical
Views of snr-i 0 »

Y

Essentially, traditional theory
promotes a view of the
world which is objective
and neutral while a critical
perspective is subjective and
reflective. A traditional
view of society offers a
picture of society as an immutable
2iven. Critical theory rejects the
notion of the givenness
of society and focuses,
instead, on possibilities: the
capacity of human beings to evaluate
and critically reflect
on their social world in order
to change it towards a better
end (Gibson, 1981:57).
This difference has profound

implications for the procedures researchers
use to
understand society.
Traditional theory views society as

a

distant,

observable, objective phenomenon— a set of
ahistorical facts
by which human behavior is described,
made predictable,
controlled, and manipulated.

For Horkheimer (1968)

traditional theory "offers no transcendent meaning;
it only
asserts facts" (pg. vii
in contrast, critical theory
)

views society as

a

.

dialectical phenomenon in which people

actively engage in the construction and reconstruction of
their social world for the purpose of bringing about needed

change to eliminate social inequity in their lives
(Schroyer, 1973).

world as

a

Because traditional theories regard the

domain of neutral, controllable objects, as one

such object itself, it does not cast
eye back on itself (Held, 1980:167).
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a

critically reflective
Thus, traditional

theories deal only with questions
of what is not what ought
to be

By denying the reflective
capacity of human beings,
traditional theory denies what Comstock
(1982) refers to as
the human constructedness of society"
372

(pg.

contrast, critical theory views society
as

).

in

a

self-structured, self-unfolding whole in
which people have
the capacity to self-consciously
participate in the

transformation of society (Held, 1980:173).
According to Kenneth Strike in Patton
(1975) people do,
indeed, determine their destiny.
Strike
notes:

Men and women have purposes and emotions, they
make plans, construct cultures, and hold
certain
Values.
.in short, a human being lives in a
world which has meaning to him/her, and,
because behavior has meaning, human actions are
intelligible in ways that the behavior of nonhuman
objects is not.
The opponents of this view will
maintain that human behavior is to be explained in
the same manner as is the behavior of other
objects of nature (pg. 7).
.

Comstock (1982) reaffirms Strike's observation of the
self -determinative capacity of human beings by asserting

that
All men and women are potentially active agents in
the construction of their social world and their
personal lives; that they can be subjects, rather
than the objects, of socio-historical processes
(pg. 371).

Gibson (1986) maintains that the anti-reflective and

anti-transf ormative view of society advanced by traditional
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theories is at best ill-conceived,
at worst irrelevant or
distorting.
Gibson explains:
To deny the principle of
self-construction and
e aS agents of that
Pe
reconstruction is to
h*mr,
°£i
hamper
the pursuit of truth.
human affairs

m

are soc:>-ally constructed,
humanly
H
determined
and interpreted, and hence
subject to
U9h human n,eans
these
grounds
critica theory rejects the
use of an objectifying
theory
the study of human affairs
(pg. 4 ).

^P

-

m

Critical theory is neither neutral,
objective or

acntical

in its view of society.

As Gibson suggests

critical theory is, in fact, explicitly
partisan:
Its partisanship consists in its
goals: the
reconstruction of society based on nonexploitative relations between persons; and
the restoration of human beings to
center place in
the evolution of human society as
self-conscious
self-managing subjects of social reality
(pg.

4).

In summary,

by accepting the role of science as the

careful recording of facts and limiting its
generalizations
to the unity of apparent reality, traditional
theories leave

the question of historical development aside.

The task of

critical theory is, therefore, to inform researchers
as to

how to restructure research endeavors by which the
se

^ “determinat

i ve

capacities of people can be reinstated

(Horkheimer, 1968:xiii).

Traditional and Critically Informed Research
The method of traditional scientific research

objectifies the human subjects of an investigation by
treating them and their behavior as observable raw data
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Which is external to the
research process. As a
consequence, the ••objects" of
research (i.e. people) are
observed in isolation from the
social processes and
structures which have meaning for
their
lives.

At least in
ypical cases of traditional research,
one can distinguish
clearly between the theory and the
object being researched:
the theory/theoretician isn't
part of the object-domain
being investigated.
Critical theory/theoreticians on the
other hand, are reflective, or self-ref
erential
A

.

critical theory/theoretician is itself
always

a

part of the

object-domain which it investigates; critical
theories are
always in part about themselves (Guess,
1981:55).

For Fay

(1973) traditional theory is largely an

instrument of manipulation while critical theory
is an
instrument of emancipation.

As such, critical theory

explicitly engages directly with real-life situations
and
problems
By using real-life problems as both the reason for
its

theorising and the subject of its investigation critical
theory not only explains those problems but provides the
means of resolving them by enabling people to critically

consider how to gain more control over their own lives.
Research rooted in critical theory is research that is
reflective, collaborative, and educative.

It views research

as a process which enables people to gain a better

understanding of the social and institutional structures
which frame their social reality and to critically analyze
20

problematic situations toward change
through self-determined
action (Carr & Kemmis, 1986).
Fay (1975) asserts that
research informed by critical

theory is purposefully for social
change.
length

He is quoted at

Critical theory is clearly rooted
in concrete
social experience, explicitly conceived
with the
purpose of overcoming felt dissatisfactions
of
people. Consequently, it names the
people for
whom it is directed; analyzes their
suffering;
offers enlightenment to them about what
their real
needs and wants are.
.points to those
inherently contradictory social conditions
which
both engender specific needs and make
it
impossible for them to be satisfied; it reveals
the mechanisms in terms of which this
process of
oppression operates and, in the light of changing
social conditions which it describes it
offers a
mode of activity by which they can intervene
in
and change the social processes which are
thwarting them. A critical social theory arises
out of the problems of everyday life and is
constructed with an eye towards solving them
.

(pg.

109).

Siting

on this same theme, Comstock makes the

following claim;
Critical social research begins from the life
problems of definite and particular social agents
who may be individuals, groups or classes that are
oppressed by and alienated from social processes
they maintain or create but do not control.
Beginning from the practical problems of everyday
existence it returns to that life with the aim of
enlightening its subjects about unrecognized
social constraints and possible courses of action
by which they may liberate themselves.
Its aim
is enlightened self-knowledge and effective
political action.
Its method is dialogue, and
its effect is to heighten its subject's selfawareness of their collective potential as the
active agents of history (pg. 378).
If these statements about critical theory in general,

are rephrased for evaluation as research,
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a

view emerges of

form of evaluation which
aims at involving marginalized,
disempowered, poor people in ways
which will improve their
situation as the central concern
of the evaluation process.
In this sense, critically
informed research is not unlike
the process of conscientization
described by Freire (1970)
a

as a
C
S in WhiCh pe ° ple
not a s recipients,
huf as
tt v
but
knowing subjects, achieve a deepeninq
awareness both of their socio-historicSl
SSlityY
Which shapes their lives and of
their
capacity
to transform that reality
*
(pg. 27).
'

Critical theory fundamentally acknowledges
the sense of
frustration and powerlessness that people
may feel as they
see their personal destinies out of
their own control and in
the hands of others.
Critical theory attempts to reveal

those factors which prevent individuals
of groups from
taking control of, or even influencing,
those decisions
which crucially affect their lives.
in the exploration of
inequitable social processes and structures critical
theory
claims to afford insight into how greater degrees
of

autonomy could be available.

This characteristic pinpoints

what distinguishes critical from traditional theory:
its
claim to be emancipatory.
a

Not only does it claim to provide

deeper awareness of peoples’ true interests but it claims

to bring about liberation from unnecessary constraints on

human freedom (Gibson, 1986:5).
As a system of thought rooted in the notion of

reflection, critical theory aims to increase the awareness
of the subjects of research of contradictory social
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conditions in their lives which
are ordinarily hidden from
their understanding.
In that sense, the purpose
of critical
theory is fundamentally political.
its purpose is to
question instances of domination,
oppression, and injustice
in society in favor of
emancipation in social
life

(

Schroyer

,

1973; Popkowitz, 1984:17).

The emancipatory

endeavor of critical theory, its
prime characteristic, makes
it a difficult and demanding
enterprise for researchers
(Gibson, 1982:2).

Those demands are discussed in the

following section.
Critical Theory and Researchers

Researchers whose practice is rooted in the
intellectual traditional of critical theory are
confronted
with the task of rejecting the traditionalist
insistence on

objectivity in their role as researchers.
Traditional theory insists on

a

strict object-subject

dichotomy where the researcher, as knower, and researched
subjects, as known, work at opposite ends in the

investigation of social phenomena (Patton, 1975:21-28).
Hence, traditional researchers evaluate complex social life
at a distance and operate from a neutral and acritical

stance (Bredo

&

Feinberg, 1982a:7).

Traditional theory is

insistent that researchers "control" their intrinsic

subjectivity

—

that they separate fact from value, logic

from intuition, and what they observe from how they feel

about what they observe.

Researchers operating in the
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traditional mode guarantee neutrality
and scientific
uncontaminated "truth" by conducting
themselves according to
a code of professional
comportment— a cool, calm and
detached stance devoid of personal
involvement and critical
intervention (Patton, 1975:26).

Critically informed researchers reject
the role of
detached observer.
Instead, they make their values explicit
and, therefore, assume a subjective
stance in which they

become purposefully involved in research
which aims to
transformation the social order. Unlike
traditional
researchers, critically informed researchers
are willing to
get involved with the "messiness" of life.
For Horkheimer (1968) the researcher's role
is that of

value-committed, social actor.

Horkheimer is explicit:

researchers "reduce the tension between their insight and

oppressed humanity in which service they think"
(pg. 221).

Horkheimer explains further:
Critical theory proceeds from the theorists'
awareness of his own partiality.
.Thus,
theory is neither neutral nor objective.
Its
P ar tisanship consists in its goals and the
reconstruction of society based on non-exploitative relations between persons, and the restoration of man to center place in the evolution of
human society as a self-conscious, self -managing
subject of social reality (pg. xiv).
.

If,

in fact,

.

the role of critical researchers is one of

se If -conscious involvement then insight, opinion, and values

can be viewed as legitimate tools by which society is

understood and altered.
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Comstock ,1982, asserts
that researchers who
assume an
objective rather than a
subjective stance "deny
their
ability and responsibility
as participants in the
socro-hrstorical development of
human action and
understanding" pg 22!,.
his article "A Method for
Critical Science Research,"
Comstock (1982, emphasizes the
social and educational function
of critically informed
researchers
(

m

.

:

The only legitimate activity
of a critical
researcher is to engage in the
collective
e
ri e ° f p
ressive enlightenment with the
^? K
in9 J°9
1S ° r h6r accounts ar e valid
in
liqht of thh
£
UblieC
oppressive social position
and^h^
*
4
and the specific action possible
in that position
*.* ; th ® role of critical researchers is
not to
simply o bserve humans as objects
but to endeavor
to engage them
self-conscious action (pg. 377 ).
Fay (1975) is clearer still about
the researcher's

^

m

responsibility to society:
critical model of social science asserts
that in
order to have a subject matter at all
the social
scientist must attempt to understand the
intentions and desires of the actors he is
observing, as well as the rules of their
social
order.
Critical theory is rooted in the felt
needs and sufferings of a group of people
and,
r ?^ ore
^
absolutely necessary that the
critical theorist come to understand these
actors from their own point of view, at least as
a
first step (pg. 94).
'

.

The role of the researcher as committed social
actor
and educator as suggested by Horkheimer, Comstock,
and Fay

makes quite different role demands on the researcher.
Basing research on the felt needs and sufferings of people
implies immediate and direct involvement with people as

opposed to psuedo- involvement at
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a

distance from people.

Again, Pay (1975) maintains that
by involving the researched
in the inquiry itself researchers
engage in interactive
activities in which the researched
can come to see

themselves and their social situation
in a new way and they
themselves can decide to alter the
conditions which they
find repressive (pg. 103).
Generally, traditional researchers rely
on non-human
instruments to collect, analyze, and report
data in

isolation from the object being researched.

Critically

informed researchers rely much more on people,
that is,

themselves and others as research "instruments".

Hence,

interpersonal skills such as listening, looking, relating,
thinking, feeling, acting, collaborating are
paramount in

giving meaning to data gathering processes.

In essence,

the

researcher's awareness is the primary research instrument
(Reinharz, 1981:428).

Gritical theory assumes that without empathy and

sympathetic introspection derived from personal encounters
with subjects of research the observer cannot fully

understand human behavior.

"Understanding comes from trying

to put oneself in the other person's shoes, from trying to

discern how others think, act, and feel" (Patton, 1975:26).
Critical researchers achieve this goal by getting close to
the people being studied, through physical proximity over

period of time and through development of closeness in the
sense of intimacy and confidentiality.

The commitment to

enter the private life-worlds of research participants for
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a

the purpose of providing
them

a

means by which their

problems can be addressed constitutes

a

significant

commitment to represent research
participants in their own
terms (Lofland in Patton, 1975:4).
In summary,

critical theory promotes

a

view of society

as a socio-historical development
of human understanding and

action.

According to critical theory since
all knowledge is
rooted
human action and human action shapes
and reshapes
the social order, men and womens'
opinions,

m

values, and

feelings about that social order are
inseparable.

In order

for critically informed researchers
to illuminate peoples'

voices in critically informed research endeavors
they must,
first, be explicit about whose interests
they serve in
social action research and why.

As such, the only

legitimate activity of critically informed research
is to
engage in the collective enterprise of emancipation and
en lightment of disenfranchised sectors of society.

Ultimately the aim of critcally informed research is to show
that research rooted in ordinary peoples' real-life struggle
is valid and that taking action towards a better end is a

legitimate element of such resarch endeavors.
Given the theoretical foundation for critically

informed research the discussion in the following section
reviews the literature on an alternative appraoch to

evaluation as

a

research process which is termed

participatory evaluation.

This approach to research is
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offered as one which is
compatible with the principles
of
critical theory as an alternative
theoretical perspective
for research.
——Metho dological Perspective
The relatively recent emergence
of an alternative

research approach generally referred
to as participatory
research (PR) has generated a
considerable amount of
literature.
Published and unpublished accounts of
the
theory and practice of PR is provided
by supporters who have
applied the concept in international
and domestic settings. 3
While these works have contributed to
the growing body of PR
literature the various theoretical and
methodological

perspectives attached to PR have contributed
to ambiguity
rather than clarity in the field (Brown,
1982).
in response
to that ambiguity, I begin the following
discussion
by

attempting to untangle what

I

view as

a

terminological web

of confusion in the literature.

Untangling

a

Web of Confusion

PR has been in existence as a term for fifteen years

during which time
been generated.

4

a

considerable amount of literature has

PR is the more commonly used label used to

describe educational research activity which occurs in
various settings and with varied emphases.

PR involves

researchers and ordinary people in activities such as
training, evaluation, health education, literacy, political
28

or community organization
and mobilization.

As a

consequence of its various foci PR
initiates are easily
confused by the variation of terms
applied to this
innovative research approach. An
example of the range of
terms found in the literature is
shown below:
C Pa 0ry research (Hall,
~?
1979 Marshall,
fp^ ^Brydon
^
1981;
Miller, 1984; Maguire,
;

1987);

1Clp t 0rY action research (Fals Borda,
~?
^f^ & b;
?
iy85a
Nelson & Arafa, 1982);

tiCipat ° ry res earch evaluation (Whitemore,
Lf
1988);

~?-

-participator y evaluation research (Tandon,
19 81

(

)

;

f^^ticip atory research and evaluatio n
Fernandes & Tandon, 1981);

-partic ipatory evaluation (Feuerstein, 1978,
1982, 1988; Lackey, Peterson, & Pine, 1981;
Srinivasan, 1981; Mayo, Green, & Vargas, 1985);

-partic ipatory research approach (Moser, 1982;
Bryceson, Manicom, & Kassam, 1982);
- critical

1982

)

social science rese arch (Comstock,

;

- community-based
- problem-posing

research (Park, 1978);
research (Freire, 1970b).

A sense of confusion, ambiguity, and divisiveness

within the field is evident from the variation of labels
used.

In fact,

the terminological variation found in the

literature on participatory research is

a

reflection of the

different cultural contexts, languages, ideologies, and
political realities in which PR takes place (Conchelos
Kassam, 1983:52).

&

This is meaningful in light of the fact
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that

si gmf leant amount of
ambiguity may persist in the
field as PR gains wider
a

acceptance by individuals who

describe themselves exclusively
as "researcher; evaluator
trainer health worker; literacy
trainer; or community
activist, etc." While the
terminological variation is
admittedly a troublesome aspect
what matters most is what PR
IE and how it is carried
out.
For purposes of clarity
in

the following discussion, PR will
be used to define the
general field of research and participatory
evaluation will
be used when referring to this
study's particular

application of PR.
Need fo r Participatory Evaluation
To varying degrees, people evaluate
almost daily.

Reflecting on our day's work, the different
stages of our
lives, our accomplishments and failures
denotes evaluation
at the simplest level.

Evaluation is integral to human

thinking, reflecting, and daily existence (Kinsey,
1981;

Cuthbert, 1985; Derricourt

&

Oakley, 1988).

This most basic of human activities has emerged as a

commonplace concept and practice in education and research
where a wide range of activity is planned and implemented in
various settings and are evaluated regularly (Oakley, 1982;
Patton, 1985).

A growing demand for regular evaluation

within program settings has given rise to a specialized
field, institutions,

evaluation.

a

body of knowledge, and experts in

Consequently, much of the manner in which
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evaluation is commonly practiced
is expert-dependent (Shiva
& Bandyopadhyay
1981; Tandon, 1981).
,

Within the field of social development
programs, the
emergence of expert-dependent evaluation
has created a
distorted understanding of evaluation.
A misplaced emphasis
on evaluation as an activity
reserved for specialists has
caused a splintering of the major
components of most
development activity— program planning,
implementation, and
evaluation.
Tandon (1988) notes that evaluation

has come to

be viewed as an activity separate from
ongoing program

activity.

Similarly, program planners, implementors, and

beneficiaries have become alienated from the evaluation
of
activity of which they are integral actors. Oakley
(1988)

maintains that

a

view of evaluation as

a

specialized

activity has inhibited the development of evaluation
as
personal, subjective, reflective activity.

a

Thus, the

educative possibility of evaluation has been constrained.
Stiefel and Wessler (1983) claim that

a

evaluation as an expert-dependent activity is

narrow view of
a

reflection

of a conventional belief in scientific objectivity.

The

authors identify three major assumptions upon which this
belief is based:
(a)

Scientific evaluation reveals objective
knowledge about the object under investigation
and, therefore, provides facts and knowledge
about development processes that are
unquestionably right.
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(b)

The availability of such
'objective'
knowledge allows project administrators
to
make more rational decisions
for the benefit
3CtiVity
benef
of
that activity?"

^

(

i^ies

C

Pilsworth and Ruddock (1975) contend
that evaluation
based on these assumptions emphasizes
the aggregation of
statistics, expression of results in
numerical and
statistical language, the designing of
measuring instruments
offices isolated from real-life situations,

m

and the

interpretation of data by persons not familiar with
the
people concerned.
Furthermore, while the results of such approaches

correspond to bureaucratic norms, procedures, and

requirements the presentation of findings is replete with
specialist terms and statistical interpretations too complex
to be understood by the average reader or used by the

non-expert (Feuerstein, 1988).

At any rate, they are not

usually intended to be read or used at these levels anyway
(Hall, et al, 1976)

.

Also, traditional evaluation mimicks the object— sub ject

dichotomy of traditional theory by separating evaluator from
evaluatee in order to assess

a

given activity objectively.

In effect, both the evaluator's and evaluatee 's subjectivity

is denied and negated on the grounds that subjectivity

distorts representations of reality.

In so doing,

traditional practice simplifies the complexity of reality
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and distorts it rather
than providing a balanced
and
holistic understanding of
it (Patton, 1975:29-34;
Paggaduan
& Ferrer
1983:149).
,

Admittedly, traditional
evaluation is credible in and
itself and needed by
policy-makers.
However, the
exclusive use of such
procedures cannot provide an
accurate
representation of complex social
processes in which
political, social, economic,
ideological, and cultural
aspects are interacting factors.
At the most, traditional
luation provides a crude,
gross approximation of what
an
evaluator perceives as reality
(Stiefel s Wessler, 1983:37).
Critics of traditional approaches
claim it
is

subjectivity (i.e. people's
perceptions and experiences)
which provide richness and depth
to our understanding of
social processes (Oakley, 1982b;
Fernandes
and Tandon,

1981).

They explain it is important to
deliberately and

intentionally incorporate and utilize
subjectivity in
evaluation in order to use subjectivity

as a basis for

examining that which is generally left
unquestioned by
externally determined and controlled
evaluation procedures
(Krishnamurthy 1981; Lackey, Mack & Pine,
1981).

,

Participatory evaluators contend that evaluation
can no
longer be carried out merely as a 'one-way,
downward
communication process largely controlled from the
outside
while only obliquely touching the lives of people
who

constitute the essence of the experience being evaluated
(Srinivasan, 1981).

They assert that what is needed is
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evaluation done in collaboration
with people, not on or
for
them (Fernandes and
Tandon, 1961; Feuerstein,
1982
)

P urpose of Participa
tory Evaluation

Although traditional evaluation
is said to be more
objective, reliable, valid,
and capable of generating
a
large body of quantitative
data, there has been an
increasing disenchantment with
the results of such
approaches (Kinsey, 1978 &
1981; Etherington, 1979
Derricourt
Oakley, 1988 ).
Thus, moves have been made
towards developing less costly,
less expert-dependent and
more self-reliant evaluation
approaches
;

«,

(D'Abreo, 1981;

Patton, 1985). International
development consultant and

participatory evaluator, Marie-Therese
Feuerstein (1988)
maintains
£
t er
ave l ess perfect but more usable
data and
^
d 1^
data
whlch can more
than a massive amount which becomeseasily be shared
the private
and often confidential possession
of a few

^

(pg.

16

)

Within this framework

,

development practitioners have

promoted an evaluation approach in which
peoples'

participation is increased.

Here, people define their own

evaluation needs, build on existing intellectual

capabilities and practical skills, validate their own
knowledge and experience, and engage in processes
by which
they analyze systematically their own reality to
increase

self-reliance and self-determination (Pagaduan
1983; Fetterman, 1988).
34

&

Ferrer,

PE shifts people from
the periphery to the
center of
evaluation.
It strives to help
people learn about their
strengths and weaknesses
and learn about their
social
reality and how to intervene
in it.
P E implies ciarifying
and rearticulating
peoples’ visions and
perspectives about
an activity they are
involved in.
it promotes a collective
process of reflection, critical
assessment about the
accomplishment, or lack of
accomplishment of a given
activity (Tandon 1981:8).

While evaluation has been
seen as
starts with the arrival of an
external

a

process which

evaluator and ends

when s/he departs taking away
data collected during the
process, PE is presented as a
circular process in which
findings are linked closely with
plans for the future action
of an on-going activity.
in this sense, PE strives
to

function as an educational as well
as an evaluative process
(Feuerstein, 1988).
PE does not focus exclusively on
outcomes of evaluation

such as insights and learnings for
evaluators but it is the
involvement of people in the PE process that
becomes the
basis for collective learning and education.
PE strives to

create conditions conducive to change for
action (Tandon,
1981:10)

.

PE focuses on members of exploited,
disenfranchised

sectors of society who typically negate, reject, and

undermine their own experience and knowledge.

PE attempts

to help people value their own experience and knowledge
and
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to re generate critical
faculties and reflection
capacities
so they can analyse
their own reality and
attempt to

transform it.

According to Tandon (1988)
"it is the
transformative potential of PE
which helps establish its
purpose and provides the basis
for linking it to its
overall
mission of empowerment of the
people"
(pg.

fundamentally

6 ).

PE is

process of separating what is
cjiven and
£2gSible from what
necessary and desirable
a

^

.

PE departs radically from
the traditional pattern of

separating evaluator from evaluatee
by encouraging
evaluators to enter into a relationship
with evaluatees on
the same level, inviting evaluatees
to share their views and
experiences while evaluators share
their own.
Participatory
evaluators, therefore, are not so much
concerned with
eliciting answers to predetermined
questions as much as they
are to provoke people into asking
more questions in order
that they can obtain a better understanding
of their
own

conditions by actively taking action to change
their reality
if needed.
Participatory evaluators aim to promote a
critical reflection within evaluatees about
immediate

problematic concerns facing them thereby unleashing the
impetus towards more conscious action toward a better

end

(D'Abreo, 1981; Paggaduan

For Hall

&

Ferrer, 1983:149).

(1979) PE is clearly an action-oriented

process
PE links social investigation to education and
action.
It recognizes the struggle of the poor
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Shiva and Bandyopadhyay
(1981) view PE as "critical
evaluation" in which ordinary
people are provided with the
means by which they can
"counter-expertise”:
n
a d PE ° an stren the n
the needs and
5
of |h! |
common people by putting their
feeHnnf and! views in a
feelings
e

SLt|

form which is
noerstandable and hence respected by easily
the experts
and policy makers.
On the other hand, it exposes
the restricted nature of expert
knowledge and
provides a platform for countering
power at a level of expertise where the political
challenge to it has emerged (pg. 118 no KrioS,
).

Because of its educative nature and
its concern with
disenfranchised sectors of society PE is
compatible with
participatory models of development which
have been
popularized within the last decade (Hall,
Etherington &
Jackson, 1979; Uphoff, 1988; Derricourt

&

Oakley, 1988).

In this model of development people
are actively involved in

creating their own development visions.

Given the people

centered thrust to development it is reasonable to
expect

a

process of reflection and evaluation of those activities
to
have similar characteristics and meaning.
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It would be a

contradiction to have

people centered development
evaluated by commissioned
agents appointed by resource
providers from above.
it is in this context
that PE is an
attempt at redefining and
reaffirming development as a
bottom-up, people
centered/controlled process and
not a
technocratic, top-down intervention
(Tandon,
a

1981)

Lackey, et al.

(1981) claim that conventional

evaluation in community development
has the sole purpose of
demonstrating to administrators
and policy makers the need
for new or renewed budgetary
allocations.

Lackey and his

colleagues argue that this type
of information creates
little, if any, direct benefit
for the community being
evaluated
® valuation conducted with
providing a learning experience for the purpose of
program
participants.
if the purpose of a particular
ducational effort, is to provide
members with decision-making skillscommunity
sense of competence and self-reliancebased on a
gained from
11 participation
the development process,
a uatlon of th e process
should be congruent
Vith fy
with
thatl purpose.
Instead of serving merely as
the basis for policy and budgetary
decisions or
cademic purposes, evaluation research
f
should be of an immediate and direct benefit
to
the community itself.
The value of PE is that
community members gain not only from the
results
evaluation, but from the evaluation process
?.
itself (pg. 85).

m

The authors cited above provide one of the
very few

detailed discussions on the possibilities of PE in
community
development.
(1)

In their view PE has two basic purposes:

determining the effects of the community
development process on individuals and the
community, as perceived by participants, and
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<2)

9

individ uals

in a reflective
evl?u^?
they
deveLp^eepIr^nsights^n^rthei?
a

process” (pg. 86,?

he

development

Evaluation in this mode
involves much more than
just an
examination of stated program
objectives and how well they
were or were not achieved,
as is generally the case
with
traditional program evaluation.
PE goe s beyond the simple
documentation of unanticipated
results which many approaches
to evaluation are able
to do.
in addition to documenting
such results, PE may
generate its own set of unanticipated
results. These latter results
may be just as beneficial or
even more beneficial than the
attainment of intended
objectives. A unique feature of PE
is that all results,
both anticipated and unanticipated,
are actually learned by
the people themselves on their own
terms and in a form on
which they can take action if and
when it is necessary.
Summary
At the core of PE is a certain world-view,
a certain
belief
the reflective, self -corrective and
transformative

m

capacities of human beings.

Fundamentally, PE is

a

belief

in ordinary people's willingness and
capacity to critically

analyze their lives and work to take steps to
improve their
lives.

This is the basic difference in looking at

evaluation as

a

regulatory mechanism imposed externally or

as a developmental and educational experience which
emerges

from within.
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CHAPTER III

CRITICAL THEORY AND
PARTICIPATORY EVALUATION:
METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The manifold potentials
of critical theory and
participatory evaluation (PE)
as a research method
have been
dearly illustrated. The
discussion in this chapter
is not
intended to add to that list
but to focus on practical
considerations involved in
applying critical theory to
actual cases. Recognizing,
confronting, and overcoming
gaps
or weaknesses in our
present understanding of both
critical
theory and PE is a path to
further developing and enriching
present practice. A few areas
which deserve consideration
include (1) critical theory and
PE research goals, (2)
demands on researchers, and
(3) the literature itself.

Applying Critical Theory to Practice
Clearly, both critical theory and
PE as research aim to
alleviate social inequity. As a theory
and research

approach which strive to enable people
to confront socially
unnecessary constraints on freedom both
activities are

explicitly political.

However, it is the political nature

of critical theory and PE research
goals which are both

their strength and weakness.
The concept of PE falls under the general
rubric of

participatory research (PR) within the general body of
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literature.

This body of literature
is laced with
cally loaded rhetoric.
For example, a number
of pr
proponents recognised for
their sustained interest
in the
freld assert that the
ultimate goal of PR is the radical
transformation of social
realitv
1 ty and the
improvement of the
lives of people involved”
(Rahman, 1978; Hall, 1979;
Bryceson, Manicom, * Kassam,
1982; Gaventa and Horton;
1982).
Fals-Borda (1981), defines
participatory action
research, his preferred
label, as "radical research
which
combines theory and practice
to produce radical changes
in
society for the benefit of
social classes which today
are
victims of exploitation and
oppression" (pg. 57). Brown and
Tandon (1983) envision PR
goals as those which target

"large-scale structural forces,
conflicts of interests,
social inequalities and changes
that reduce oppression"
(pg.

282).

There is, of course, nothing
wrong with researchers
adhering to a particular set of
principles, ideals, goals,
or beliefs.
in fact, it would be
unreasonable and
unrealistic to expect advocates of
this distinct research
approach to deny its idealism for it
is precisely idealistic
visions which push the field and its
practitioners beyond
present limits.
I would venture to say
that, by and large,
PR advocates tend to be more
ideologically committed,

socially sensitive, and willing to take risks
than members
of many other research followings.
This is particularly
true of those who focus research efforts on
economically
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depressed and social and n niif^,n
politically marginalized groups.
However, PR goals are highly
idealistic and extremely

demanding to uphold in the
real world of peoples' daily
Struggles (both simple and
complex), the unpredictability
of
human action and social
processess, and the inherent

contradictions of life itself.

Cam

(1977), a critic from within the
alternative

research field, provides

a

realistic appraisal of PR's lofty

goals and the social change agenda
attached to most efforts.
She writes:

—

Some of the outcomes described in
PR principles
the goals of research as change,
liberation of
human potential, etc.— are not clearly
the results
of participation or of research.
Neither research
nor participation can produce change
without
appropriate action in an environment supportive
of
hat action; humans liberate themselves
in a time
and space appropriate to themselves.
To load
participatory research with these mystical
powers
may make the package too heavy to be functional
and obscure the usefulness of adding the
dimension
of participation to research
(pp. 12-13).

Nowhere does Cain suggest that we trade "lofty"
goals
for lesser ones.

Rather, she suggests that researchers, as

prime initiators of critically informed research,
balance
ideals with reality.

Writing on this same theme, Fordham (1980) argues that
a

critical issue for researchers is to determine with

potential research participants the kind of participation
that is possible and the extent of it.

Ideally, the

interest in democratizing research should be initiated from

within

a

community itself, for it is
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a

community's members

Who are best aware of
freedoms available to them
within the
prevailing socio-political
framework.
Fordham provides the
following
researcher in such communities
there is
understand the constraints and the
*
the socl °-P oli tical environment
within which°^hh research
activity is taking
place
place.
in the 5
democratic process of research
lfl atl °?-° f the researcher
with the
disadvani
S implies a
disadvantaged
conflict with the
P ° Wer structure
A critical issue
tor the researcher is to
determine the kind
o
participation that is possible and the
extent
ot it.
Ideally the demand for the democratic
form of research should arise from
within the
community itself, for it is the
community that
is best aware of the freedom of
choice that
is available within the prevailing
sociopolitical framework (pg. 137
•

,

)

One of the earliest and most influential
PR case
studies was set in the socialist Republic
of Tanzania (See
Swantz, 1975; Hall, 1975 & 1979).
In that political setting
national development was viewed as a process
which began

with "the liberation of man as the central
purpose toward
social equality, social justice, self reliance"
(Kassam,

1979).

Clearly, the prevailing socio-political atmosphere

supported the societal transformation agenda of PR at the

macro-level as indicated in national development goals.
This may not be the case in all settings.
I

will assume that even the most fervent PR advocates

will concede that for researchers venturing into unfamiliar

settings whether they be focused on research exclusively or
training, evaluation, or development in general, there is
need to understand the constraints and limitations of the
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a

prevailing situation especially
in settings with which
researcher has no permanent
connection beyond his/her
temporary involvement as a
researcher.

a

Researchers need to consider what
implications their
intervention as agents of social
change may have for
individuals and communities where
anti-change attitudes
prevail.
They must be particularly
sensitive in settings
where oppressive military or political
factions blatantly
reign supreme as in many Third World
countries. At the very
least, we must ask how appropriate
the revolutionary
rhetoric of PR is in highly apathetic
or politically

repressed settings: Can its revolutionary
rhetoric be
tempered without compromising the democratizing

aims of PR

or CT?

Do ing Participatory Evaluation as Research

What is involved when one chooses to adopt an

alternative research approach?

Once

a

person determines to

do PE as research how does one proceed?

From

a

methodological point of view, individuals

attempting PE need to be prepared to delve into the murky

waters of unconventional research.

Researchers who opt to

make their research endeavors participatory are typically

persons who "choose to innovate and create alternatives"
(Reinharz, 1982:425).

Because PE strives to address

immediate social problems research efforts must be

particularized to the unique aspects of
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a

given research

context.

When taking context into
consideration, therefore,
the research process
including methodology necessarily
emerges from the situation
rather than the other way
around
(Lather, 1986).
Experienced participatory
researchers are
quick to claim that no formulas,
ready-made recipes,
or

step-by-step guides exist (Hall,
1975; Marshall, 1981; vio
Grossi, 1983; Tandon, 1988;
Park, 1989).
while the need for
context-specificity is clear, the lack
of methodological
guidance in the field has profound
implications for the role
demands on researchers as well
as its utilization by an
audience beyond its most fervent
and present supporters.
In order to accommodate the
various needs which emerge
in different PE settings, a
researcher is thrust into
a

position of being a "methodological
jack-of-all-trades
Yet, PE literature provides

"acceptable" methods.

a

very narrow range of

In fact, methodology is based more
on

principle (i.e that it be non-exploitative
what is conventionally regarded as
technique.

.

a

)

rather than on

research method or

It appears that in PE's effort to discourage
the

use of anti-democratic research methods a
myth of purity has
emerged. By implicitly expecting researchers to
adhere to a

select range of research methods, PE has in

a

very real

sense made practice exceptionally difficult for novice

researchers.

Furthermore, by creating an illusion of purity

its potential influence could fail to significantly

penetrate compatible research fields such as the broad field
of qualitative research.
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strict adherence to

a

myth of purity can result
in

discrediting efforts which
fail to meet the implied
requirements of ..real” PE as
research.
There is no reason
y both qualitative and
quantitative methodologies informed
by PE principles and
restructured accordingly can be
used
and still result in
participatory, democratic, and

transformative processes.
The apparent lack of
methodological clarity is perhaps
a reflection of our
naivete about the implications for
new

paradigm researchers, the rubric
under which participatory
evaluation research falls. 1 I found
only one reference in
the literature on new paradigm
research which discussed what
is involved when researchers
move away from traditional
research practice toward alternative
practice in concrete
terms.
Shulamit Reinhart's article in Reason
and Rowans'
Hu man Inquiry: A Sourcebook of New
Paradigm Research, 2

deserves special attention in this regard
(See especially
Reinharz, 1981:415-435).
Reinharz notes that "research paradigms do not
shift
overnight, and when they do they shift people as
well as
ideas" (pg. 416).

Reinharz delineates distinct stages of

a

researcher's socialization into alternative research,
thereby, providing guidance for the development of new
age

researchers
Doin g new paradigm research, according to Reinharz,

implies
is,

a

personal transformation for the researcher.

they experience

a

definable shift in allegiance and
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That

practice which culminates in
the application
non- traditional research.
1 found it ironic
four-step socialization process
described my
from traditional to non-traditional
research
process includes the following four

of

that Reinhart's
own movement

practice.

The

steps:

(1)

immersion in traditional research
theory;

(2)

critique of traditional research;

(3)

resolution of conflict between
traditional and alternative theory;

(4)

attempting non-traditional research
(pg.

416).

Reinharz's model is

a

valuable contribution to our

understanding about new paradigm research.
an immersion

m

in addition to

intellectual debate as suggested by Reinharz

researchers attracted to participatory approaches
must also
be prepared for an investment of time
unprecedented in most

traditional endeavors.
long involvement as

a

Maguire (1987) describes her year

volunteer in

a

battered womens'

shelter before formally beginning their PR project.

So,

too, does Brydon-Miller (1984) mention her own volunteer

work with an advocacy group for disabled people before
launching their PR

effort.

In my own case,

I

worked

intermittently for two years before beginning the field
phase of the PE research effort described in this study.
Length of prior involvement with research participants
is not the issue here.

Rather, quality of involvement with

potential research participants is.

In PE,

researchers

typically become intimately involved in peoples' lives.
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Researchers cannot presume to
enter the private life-worlds
Of people without having
established authentic relations.
Research participants undoubtedly
will not reveal those
private life worlds unless researchers
demonstrate
an

interest in their lives beyond an
interest in them as
potential sources of research data.
Filling

in

the Gaps: The Literature

One of the flaws in the literature on
critical theory
and participatory evaluation research
is that, by and large,
CT theoreticians and PE practitioners
speak among themselves
rather than to and with each other.
Both fail to provide

clear links to the other's field thereby
prohibiting

authentic dialogue and the forging of supportive
links
between fields which are philosophically compatible.

Thus,

an alternative theory does not inform an alternative

practice and vice versa

—a

contradiction within fields which

advocate praxis, i.e. the unity of theory and practice.
Lather (1986) notes that while critical theorists have
been calling for emancipatory research they have remained

preoccupied with "spinning obtuse webs of abstract 'grand
theory'" (pg. 64).

Comstock (1982) corraborates Lather's

observation that "critical theory is far removed from the
people it purports to serve" (pg. 371).

In her effort to

directly link critical theory with particapatory research.
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Brydon-Miller ,1984, found
the following to be
true:
ln th ®

statements
theorists^ndTm^
man Y participatory
researchers in that
liberation i«
spoken in a language
which^s^ota?^
outside the
experience
of critical

of those
tnose it aims
aimc to liberate
(pg.
+-

126).

heoreticians especially need
to make themselves
understandable to the world of
ordinary people in whose
service they theorize.
High-minded and complex thinking
too
often seeks out high-minded
and complex social problems.
Ordinary poor people view
even simple frustrations
as big

problems.

if critical theorists
intend to take the pulse of

society

ills in order to “transform"
society then they
must venture beyond their
ivory towers into that stricken
society to feel its rhythm.
PE practitioners, too, have
a contribution to make by

providing detailed documentation
of both successes and
not-so-successful efforts which can
confirm for

theoreticians the efficacy of their
thinking and, in turn,
strengthen methodology.
Conversely, theoretical principles
and ideals provide conceptual
frameworks for the conduct and
analysis of practical applications.
Increased dialogue
between the fields could stimulate the
development of both.
To date, a small number of contemporary
researchers

draw from critical theory (Shor, 1980;
Comstock

Brydon-Miller

,

1984; Dilts, 1989).

&

Fox,

1982;

Beyond this select

number of cases, few clear strategies which link
critical
theory to PE/R exist.

I

tend to agree with Brydon-Miller

(1984) that "critical theory provides the most complete
and
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consistent theoretical foundation
for participatory
research" (pg. 26).
The lack of clear strategies
for linking critical
theory with research is
pervasive. Although it is clear
that there is a need to
develop approaches which advance
democratic research procedures
the methodological

implications are relatively unexplored
(Lather, 1986:65).
At a practical level there
is a problem with the
material itself. While literature
on critical theory is
easily accessible in major university
libraries

it is not
easily understandable even for
practitioners who are adept
at theoretical discourse and
capable of grappling with the
obtuse jargon characteristic of such
works.
PE research
literature, on the other hand, presents
a unique limitation.
While its practitioner-oriented content
is fairly

understandable the material itself is not easily
accessible.
Originally housed in the Toronto offices of
the
Participatory Research Group

(

PRG

)

,

budgetary constraints

forced PRG to relocate its PR library to the
Highlander

Center

,

New Market, Tennessee.

The unpredictable funding

nature of non-profit organizations like PRG prohibit

uninterrupted office-based activity and support to the field
of would-be practitioners.

This situation literally forces

individuals interested in participatory research to "beat
some very rare bushes" in search of

a

significant body of

literature upon which to base their efforts.

To date, this

practical issue has not been sufficiently noted or seriously
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addressed

For this research approach
to be accepted as a

viable research strategy the
literature must be made more
readily accessible to potential
participatory researchers.
The impact of this practical
consideration should not be
underestimated
Towa rds Participa tory Evaluation:
A Provisional Model

While there seems to be agreement
in the field of
participatory evaluation as research about
its

characteristics and objectives, the various
contexts in
which PE principles are applied vary
so widely that
evaluators are faced with ambiguity rather
than clarity in
the field when deciding how to increase
participation in

evaluation.

The diversity across applications and its

concomitant ambiguity is explained, in part, by
the

assertion that no recipes, prescriptions, or ready-made
formulas exist (Vio Grossi, 1983:23; Marshall, 1983:26;
Maguire, 1987:40).

Instead, applications evolve from an

understanding of the concrete situation of

a

proposed effort

including the needs or problematic concerns of research

participants

(

Tandon

,

1988:11; Le Boterf, 1985:167).

In order to make the evaluation in this study
P ar ^ icipatory

I

have extracted three stages common to

previous efforts to guide this effort.

incorporated

a

In addition,

I

have

mechanism for assessing if the effort,

indeed, results in increased participation.
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The three main

stages of the PE inquiry are
outlined and described below:
1. Assessment of
research context and
preliminary organization;
2
'

proble^

aCtiVity ° n P-ticipants- needs
or
;

3
'

solutions

problems and creating alternative

Asses sment of Research Context
In this pre-design stage
the participatory intent of a

proposed evaluation effort is
established by involving
potential research participants in
assessing suitability and
feasibility.
Beginning with an educational or related
activity in which evaluator and
participant share a common
interest the evaluator collaborates with
participants in
identifying factors which will either enable
or hinder their
participation. These factors are figured in the
evolving
design and organization of the process.
This collaborative

assessment of context, constraints, and resources
sets the
tone for PE by establishing the intent to
increase equal and

mutual learning for both evaluator and participant
rather
than promoting expert mystique, elitism, or intellectual

arrogance as part of the evaluation process.

Focusing Activity on Research
Participants' Needs or Problems
The second stage involves continuing organization of

the evaluation process including actual entry to and setting
up of the field phase.

Here, the conditions under which
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participant needs or problematic
concern s can emerge and be
articulated in a natural and
spontaneous manner are set in
Place.
The goal is to increase
participant's abilities to
name problems for themselves
rather than promoting
uncritical reliance on an external
evaluator to determine
evaluation foci. Various research
procedures of
an

interactive and dialogical nature
can be used.
in this
study, informal conversational
interview encounters "double
as instruments of action" by
generating information in a way
which simultaneously helps evaluatees
begin to critically
analyze their problems (Park, 1978b:13).
Cri tical Reflection and the Creat ion
Alternative Solutions
In this final stage participation is
further increased

by moving the definition and articulation
of research

participants' needs or problematic concerns into
the realm
of solution-building.

Since problematic concerns and the

creation of alternative solutions cannot be expected
to come

conveniently into focus with absolute definitions adequate
time is devoted to facilitating the articulation of
these

concerns and the creation of alternatives based on the

undesireability of the present situation.
this stage is multifold:

(1)

Here, the goal of

to increase validity of

participant's experience and culture rather than alienation
from experiential knowledge, community, and culture,

(2)

to

increase motivation to find solutions and act on them rather
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than feeling passive or
fatalistic in the face of problems,
and (3) to promote a sense
of empowerment and independence
rather than silence, compliance,
or dependence.
The three main stages of the
proposed evaluation
strategy descrrbed above and the
participatory goals
embedded in it will be used as an
analytical framework in
the final chapters of this study
in order to assess
this PE
inquiry, draw conclusions from it,
and make recommendations
for further study.
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Footnotes

NeW P aradi ?m research is a
broad label which
a set of assumptions which
differ with those of
the dominant research paradigm.
This research approach
1
i °n ° f
P
earCh sub ^=ts, attempts to
limit rprio?i
Timit
a prion an^
analyses or definition of variables
and
engages researchers with the
researched.
1

*

on™
encompasses

T

'

2.

Human Inquiry: A Sourcebook

for New Paradi™
3g ?e«rche» >1981) edited by Reason and Rowan il an

collectlon of Pieces which cover philosophy,
0109
practlce and Prospects of new paradigm
research
-inl^d
including
participatory research.

^

Sinc ® 1976 the Participatory Research
Group (prg)
3 C
adlan-based non-profit collective has
nctioned as f^
the main clearinghouse for PR literature.
PRG
heS
a ™° tated bibliography including
theoretical
oanerQ case studies, and conference
papers,
reports.
These works
are presently available from the Highlander
Center, New
Market, Tennessee.

^
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CHAPTER IV

ORIGIN OF A PARTICIPATORY
EVALUATION INQUIRY:
program background
This chapter discusses
the origin of an exploratory

participatory evaluation (PE)
inquiry as it relates to a
training project conducted
in the United States for
Guatemalan community development
workers in which I, the
study's formal researcher,
was involved for two years.
The
project is referred to as the
Central American Peace
Scholarship (CAPS) project and
was conducted under the
auspices of the United States
Agency for International
Development (USAID). The purpose
of this discussion is to
describe the program background
from which the PE inquiry
presented in Chapters V, VI, and VII
is derived.
Three main sources of information
are used as reference
material in this chapter. The first
source includes policy
statements which describe the origin of
CAPS programs for
Guatemalans (AID, 1985, 1986 s 1987; Aguirre,
1988).
The
second source includes documents developed
by consultants

employed by the Institute for Training and
Development
(ITD), one of several training institutes
responsible for

implementing the CAPS project (ITD/CAPS Training
Reports
1-9).

The third source is personal experience based
on my
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professional involvement as

a

development consultant in

ITD's CAPS training programs
from November, 1985 through
November, 1987.

Getting Involved
in November,

1985,

had completed one of the
final

I

stages of my doctoral programthe comprehensive
examination. The completion of
that stage in my doctoral
Dourney symbolized a turning-point
in my academic life when
my immersion in the theory
of adult education, development
work, and participatory education
could now be practiced.
Yet, I felt somewhat like a ship
without a rudder lots of
interest in applying the theories but
with no real place in
which to apply them.

—

As fate would have it, the same
week

comprehensives

I

was invited to be part of

responsibility it was to develop
Central Americans.

a

presented my

I

a

team whose

training program for

Program participants were recipients of

scholarships provided by the United States Agency
for
International Development (USAID) as part of an educational

initiative referred to as the Central American Peace

Scholarship (CAPS) project.

The training component was

being developed under the auspices of the Institute for

Training and Development

(

ITD

)

,

a

newly established private

training institute located just blocks away from my academic
home, the Center for International Education (CIE) at the

University of Massachusetts/Amherst.
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ITD

two co-founders were
nonformal adult educators

with extensive international
development training
experience.
To plan its first CAPS
program ITD management
brought together a group of
individuals with whom they had
been involved academically and
professionally. Most people
this group were, like myself,
graduate students

m

at CIE.

Due to our shared CIE experience,
our commitment to the
social development of poor and
disempowered peoples, and our
friendships we readily banded together
to form ITD's first
official program staff. Unbeknown to
me at that point, my
initial involvement in ITD's first program
as an assistant
trainer would led to increased involvement
and responsibility as Administrative Co-director and,
eventually, to

doctoral field research in Central America with
former ITD
trainees
By the time that ITD's new staff was organized
and well
on its way to completing plans for its first
CAPS training

program, a U.S. foreign policy for Central America had

already been in effect for

a

year.

That policy, the

National Bi-Partisan Commission for Central America (NBCCA,
1984) would bring nearly 360 Guatemalan community

development workers to ITD for training.
NBCCA

'

s

The implication of

policy for ITD staff members' involvement in the

programs is discussed in the following section.
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The Kissinger Report:

The origin of ITD's CAPS
training programs is related
to a u.s. foreign policy
for Central America formulated
in
the early 1980s by incumbent
President Ronald Reagan.
in
1984, Reagan appointed Secretary
of state, Henry Kissinger,
to head a commission in charge
of investigating the

socio-economic and political situation
in Central America
for the purpose of justifying
humanitarian aid to that
region.

When the Kissinger Commission took
on this task the
following conditions existed in and
around Central America:
*a few dozen families were still
controlling the
lion s share of the national wealth
in almost
11 Central American countries
since the Spanish
F
conquest (Manz, 1988);

Guatemala had plunged into its worst economic
crisis for half a century which coincided
with
the most savage year of the military
and counterinsurgency program the net result of which
multiplied the poverty of Guatemala's poor who
were already living lives of misery (Painter,
1987 20 );
:

Amnesty International had charged the country of
Guatemala with 90,000 politically motivated
killings (Sexton, 1985:11);

Guatemala had developed an international
reputation for brutal dictatorships (Frank
Wheaton 1984
,

)

&

;

Given these conditions, the Kissinger Commission issued
a

report which charged that "an upsurge in Soviet Bloc

scholarship activity" was one activity which needed to be

counter-balanced by America's own version of educational
humanitarian assistance

(

NBCCA

,

1984:23).

The report stated

that "Soviet Bloc educational assistance in the region had
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increased by 250% from 1972-1982
while U.S
the same ten-year period
declined
by 52%"

1985:1-3).

programs over
(Aguirre,

As a step toward countering
Soviet influence in

educational development, the
Commission recommended the
formation of development educational
response in the form of
the CAPS project.
Hence, $225 million in USAID
grant
assistance to train 10,000 peace
scholars was recommended
and approved by the United
States Congress NBCCA 1984:13).
Amidst the execution of the Kissinger
(

,

Report, lTD's new

staff was confronted with the
decision of whether or not to
become involved in U.S. government
sponsored training
programs given the underlying political
agenda as indicated
ln the Kissin ger Report.
Openly opposed to U.S. involvement
Central America, the majority of my ITD
colleagues and I

m

ascribed to an alternative analysis of
Guatemala's current
state-of-af fairs exposed in

critique titled Blueprint for

a

Peace in Central Am e rica and the Caribbean (PACCA,
1984).

Critics charged that the Kissinger Report had neglected
to
cite U.S. covert action in the region as
to instability in the region.

1

a

major contributor

In particular, the critics

attributed Guatemala's crisis to:
a successful CIA operation in Guatemala which led
to the overthrow of a nationalist reform government and the long-term consequences and a legacy
of repression and horror and a generation of
internal war unparalleled in Guatemalan history
(PACCA, 1984:89).

Against the backdrop of this U.S. government sanctioned

educational initiative and escalating public outcry against
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the United State's
involvement in Central America,
we at ITD
wondered what role we would
play in the development
scheme
oncei ved of by the Kissinger
Commission. We wondered if
our involvement in the
programs might, somehow, compromise
our political views.
From an ethical standpoint,
we not
only had to decide if we
could do the training programs
but
if we should do them.
Clearly, ITD's CAPS training
programs

presented us with an ethical
dilemma even before we met the
first group of trainees.
Program Develo pment and Implementat nn
i

Typically, USAID issues

a

Country Training Plan (CTP)

to furnish sub-contracting training
agencies with guidelines
for planning and implementing AID
projects.
The rapidity

with which ITD management had to respond
to

a

request for

proposal for the CAPS contract prohibited
ITD staff from
obtaining the CTP. With little in the way
of planning
guidelines, my ITD colleagues and

I

relied on our collective

experience in international development and
theoretical

background in participatory adult education to develop

program with a general structure and

a

a

particular training

approach which became the foundation for nine CAPS training
programs

Program Structure: Cycle, Staffing
and Training Sites
In total,

ITD conducted nine training programs from

November, 1985 through November, 1987 (See Appendix A).
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Each program was six weeks
long including two weeks
planning
time, a three-week training
cycle with program participants,
and a one-week wrap up week
(See Appendix B).
Due to the contractual nature
of the CAPS project, itd
did not maintain a permanent
full-time staff. Instead,
professional trainers and subject-matter
specialists were
hired as needed.
A core group of senior-level
development
consultants rotated roles and
responsibilities. This system
allowed staff members to use their
varied skills in numerous
capacities.
For example, the Training Director
in one
program worked as Lead Trainer in the
next (See Appendix C).
My initial role as assistant trainer
became one of field
coordinator for the Arizona-based programs
and finally

Administrative Co-Director in Arizona.

By rotating staff, a

level of consistency was attained in
program planning and

training curricula were refined based on staff's
developing

understanding of trainee needs.
During the nine-program cycle, ITD maintained an

administrative office in Massachusetts and
Arizona.

a

field office in

ITD's association with Arizona began with the

first program when staff and trainees traveled there on

five-day field trip.

a

At the conclusion of ITD's first

Amherst-based program in late 1985,

I

relocated to my home

state of Arizona thereby providing ITD with a link in the
field with one of its own.

I

eventually settled in Arizona

and was subsequently able to play a key role in the

development of ITD's Arizona programs.
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IrajJlin a Methodology.
.

The failure of traditional

approaches in adult learning
to bring about significant
improvement in the lives of
the people they are
designed to
serve has led development
practitioners li ke ITD's to

search

for^ alternatives to
adult training and education. 2

Because

participatory training methodology
is the heart and
soul of its training efforts
it requires

special
consideration as it pertained
to program goals, objectives,
and assumptions.

go als and Objectives^

A goal statement found in
an ITD

brochure used for publicity and
personnel recruitment
provides a general understanding
of the purpose of ITD's
CAPS training programs for
Guatemalan community development
workers.
The brochure reads as follows:
goals of the training are to enhance
the
1ClpantS skills in Participatory
community
^
and st te ^ ies Training will
emphasize
partic?n^tn
participatory
problem-solving, nonformal adult
ana community education, appropriate
technology
and project management skills as
they pertain to
the Guatemalan rural village context
(ITD
brochure, 1987).
e
r

'

^

*

Similarly, internal CAPS program documents
provide a
rather abstract, textbook style version of
the goals and
objectives of ITD's participatory training
methodology.
However, these goals and objectives as stated
in agency

documents only have meaning with regard to the
underlying

assumptions of participatory training (ITD Program
Documents
1-9).
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Un derlying Assumptions
^

Participatory training is

on a pedagogy in which the
conventional nature of
education is turned upside down.
Formal education often

emphasizes pre-planned, pre-packaged
program content
designed by experts in specific
content areas.

~

m

contrast,
tent in participatory training
is seldom planned or

predicted unilaterally by a "teacher".

training emphasizes both

c ontent

Participatory

and process competencies.

In participatory training
process competencies concern

abilities necessary for gaining control
over social
processes such as decision-making,
problem-solving, and
inducing change.
The emphasis on participation in training
as process

implies learner empowerment.

self-reliance

,

3

Concepts such as

self-determination, local control and

individual or collective action are regarded as
elements
integral to individual or group empowerment towards

effective community development.

These concepts are based

on the belief that people both have the right and the

responsibility to solve their own problems, to assess their
own needs and mobilize resources to address those needs, and
to create solutions to solve their own problems

(Oakley

&

Marsden, 1984:52).
In participatory training the goal to empower requires

that trainers view trainees as interdependent co-learners

capable of assuming

a

reasonable level of control in the

learning setting as opposed to formal settings in which
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teachers often assume
control of dependent
by controlling program
content and process.
Much of the thrust of
this view of trainrng
as an
empowering educational
process stems from the
concern of
Brazilian educator-philosopher
Paulo Freire. 4
Freire's
view, education either
humanizes, liberates, and
treats
people as subjects who control
their own lives or

m

domesticates, oppresses, and
treats them as objects to
be
manipulated. Assumably, men
and women as conscious
beings
are capable of critically
reflecting on the undesirability
of an immediate situation
and of effectively intervening
in
that situation in order to
redesign or transform that
reality (Srinivasan, 1977:6).
To promote empowerment as
an integral component,

the

programs were structured around
six broad areas summarized
below by nonformal educator
Suzanne Kindervatter 1979 ):
(

The training cycle began with
a small group
trainees with trainers acting as
lac??
fa
lltators or catalysts who created
the
J
conditions
for increased trainee participati
on
in program leadership. Increased
trainee leadership in early program stages
contributed
significant transfer of responsibility forto a
programmatic decision-making, implementation
and
evaluation.
Transfer of responsibility was made
possible by non-hierarchical processes and
r elationships among trainees and
program staff.
Additional decision-making capabilities were
acquired through participation in activities
based
on an on-going process of reflection
and actio n
leading to increased self-determination within
the
training context.
The long-term goals of participatory training is liberation from constraining
forces and increased power over one's social
situation (pg. 245-246).

W
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Theoretically, trainees
who assume increased
responsibility and power in
trainin
training are enabled to
transfer
those same skills and
attitudes
tuitudes in settings
which extend
beyond the parameters of
the training program.
At a
theoretical and practical
level participatory
training
assumes that:
•

(1)

people will work to
participate in controlling
change in their communities;

(2)

people want to and are able
to change for the
benefit of the community;

(3)

)

people will be enabled to
engage in the process
by which individuals or
communities assume
responsibility for their own
welfare and hence,
contribute to their community's
development;
increased participation at the
community level
will enhance the lives of
the world's

disenfranchised and will further
project and,
hence, regional and national
development

goals;

(5)

that men and women as conscious
beings are

capable of reflection on and critical

intervention in reality.
Program Evaluation
Both formative (i.e. during the course
of

a

program)

and summative (i.e. at program's end)
evaluations were

conducted (Kinsey, 1978).

These evaluations provided staff

with immediate feedback for on-going program
development and
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provided trainees with an
opportunity to reflect on their
training experience and consider
strategies for applying
their learnings in their
communities.
Unfortunately, ITD like many other
small-scale,
institutes is severely limited
financially and logistically
its ability to provide post-training
evaluation as part
of the regular program cycle.
Thus, ITD is limited in its
ability to evaluate the efficacy of
the underlying
assumptions of participatory training.

m

Not until early 1989, a year and a
half after the ninth
and final CAPS program, did I discover
that USAID had

commissioned

a

post-training evaluation of CAPS programs

(Aguirre, 1988).

Although the results of the evaluation

were public information available to any U.S.
citizen, it
took nearly a year of persistence, patience,
and numerous
phone calls and letters to USAID/Washington before

a

copy

was made available to me and my ITD associates.

AID'S evaluation was typically conventional.

involved
trainees.

a

It

random sampling of over 2,000 CAPS/Gua temalan
A total of 69 different CAPS programs implemented

by 16 different training institutes were evaluated.

The

evaluation rendered data which provided the donor agency,
USAID, with needed data to serve future policy-making and

program funding (Aguirre, 1988).

Such data provided

institutes like ITD with little useful understanding

regarding the effectiveness of specific training

methodologies or insights into the intricacy and complexity
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Of transferring the skills,
knowledge, and attitudes
gained
in training.
clearly, broad-scale, conventional
evaluations
are inappropriate for

evaluating process-oriented

participatory training activity.
An Evaluation Gap
In the absence of ITD
post-training evaluation my

colleagues and
findings.

were, nonetheless, interested in
aid's
However, given the socio-political
turmoil which
I

prevailed xn Guatemala at the time the
trainees traveled to
the U.S. our concerns for their
post-training experiences
surpassed the findings and interests of
AID'S typical
bureaucratic focus. A brief discussion
about that reality
is necessary to understand the
implications of participatory
development as defined in ITD's programs in
such settings.

When the Guatemalans traveled from their country
to the
U.S. for training the socio-political
atmosphere in

Guatemala was, as it is today, uniquely troubling.

Modern-day Guatemala is shaped by

a

5

history of deep and

bitter divisions, divisions of culture and language;

religion and political philosophy; and inequalities in
access to the means of economic and social opportunity.
These internal divisions combined with external forces have
left Guatemala with a legacy of political instability and

a

narrow base of political and economic power impeding
national development and limiting its ability to realize its

considerable potential (Aguirre, 1985:1-8).
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The early 1980s was

time of especially great
internal
political turmoil. An intense
and brutal state of military
repression reigned during which
political life was haunted
by kidnappings assassinations,
and intimidation (Black
1984; Barry & Pruesch,
1984; Esquivel, 1982; Goldman,
1986).
Widespread violence erupted and
left in its wake a pattern
of internal insurgency
and counter-insurgency;
economic
deterioration for the majority of
Guatemalans; and the
a

,

displacement of an estimated one
million people including
two-hundred thousand who fled to
neighboring Mexico and the
United States (Manz, 1988:7).
The country's
rural

population was savaged and brutalize by
the right and the
left (Painter, 1987:23),

The internal instability in the

relatively small, impoverished country
was viewed as
paralleling the development of political
conditions in South
East Asia in the 1960s and 1970s (Sexton,
1985:10).

Among ITD staff were individuals who were
conscious of
this historical reality.

Some were political activists in

solidarity with Central American political refugees.

Others

had extensive experience with campesina/os
(peasants) the

group which suffered more than any other during
Guatemala's
state of unrest.

We were all philosophically committed to

education for self reliance, self-determination, and
liberation

all words which when uttered in politically

repressed Guatemala can endanger the lives of those who dare
to give them voice; they are labelled subversives

Tenneriello, 1987).
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(See

Because of our understanding
of the graveness of
the
Guatemalans lives before
they traveled to the
states and
the prospect of worsening
economic conditions and
escalating
political instability upon
their return home we were
'

particularly concerned about
the impact of the training
programs on them and their
communities.
Clearly, USAID’s post-training
evaluation was not
designed to examine the
complexities of development in
settings like Guatemala with
regard to the assumptions of
participatory training. Thus,
I wondered: What might
an
evaluation approach based on
participatory principles tell
US about the efficacy of
participatory training in the
Guatemalan setting?

Summary
This chapter included

a

discussion of the genesis of

a

participatory evaluation inquiry as it
pertained to my two
year involvement as a development
consultant in CAPS
training programs for Guatemalan community
development
workers
The underlying assumptions of participatory
training

are a specific and important element of
ITD's training

strategy.

A major missing component of the training
model

is the lack of a formal post-program
evaluation consistent

with these assumptions.

In participatory training

evaluation of content, process, and final outcomes are
equally important.

As discussed in Chapter II, traditional
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evaluation strategies are
inadequate for measuring the
true
worth of participatory
efforts similar to ITD’s.

Participatory evaluation, an
alternative evaluation
earch approach is appropriate
and consistent with the
principles of participatory
training as implemented by ITD.
A detailed description of
the development and application
of
such an approach is discussed
in the following chapter.
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Foot not- ge;

The essential weakness of the

1.

Kissinaer
Rpnnrf fhReport
9
that
it was conceived in a j-ureign
foreion h
*
(l.e.
American)V context which
,,
a dress the historic condition

of starving
il.lt
£
peasants.
Recommendations for economic aid were
not set
within the framework of national
needs but were thrown out in
9eneralities
No attempt was made
detan how
?
Central
Americans could make practical use of to
such air)
a
d that
istin * aid P r ograms were^n^narled
in°^reaucratic
oureaucratic red
r:d t
tape and corruption.
-

“

The concept of participation in
development has
P°P ulari ty during the past two decades. While
participation has gained ground conceptually,
its practical
application is interpreted variously.
ITD based its practice
on the belief that increased participation
is essential to
ensure a style of development which is
acceptable from a
human point of view.
2

.

,

'

,

3.
Our belief was that poor people need not
wait
for some political patron, agency, or
beneficient
philanthropist to bring them salvation in the form
of a new
road, electricity, a school or a supply of
fertilizer. At
the most fundamental level, participation
enables people to
do things for themselves.

A 11 aid in understanding the philosophical
behind liberatory education is a familiarity with the idea
philosophy and methodology of Paulo Freire. A good beginning
is Freire' s Esdagpqy o f the Oppressed in which
Freire
discusses the differences between traditional, or "banking"
education, and his preferred learning approach which is
learning through dialogue between equals.
5.
The continuing instability of the Guatemalan
government has been cause for concern. Since 1982, Guatemala
has lived through two presidential elections, two military
coups, two states of alert, two constitutions, an elevenmonth state of siege, a three~month state of emergency, at
least four amnesty periods, and four heads of state, three of
them military generals (Simon, 1987:14).
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CHAPTER V

PRE-DESIGN STAGE:

ASSESSING FIELD CONTEXT THROUGH
GUATEMALAN EYES
This chapter and the following
two, Chapters VI and
VII, describe an exploratory
participatory evaluation (PE)
inquiry conducted with community
development workers in
Guatemala. All three chapters are
structured around the

provisional stages outlined in the
final section of Chapter
III

This chapter is presented
chronologically.

with

it begins

three-week feasibility study in which
research
context, resources and constraints
were assessed in
a

collaboration with potential research
participants.

Results

of the assessment revealed limiting
and enabling field

conditions which were reflected in the
subsequent design and
more substantive stages of the inquiry
described in Chapters
VI and VII.

This chapter is designed to respond to PE
literature

which stresses the need to consider research context
(Marshall, 1981; Le Boterf, 1983; Vio Grossi et, als.

Maguire, 1987; Tandon, 1988).

,

1983;

Although context is viewed as

an important element to consider at the pre-design stage,

few examples exist which provide researchers with the "nuts
and bolts" of assessing context.
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This attempt at
context-specificity is based
on the
belief that when outside
evaluators as researchers
enter
Peoples- private life-worlds,
context is best examined
on
the basis of their
internal categories or
perceptions
(Schatzman * Strauss, 1973;
Van Heck, 1979; Natale,
1980;
Soltis, 1984).
Cross-cultural encounters such
as the one
discussed here challenge an
outsider's basic assumptions,
beliefs, and values about
a particular society.
Therefore,
when entering another reality
ty rne
the firstc v is .
rirst t*
task
to know what
that concrete reality is
(Freire, 1982:29).
Failing to
consider context can distort
even the best research design,
or at least make it difficult
for the evaluator as
researcher to reflect the reality
of the immediate situation
Cuthbert , 1985).
•

,

(

Since this inquiry was accomplished
principally by
being intimately involved in
research participants' lives,
adequate time and care was invested
in assessing context in
collaboration with participants in the
early stages.
this way, the traditional separation
between researcher and
the researched was merged rather
than further dichotomized.
This discussion is, therefore, presented
in detail in
order to share with the reader the manner
in which I worked
to break this dichotomy.
How that effort subsequently

m

enhanced the participatory aspect of the inquiry
is

discussed in the following chapter.
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Preliminary Study of Re
search Context
For researchers venturing
into foreign settings,
Paulo
Freire (1985) provides
the following advice:
an ° ther c °untry it is
absolutely
necessar-v*?
S
4 ° in
wa y perf orm°a v^y'dim
1 exercise, an almost
impossible exercise
15 t0 'de-knowledge-ize
ourselves
»
which w^had belorrand'^o ^e 9 " 4 the
this time inside°of
rame ot
reference

w

•

^w^u^^ame^f ^
•

(pg.

23

).

Metaphorically speaking, Freire
means that as outside
researchers we should temporarily
set aside pre-conceived
notions, assumptions, biases,
and the certainties that we
might have about a culture,
a place, or a peoples
in order
to understand that reality
from a new frame of reference.
As

I

set out to do fieldwork in
Guatemala, Freire'

suggestion to "de-knowledge-ize" hardly
posed
Although 1 had previously traveled,

a

challenge.

lived, and worked in

Third World countries as

a

volunteer in refugee camps, an

educator in Asian schools, and
the Caribbean,

I

a

development consultant in

had never attempted academic research
in a

country so fresh with the wounds of
political turmoil.
Other than a willingness to attempt
research which had the
potential to benefit research participants as
well as

myself
a

,

I

had few notions of what

I

was "supposed" to do as

fi rs t time participatory field researcher.

Furthermore, my understanding of development issues
in

Guatemala was limited to my professional work in ITD's
stateside training programs:

I
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had never stepped inside

Guatemalan borders nor had

1

ever worked in

a

Guatemalan
EHeblo (village) where development
plans are put to their
greatest test.
in order to deepen my
understanding of the context
in
which I hoped to do PE and
frame it

from

of view,

January

I

2,

a

Guatemalan point

traveled from my home in
Arizona to Guatemala on
1987.
That trip was crucial in
determining the

suitability and feasibility of
continuing with the more
stantive phase of the inquiry
which began one year later.
On the flight from Arizona
to Guatemala, questions
about my proposed research
project crowded my mind:
any ° f
Guatema lans be interested in
being research participants?
th
"Participatory" in research if no
f
k
one other
than
myself participates?
*

What business does an outsider
have
her research agenda on people whose peddling
own agendas
are jammed with life threatening
issues?

Then there was the internal contradiction:
on the one
hand was the complexity, urgency,
and seriousness of the
Guatemalan reality; on the other was my
infantile

understanding of it.

Had

I

given it much thought,

I

might

well have been so stricken by either the
pretentiousness or
naivete of my research plan that I probably
would have given
up before ever starting.

Despite the uncertainty and apprehension which

accompanied me on my first trip,
attempt the inquiry by
that

I

a

I

was strongly motivated to

profound sense of responsibility

felt for the Guatemalans with whom
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I

had worked in

the itd training programs.
lives,

I

Given the graveness of
their
reasoned that making an
effort to undertake

research which aimed to
benefit them as much as
myself was
at least ethical.
I felt driven by
the thought that someone
owed it to the Guatemalans
to demonstrate concern
about
their post-ITD program lives
by examining what meaning
the
training experience may have
had on their
lives and

communities
Admittedly,

I

was primarily motivated by
my own

doctoral research interests.

Yet, it was that sense of

responsibility for the post-program
experiences of the
Guatemalans that provided me with
the impetus and dedication
to persevere through what was
to become a challenging
ordeal
As if to brace myself for an
impending jolt before

landing in Guatemala on that first
flight in 1987
reflected on the words of Rajesh Tandon
spoken at

I

,

a

conference at the Center for International
Education,
U/Mass, Amherst, that a colleague and I
had coordinated two
years previous.
Tandon, an accomplished participatory

researcher who works primarily in rural India,
expressed his
frustration with would-be participatory researchers who
avoid attempting PR if it appears their effort might
be less
than ideal.

in a seemingly admonishing tone,

Tandon advised

potential participatory researchers like myself to:
riot belabor the issue of whether or not to try
P ar ti cipator y research.
resist waiting
.
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.

.

for the perfect time
before trvina it
t
stab at it!
If you wait fo
thl perfect
can do

a

?

^
.

r

lecture, CIE Conference on
PR, ADri
P
UMass, Amherst, MA
)

1

?q
29

iudc
1985

'

'

.

Tendon's advice fortified me
in my hour of doubt.
I
refused to be intimidated by
some self-imposed, rigid ideal
of PR purity.
Instead, I patted myself on the
back for even
trying.
So, I settled back into my
plane seat, breathed a
deep sigh of relief, and looked
down below on that vast
expanse of tropical green as the
plane readied for landing
at Guatemala's Aurora Airport.
So,

This is the Land of Eternal Spring?

Even before the plane landed in
Guatemala City

I

was

impressed by the apparent tranquility of
the land that lay
below so poetically described in Fodor's
(1987) guidebook
for tourists.

Fodor says the following about Guatemala:

Guatemala is a dream of some romantic painter; a
mysterious and enchanting land in which even the
most seasoned traveler can find new experiences
and sights that are new, strange, and exotic.
Guatemala is truly the land of eternal spring
(pg

.

62

)

.

Eager to please the three former trainees who greeted
me at the exit gates after

I

cleared customs,

the impressive vista from the plane:

I

remarked on

"Your country looks so

beautiful from the sky, so peaceful!"

Apparently startled but not missing

a

beat, one of

my hosts looked at me seriously and curtly responded,
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HOSt:

1? Yes
OUr COUntr V i« beautiful
but to know it is to see
ugliness together. To seebeauty and
beauty and
ne S to 9 ether is to
understand
the
ooni
a
contradictions
of our lives as poor
F

buT^

'

Guatemalans.

When you leave Guatemala
and look below
ll
haVe learned frorr us about
tne
the SuateLT
Guatemala that
.K
we know.
This
U
be able to distinguish
be?Lr .r
between
the green of the trees in
the
6 and the camouf l a ge
green
of
the Army
im??
uniforms.
Only then will you begin
understand our lives in Guatemala. to

m

With that rather startling
welcome, my three Guatemalan
hosts and I left the airport
and proceeded to make our way
first destination.

Surely, my companions would
take

me far beyond what Fodor could
have ever imagined.
During our twenty minute ride from
the airport to
"Guate " as locals refer to the
capital city, my companions
fed my curiosity about Guatemala.
I listened as they
explained that Guatemala is situated at
the northern end of
the Central American isthmus and is
bordered by Mexico, the
Pacific Ocean, the Caribbean Sea, and the
countries of El
,

Salvador, Honduras, and Belize.

The actual land mass

stretches across 42,000 square miles, an area
about the size
of the state of Ohio or the country
of England.

Topographically, the country looks like

mountain ridges.

a

backbone of

A series of mountain ranges forms the

backbone which is divided into two parts: the western
highland area, el altiplano; and the less rugged eastern
area

'

el Oriente.

The highlands, where

settled in to conduct fieldwork
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a

I

eventually

year later, constitutes

approximately one-third of
the total area of the
country
(Classman, 1987:17).
Hiding through "Guate"
on a local bus, my
companions
turned my attention to
the stark and separate
worlds of
Guatemala s rich and poor.
They explained that
within the
ecade the city had grown
so fast and uncontrollably
that the main city dump,
formerly on the outskirts
of town,
is now the city center.
As we traveled along the
dumps,
waves of smoke spiraled up
from the rubbish heaps
while
bulldozers shoved garbage around
and swarms of buzzards
hovered hungrily overhead.
it wasn't just buzzards
that
patrolled the garbage heaps;
people did too. There, poor
children were forced to scavenge
for food where they were
often smothered under avalanches
of falling garbage (La
Prensa, January 4, 1987).

Around the dumps we saw vast
wastelands where tens of
thousands of poor families clung to
existence in corrugated
tin hovels that lacked running
water or sanitation.
in one

spot a deep ravine separated the
tin hovels from the
luxurious mansions of Guatemala's rich.
The mansions were
skirted by well-watered, manicured lawns
and the roofs

topped with satellite dishes to catch the
best of television
viewing from the United States.
Impossible to conceal, the

satellite dishes revealed the owner's wealth and
American
orientation.

Here, the rich watch and learn from Cable News

Network, Showtime, and HBO in the privacy of their
homes and
the poor watch imported Mexican soap operas on
neighborhood
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televisions.

For SS
nnn nc
-w
>5,000
US, the
equivalent of the joint
annual income of at lpscty poor families, a person can
own a satellite dish.

When

4

returned to Guatemala a year
later to do
fieldwork in impoverished and
remote rural villages, I found
it ironic to have been
invited to spend my final week
in the
country watching HBO NBC, and
CNN while eating
1

,

home-delivered pizza in one of the
mansions that looked
across the ravine into the homes
of the poor.

As we continued through
"Guate" to join the

Inter-American Highway en route to
the western highland
region, my hosts handed me a
pamphlet which provided the
following profile of their country:

Socio-Economic Context
Population
Area in
square miles:

approximately 8,400,000;
42,042

;

Land

two-thirds of arable land is
held by 2.2% of the land
owners

Major exports:

coffee, bananas, cotton,
sugar

Ethnic groups:

Maya-Toltec Indians,
Ladinos, Lacondones, and
Black Caribs;

Languages

23 distinct Mayan-Toltec

languages, over 200 Mayan
dialects, and Spanish, the
national language;
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Religion

Roman Catholic, traditional
Mayan, Protestant, mostly
Evangelicals

Services

51% of total population
have
access to safe water and 37%
of the total homes have

electricity

Economic
Status

90% of the population live
in
poverty, over 50% live in

extreme poverty;

Health

76% of all children under 5
are malnourished, life
expectancy at birth is 60
years, 1 doctor per 8,600
persons, 65% of total
population lack health

services

Illiteracy
rate
:

60% overall, 80-90% in rural
areas, 55.7% women;

(Translated from Guatemala Human Rights
Commission, Vol. 1-9, 1985).

Cultural Context
Our travels were focused on the western
highland region

where the Mayan-Indian population is concentrated
and where
the diversity and complexity of Guatemalan
culture and

society and the key to its present development
problems
could be more fully appreciated.

We remained in that region

for the entire three weeks.
The predominance of Guatemalan Indians in the highlands

attested to the tenacity of this group to assert its place
in Guatemalan culture and society.

The country's language

of rule and its dominant culture are Spanish but its

predominantly indigenous population makes it unique among
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central American countries.
PlUS

£ ° me

Of Guatemala’s eight
million

65%

35% are Lading, and
only 0.51 are pure European
(Simon, 1987:57). Guatemalan
Indians, naturales or
indiaenas, as they prefer
to
be

called

Mdinos

are the descendants of
the Maya-Toltec civilisation.
are Guatemalans who are
not Indian-there s no more
•

exact way to define them.
Racially, most Ladings are
mextizos, mixtures of Spanish
and Indian blood lines.
The
term Ladino can also imply
the sub-group that represents
a
system which oppresses the
Indian (Menchu,
1984 :vii).

Indians are divided by language
and tradition into
twenty-two distinct ethno-linguistic
groups.
The Quiches,
Mamaes, Cakchiqueles and Kekchis
are the most numerous,
compromising approximately 3 million
persons.
The remaining
groups contain between 500 and
700 thousand Indians each,
all of them descended from
different groups within the Mayan
language family.
For most Indians, Spanish is a second
language
,

The agricultural and, therefore,
basic workforce is

largely indigenous with 84% of the
indigenous population in
the rural areas (handy, 1984:16).
Both Guatemalan Indians
and poor Ladings are predominantly small
farmers and
seasonal agricultural workers.

agricultural work is

a

As the percentage for whom

primary occupation diminishes, fewer

and fewer have access to land.

Thus, they are also traders,

vendors, artisans, storekeepers or day workers.

Nine out of

ten farm families live on plots too small to provide
for
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their subsistence and the
poorest get only a little
more
than half of the calories
they need.
Many peasants do not
have shoes let alone mules
or even carts to haul
their fuel
wood (Barry & Pruesch,
1986:225).

Political Context

Although Guatemala differs
greatly from its Central
American neighbors in having
a majority Indian
population,
like all other neighboring
countries, its poor live in an
unjust system based on a grossly
unequal distribution of
wealth and power and on the
exploitation of their labor
Goldolf 1981; Bronstein, 1982;
Black, 1984; Tenneriello,
1987).
Political rule in Guatemala is not
based on
democratic representation or popular
consensus but on terror
and political violence which have
claimed over 100,000
Guatemalan lives in the last thirty years
(Manz, 1988:32).
(

,

In human rights terms, Guatemala
has suffered tragedy

as deep as what has been witnessed
in the neighboring

country of El Salvador (Esquivel, 1982;
Menchu, 1984;
Bonpane, 1985).
From the mid-1950s through

the 1980s, over

100.000 Guatemalans have died in political violence
(Sexton,
1985).

Although there is no way to verify the statistics,

most sources agree that between 5,000 and 8,000 persons

described as "subversives" by the government were murdered
in the early 1980's alone

(PACCA, 1984:68).

36.000 widows and well over 125,000 orphans.

There are over
Over 3,000,000

have been displaced by the Army and now live in strategic.
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military controlled villages
(Ander son and Garlick,
1988 :21-26

)

.

Even though today's
international public does not
hear
as much about political
repression as it did earlier in
the
decade, kidnappings,
assassinations, and mass killings
in
the rural areas are as
commonplace today as is the daily
influx of tourists who travel
to Guatemala to marvel at
its
natural wonders, ancient Mayan
ruins, and richly evolved art
of weaving (Boss and Hellner,
1987).
Outside the capital
city reports of violence carried
out by the army and civil
patrols and the macabre nature of
earlier killings,
kidnappings, and disappearances continue
to fill press
accounts (Barry and Pruesch, 1986;
Goldman, 1986).
As we traveled deeper into the
country's interior, it

became easier to spot the telltale signs
of
country.

a

terrorized

Most evident were the guns; they were
everywhere.

The bold and almost intimidating presence
of armed men was
evident at nearly every road intersection,
cooly observing

peoples' comings and goings at shops, factories,

restaurants, banks, businesses and at the entrance and
exit
of every village along the highway.

in fact, guns were

portrayed on every single Guatemalan coin
purse.

I

carried in my

And these were just the guns that we saw.

Everyone

around me appeared to be accustomed to the intimidating

intrusiveness of weapons.

Eventually,
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I

would be too.

Emerging Considerat j nn.c;
We spent four hours
traveling from Guatemala City
to
Quetzaltenango the center of
the western highlands.
En
route I got a very clear
understanding of how restricted
the
personal freedom of movement
was for both nationals and
'gners traveling in the country
and how restricted mine
might be when I returned.
Officially, everyone in the
country needed identification
papers to travel internally.
At military or civil patrol
security checkpoints along the
roads, men were routinely checked
for passes and
,

identification papers.

When passes were not in order,

individuals were questioned or detained.

Women appeared to

be affected differently than
men though they, too, were

expected to carry proper documents.
altogether, but not ignored.

I

was by-passed

Inspections depended on the

personal whims of whomever was in charge.

Travel at night

m

many parts of the country was still
considered dangerous,
although less so than during the terror of
the 1980s when
streets were absolutely empty by 5:00pm (Manz,
1988:73).

Despite the irregularity of the inspections and
the

occasional leniency at some checkpoints, an ominous
cloud of
intimidation was an ever-present reminder of the lack
of
personal freedom. It was then that my companeros taught
me
the fine and necessary art of lying and deceit.

instructed that if

I

was ever questioned
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I

They

should be

^

evasive

caminando alii,- (»i. m on my
way over
there "
If people on the bus
asked too many questions,
I
should never reveal more
than was necessary. Or,
easiest and
safest yet, lie when asked
anything about my travel
)

;

destination
By the time we arrived in
Quet zaltenango

,

or Xela (pr.

Shey-La) its locally used
Mayan-Indian name, we had passed
seven military and civil patrol
checkpoints, had been
stopped once for re^istro
(inspection), had seen well over
fifty armed men, and strings of
military convoys. While
being suspicious of strangers before
trusting them ran
against my personal code of ethics,
it became apparent that
surviving in Guatemala called for a new
set of tactics.
A great many choices confronted
me almost immediately

and multiplied during my stay in
Xela.

The choice of where

to do the project was made with the
help of my companions.

They advised that by basing myself in
Xela

I

would be

centrally located in the agricultural heartland
of the
country, the region in which the indigenous
population is
concentrated.
They explained that conditions in the
highlands were so bad that "if things don't work here
they

won't work anywhere."

In addition,

the original CAPS

Country Training Plan specified the need to "upgrade

opportunities and skills among Guatemala's indigenous and
female groups" (AID, 1986:8).

That fact coupled with the

Guatemalans' advice formed the basis for the decision to

concentrate on Guatemala's western highlands.
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By focusing my first
visit in one area I was
able to
get a good sense of the
geography of the land and
time and
distance involved in traveling
from point "A" to point "B."

During these travels questions
of potential logistical
considerations arose and were
discussed with the
Guatemalans
*

i9ht 1 bS able
reach so many peopl, in
reLr regions? Whatto about
remote
acceptance and trust
these villages?

m
*

What was involved in traveling
to isolated
villages
good weather; in bad weather?

m

*

How much stability could I expect;
how much
ambiguity could I tolerate?

Besides logistical questions there
were ethical
considerations as well:
*

If PE meant to take action with
the people,
what form could that action take in a
politically sensitive setting?

*

Who would join me in the educational/development
"revolution"?

*

In the whole scheme of things, what on
earth
could a small-scale PE effort contribute to
the lives of people who live in a socially
chaotic situation?

*

If push came to shove, would I really be
willing to sacrifice precious research time
to get involved in personal, real-life
struggles: would my needs supercede theirs or
vice versa?

During the remainder of my stay in Xela,

I

visited

numerous villages, met with several former ITD trainees and
consulted with them about the research idea, identified

a

handful of individuals interested in participating in the
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Process, and got a sense
of the day-to-day
obstacles to
their community development
work.
In addition
, cleared
countless military and
civil patrol checkpoints
unscathed
and had my visa, travelers
checks and passport stolen.
So
this was the land of
eternal Spring.
,

Assessme nt of Research Context
The first trip was a
period of informal inquiry
the
purpose of which was to assess
from the perspective of

former 1TD trainees what the
significant variables in the
situation were likely to be and
what type of project might
be appropriate and useful
to them.
Not all of the issues
which actually impinged on the
second and more substantive
phase of the field work were
immediately resolved
but a

number of considerations which
emerged were brought to bear
on the subsequent organization
of the inquiry discussed in
the following chapter.
The time following my first trip
to Guatemala was a
time for reflection; a time to
juxtapose PR theory with the

reality of the field as

I

now knew it to be.

it was a time

to consider which aspects of the
setting would help or

hinder making evaluation research
participatory.

preliminary assessment,
field:
(3)

(1)

I

in my

considered three aspects of the

research context,

(2)

PE ideals vs. reality, and

role of the researcher.
The Guatemala

I

had been exposed to alerted me to the

realization that the Guatemalan context could only be
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properly understood in
terms of its historical
repression,
political instability and
poverty.
These factors were taken
into account at every
stage of the research
process.

Although these factors all
had implications for the
actual
field application one
year later none had a
greater impact
than Guatemala's political
instability.
During my first trip the
signs and consequences of
political instability abounded
everywhere my companions and
I traveled: military
convoys were a daily sight,
stops at
security checkpoints were part
of most journeys by bus and
military and civil patrol forces
seemed to monitor every
persons' comings and goings.
Unpredictable clashes between
military and guerrilla forces had
made travel precarious and
our presence in certain regions
impossible.
Future plans
with regard to travel within the
country would need careful
thought as would the privacy and safety
of research
participants

Constraints on Ideals
My encounter with Guatemala's political
reality cast
the bold revolutionary rhetoric used in
much of the PE
research theory into a different, humbler light.
For

instance, the Guatemalans we visited knew about
"revolution”

m

the "flesh" while

the abstract.

I

could only relate to revolution in

The stark and visible consequences of

a

war-torn country cautioned me to have no illusions about
the
potential of the inquiry as it pertained to the lofty PE
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goals of social change and
transformation on a personal,
community, or societal
level.
Obviously, the Guatemalans
who had witnessed
revolutionary activity in their
own
villages wouldn't need an
outsider telling them anything
about "revolution." In fact,
if anything, the "revolution"
would most likely be my own
internal one. The notion of
"changing social structures"
as espoused by the more
radical-minded participatory
researchers almost seemed
absurd, ludicrous, and
inappropriate in the Guatemalan
context.
Clearly, the participatory
research ideals in
their most extreme form would
have to be tempered to fit the
concrete reality of the Guatemalan
context.
In spite of the noble
possibilities for social change

found in PR literature

I

accepted that there was little that

one small-scale PE effort could
do to turn the tide of
Guatemalan history as it related to the
conditions facing
poor Guatemalan Indians and Ladinos.
However, I believed
that in a small way the intent to
involve the Guatemalans in
determining key aspects of the research effort
held the
possibility of giving their voices a vehicle for
expression

with regard to participatory community
development rather
than further restricting the debate to development
thinkers
alone and repressing and suppressing the voices of

development beneficiaries.
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Constraints on Researchers
Also on that first trip,

I

entered the Guatemalan

context with the intent of
countering what Park (1978)
refers to as the "interrogative
mode" of eliciting
information from people
(pg. 13 ).
The words "evaluation"
and "research" themselves
are generally received with
mixed
feelings, especially apprehension
by people who have little
say about why or how an
inquiry is conducted.
Evaluators
are, in fact, usually looked
upon as unwelcomed outsiders,
as someone who has come to
criticize and pass judgement
(Mukkath s deMagry, 1981:184).
Much of this attitude
results from the concepts and
procedures of conventional
practice where people are viewed as
"objects"
of study.

would, instead, aim to promote

a

1

feeling of collaboration

and provide an opportunity to critically
reflect on a shared

experience and its consequences.
My lack of institutional affiliation
helped cast my

m

role

the light of educator rather than
interrogator.

Rather than doing research under the auspices of
a
sponsoring agency and being bounded by the
expectations,

intentions and vested interests of an institution,

operate as an independent researcher.
and

I

I

would

Thus, the Guatemalans

would be in this together--to see of what benefit our

collaboration in the project might have on their lives and
work.

For those who associated North Americans with the

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), as several trainees did
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throughout the course
se of thp
the training programs,
I could joke
about my own concern
about being watched by
the CIA.
A rhythm of reciprocity
which had been set into
motion
Ari2 ° na helpSd blur the
-tificial and formal distinction
between the Guatemalans
and myself
±r
y
Thus
lnus, the
tho perception of
my role as “investigator
or judge" was replaced
by a
feeling of commraderie
The Guatemalans we visited
felt
indebted for what “I" had
done for them in Arizona.
Although “1“ was the sole ITD
person who would be involved
In the PE inquiry 1
represented other committed and

“

*

.

concerned ITD folks who had
befriended the Guatemalans.
With regard to acceptance and
trust, because I represented
not only myself but many
other program associates I was
readily accepted as a trusted
friend.
At any rate,

that way.

I

felt

in concrete terms that meant
that the

hospitality, consideration, and
cooperation they extended to
me was multiplied.
Oddly enough, we felt indebted to
each
other

Constraints Viewed as Resources
Before my first trip to Guatemala,

I

rudimentary knowledge of the country to be
However, by the end of the trip

advantage.

I

considered my
a

handicap.

began to view it as an

Participatory evaluation research requires that

outsiders go into research settings not as persons
who have
a nswers but as learners.
The starting point should
be

humility, honesty and openness
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(

1981 201
:

).

I

inadequate,

1

initially viewed my knowledge
of Guatemala as
was forced to adopt the
position

of learner.
As the Guatemalans guided
me around their country, I
trusted

that they would expose me
to the Guatemala they deemed
important for a researcher to
see.
They did.
By going to Guatemala with
what

relatively blank slate,

1

I

perceived as

a

was able to temporarily set
aside

my preconceived notions about
what might be important
problems to research. My perceived
ignorance, therefore,
forced me to be a keen observer of
human behavior, a
stickler for detail in conversation,
and cautious about
making assumptions about the future
research process.
In
the end, I became a trusting follower;
hardly the position
of a researcher in control.
In addition,

Spanish, the language in which research

would be conducted, was

second language for me and for

a

many Guatemalan Indians.
Spanish, yet, it was not
as

I

I

a

did my native English.

felt comfortable speaking

language that

I

commanded as well

Research participants would, in

fact, need to help me translate my American
southwestern

Spanish into Guatemalan Spanish, a version of Spanish rich

with colloquialisms.

I

entertained the idea that being at

disadvantage with respect to language would be to their
advantage. In fact, my Arizona-brand Spanish facilitated
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a

a

procedure advised by Freire
(1981
following

sis£
s
listened,

)

of which h e says the

“ »•

that^

•»

iP^&SnrtiSk"^

someone without listening
to that^ person.
person
Tf you
if
do you talk ahrwo
° ther person
talking
above
e owners
others shows
shnL arrogance
'

(pg.

I

considered that such

a

24).

trivial point such as my

halting Spanish might help
blur the image of researcher
as
P
1 initially viewed
my knowledge about Guatemala
as inadequate.

That honesty with myself
helped me to
readily adopt the position of
learner-the Guatemalans being
n,y teachers and I
the learner.
As they guided me around
their country, I trusted they
would expose me to the
Guatemala they deemed important for
me to see.
They did.
In the end, I decided the least
I should do would be to
work with a flexible research agenda
which would accommodate
the unpredictable Guatemalan setting.
Above all, I decided
that I would consider the safety,
privacy, and dignity of
the individuals I would eventually
visit.
Long after I'd

leave their villages, they'd stay behind
to deal with the
question: Why was that gringa visiting you?

Summary

This pre-design stage was purposefully attempted as
a

collaborative effort.

As such, it is distinguished as the
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first stage where the
traditional separation between
researcher and research
participants was merged rather
than
further dichotomized
This stage was where
feasibility and
suitability of the evaluation
inquiry was determined
including practical decisions
such as scope of the study
and
time frame. It was also a
stage in which a collaborative
assessment of the research
context revealed what the
significant variables in the
situation were likely to be and
what type of research procedures
would be appropriate.
What was essentially a process
of gathering
socio economic, political and
demographic information about
the proposed research site was
enriched qualitatively by
focusing attention on the concrete
reality of potential
research participants as perceived
by them.
.

The first trip to Guatemala
provided valuable

information with regard to field context,
constraints, and
resources which contributed to the
continuing development of
the inquiry.
The more substantive part of the inquiry
including organization, second entry to
the field site, and

the data-gathering process is described
in the following

chapter
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CHAPTER VI

FIELD PHASE:

ORGANIZATION, ENTRY AND PROCESS
in Chapter V,

described my first trip to
Guatemala.
The purpose of that trip
was to assess the feasibility
and
suitability of doing participatory
evaluation
I

(PE)

in

Guatemala in collaboration with
former ITD trainees.
Results of that visit revealed
various limiting conditions
of the field which were
brought to bear on the organisation
Of the inquiry as described
in this chapter.
Given what 1
had learned during my first
trip to Guatemala I
used my

continuing role in the ITD programs
as a means by which to
adjust the fit between the
possibilities of PE and the
Guatemalan reality.
The discussion in this chapter
focuses on the second
stage of the provisional PE model
outlined in the final

section of Chapter III, focusing activity
on research

participants' needs or problems.

The discussion which

follows the chronological order established
in Chapter V
begins with preliminary organization of the PE
inquiry with
Guatemalan trainees in Arizona.
This stage is followed by a
second trip to Guatemala which continues the
organization of
the more substantive phase of the inquiry and
includes entry
to the field and the process of focusing the inquiry
on
P ar ticipant

'

s

needs and problems.
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Focusing PE on participants'
needs, interests, or
problems is the bey activity
of the field phase
described in
thrs chapter.
According to participatory
researcher
Marshall ,1981), problematic
concerns rarely come conveniently into focus with
fixed and absolute definitions,
instead, problems emerge
from people pouring out
their lives
in a voluntary manner
then struggling to get a
handle on
situation to give it existence
as an object to be acted
upon (pg. 9 ).
The emergence of problematic
concerns
is

facilitated by creating an
environment which is
non-threatening, psychologically
safe and supportive
(Tandon, 1968:10).
For research participants who
have had
little opportunity to enter into
authentic dialogue with an
evaluator as researcher, pose critical
questions, and debate
issues a supportive environment
is crucial.
In order to create the conditions
under which research

participants' concerns could emerge in

a

voluntary, natural,

and spontaneous manner adequate time
was devoted to creating
an environment and dialogical
relationships with research

participants.

Patton's (1980) informal conversational

approach proved to be particularly effective
in facilitating
a process in which the participants
formulated questions or
concerns they had an interest in pursuing in
the PE inquiry.

How the Guatemalans chose to move beyond the
articulation
and definition of their problems is described
in the

following chapter.
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Organization

After returning to Arizona
from Guatemala the end
of
January, 1987, I resumed
my work with the
ITD's CAPS
programs as Administrative
Co-director for five more
training programs over
the next ten months,
Returning from
Guatemala 1 felt invigorated
by my increased
knowledge of
the country.
! looked forward
to meeting the next
group of
trainees in order to elicit
their input for the
organisation
of the more substantive
phase of the project which
was
subsequently initiated during
a second visit to
Guatemala
nearly a year later.
An important aspect of
this early organizational
stage
clarifying my own commitment
to the project.
Because PE
is based on areas of
interest or concern to research

participants in contrast to being
unilaterally defined by an
external evaluator, the participatory
evaluator as
researcher must continually work
to attune her/himself
participants' reality (Tandon, 1988).
Achieving sensitivi ty
to that reality demands a level
of involvement with people
and a commitment to a project
unprecedented in more
traditional evaluation processes. As I
edged closer to
writing the required dissertation
proposal for the field
phase

I

searched for ways to ensure that the Guatemalan

reality would be meaningfully reflected
in the evolving
design
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a starter,

I

purposefully took steps
to illuminate
the Guatemalan reality
by soliciting their
input whenever
possible. Without abandoning
my ITD responsibilities,
1
engaged in numerous informal
talks with trainees about
the
research idea.
it would be misleading
to give the
impression that I conducted
interviews in a formal sense
at
this point.
to have done so would
have interferred with the
heavy demands of the
intensive training program

cycles.
However, it is fair to say
that the numerous talks
I had
with the trainees had the
deliberate intention of ultimately
narrowing down the research
focus to address their
expressed
interests and needs.

With each new group that
arrived

I

spoke with various

trainees about the purpose and
results of my first
Guatemalan trip.
Their
neir reactions,
P
impressions, suggestions
and recommendations fueled,
enriched, and refined the
research proposal idea and, in
that sense, contributed
greatly to moving the process towards
greater involvement on
their part.
•;

Although

deliberately took advantage of my role
in
the training programs to discuss
my research plans as
I

a

means to assess the Guatemalans'
interest in the inquiry and
identify possible evaluation research foci,
I

did not feign

interest in their personal lives and community
roles merely
for my research agenda.
Instead, these occasions were of
the type in which friendships develop naturally.
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Initially,

was reluctant to use
the words "research"
or "evaluation."
Both words in Spanish
convey meanings of
judgment, inspection, or
interrogation: activities
associated with people who
police others' behavior.
Vet, it
is claimed that the
educational process in PE
begins the
moment the words research
or evaluation are raised
(Cuthbert, 1985:30).
if i wanted the
Guatemalans to view
the project as a learning
process, one which was
intended to
benefit them as much as it
was to contribute to my
doctoral
research goal, I needed to
be clear about
ue
ahon-t- the
+-k
purpose and
value of making the inquiry
participatory.
I

began by being forthright
and explicit about my
interest in linking our shared
ITD experience with my
research needs in a way which
would not exploit their lives
and would be of use to them.
Such honesty rendered
interesting responses with regard
to the educational
potential of PE.
For example, on one occasion
that I
attempted to discuss the theory of PE
research with one of
the more politicized and worldly
trainees he perceptively
reasoned that I'd be the one who'd be
challenged the most by
the project: "When you live with
us in the misery and
I

desperation of our lives £ou will be the one
to be more
transformed. You will never think the same
again."

My early talks with the Guatemalans
helped to clarify

several points which were pertinent to the
organization of
the inquiry.
Essentially, they clarified what could
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realistically be expected
of the effort.
Among the outco.es
of ®y talks with the
trainees were the following
learnings:
* The talks
made the plan feel real
and potentially
meaningful to their lives.
By expressing my interest
in
going to Guatemala, 1 made
a verbal commitment
to the

Guatemalans and to myself.
be kept.
*

Very early on,

F'lrSt

1

1

gave them my word, it had
to

was hooked.

the talks served as reality
checkpoints which
aided me immensely in
conceptualizing the project at the
proposal writing stage.
The trainees threw Void
buckets of
water" on any romantic notions
of high adventure 1 may
have
had about doing research in
their country.
They were
brutally frank about their daily
life struggles.
Struggle,
it seemed, was their reality
a reality of oppression,
'

-

repression, and poverty.

I

vowed that

project lightly nor would

I

push to make the project work to

merely meet my dissertation needs.

I

would not take the

To have done so would

have been a violation of their human
dignity.
Second, the talks provoked an element
of sacrifice

*

which

believe PE researchers will inevitably be
forced to
consider.
If PE is rooted in peoples' problems
then any
tentative agenda must risk being changed or
abandoned in the
I

face of peoples' immediate needs and the
limiting factors of
the field.
*

Finally, in remarkably consistent fashion, the

Guatemalans all responded enthusiastically and supportively
to my intent to return to Guatemala.
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They wanted me to see

the

reality

of their lives and
to see the "conditions”
of

their community work.

m

this way, they suggested
the

transformative capacity of P
E for the researcher
in which
the evaluator as partner
in a learning experience
learns
about "the researched"
with them in their own
terms and on
their own turf.
The early talks also proved
to be essential stepping
stones to my ultimate acceptance
into their con^unity,
homes, family, and private
life-worlds.
The talks not only
guaranteed me entrance into their
private life-worlds but
facilitated authentic dialogical
exchange and the emergence
and elaboration of mutual
understanding and learning. The
nature of that aspect of the PE
process is discussed in the
following chapter.
An Organizational Glitch
Up to this point

I

had viewed my professional role
in

the ITD training programs as
essential to the development of
the PE inquiry.
Yet, my involvement as Administrative

Co-director began to appear more like a
impediment.
of my continuous role in the programs

Because

for two years, the

initiation of the more substantive field phase
of the PE
inquiry was delayed.
All project expenses including transportation,
living

expenses and related research costs would be my
responsibility.

Unlike renowned participatory researchers

who are established academicians or institutionally
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supported,

was doing this project with
no such support.
My independent status was
similar to that of a colleague
of
mine who commented in her own
PR experience that the only
institutional support she had was
the institution
I

of

"marriage” (Maguire, 1987:237).

As a single woman

I

had

myself, my own cash, and my
courage and determination to
sustain me throughout the entire
process.
This practical
reality oftentimes made me wonder
if the long-term lofty
goals of PE research could only be
realized by researchers
who were comfortably funded for
indefinite periods of time.
I wondered where that
left first-time PE researchers like
myself who preferred not to opt for a
quick and dirty
research project just because the alternative
could possibly
take longer and mean more personal
sacrifices.

grew impatient on the one hand with my
need to
continue my involvement as a development consultant
on the
one hand yet realized that my involvement was
important to
I

the process.

The delay of the more substantive phase of the

process was offset by the fact that my association
with the
trainees over

a

two year period contributed immensely to the

establishment of mutually trusting relationships essential
to the PE process.

Seemingly trivial events contributed to

the forging of these relationships.

trainees with whom

I

For example, two female

shared an apartment at the Arizona

training site stood in amazement one day as they watched me
scrub the bathroom toilet bowl:

"We never expected to see

the director of the program clean the bathroom for us.
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In

Guatemala, a director would
never do this for poor
Guatemaltecas
J

This example of shared
household work is significant
in
that it demonstrated respect
for the trainees as equals,
if
PE research claims to work
towards relinquishing positions
of detachment, power,
and control yet PE researchers
only do
that in their heads and not
in their hearts or with
their
hands how will they come to
share power and control in the
more formal aspect of a PE
effort?
In the end, my

I TO

work which necessarily delayed
the

initiation of the field work phase
provided the necessary
input into the organization of the
project at the conceptual
stage and contributed to trusting
personal relationships
crucial in PE research.
Identifyin g Research Participants
At the conclusion of lTD's nine training
programs,

I

was free to pursue the completion of
the dissertation

proposal and begin the formal process of
contacting former
trainees for participation in the field phase
of the

inquiry.

in general,

all trainees with whom

I

had spoken

about the project expressed interest in being
involved.
From my geographical vantage point in Arizona, it was
difficult, indeed, to identify

a

reasonable number of former

trainees from a total of 360 trainees to include in the

research effort.
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PE research literature
explicitly states that

impoverished, disenfranchised,
disempowered individuals or
groups are those with whom
they work.
Obviously,
the

majority of ITD'. nearly
360 Guatemalan trainees
could fit
into this category.
Due to the commonality
of co^unity
development work roles among
ITD trainees and a large
total
sampling pool of 360 trainees
some criteria for identifying
a reasonable number of
participants had to be established.
In the end, I identified
potential research
participants in terms of program
selection and trainee
selection within programs. ITD
provided training for nine
groups of approximately forty
trainees each. Five of the
nine programs (4, 5, 6, 7, and
9), were
based at ITD's

Arizona field site.
8)

The other four programs,

were based in Massachusetts.

(1,

2,

3,

and

The Arizona based programs

were selected for this study because
they were staged as a
series of four and maintained a
permanent administrative,
training, and support staff. My
position remained constant
throughout the entire series.
initially identified eight participants
from each of
the four programs for a total of thirty-two.
A broad
spectrum of people was sought, including
distribution by
I

sex, ethnicity, gender, and community role.

Identification

was further limited to trainees whose role
in community

development was related to fields such as agriculture,
soil
conservation, agricultural cooperatives, water projects,
health, womens' and youth groups, for example.
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This

criterion excluded trainees
who, for example, had no
previous interest in community
development, had no
intentions of becomming community
development workers, or
and had obtained the
training scholarship by accident
or
political influence.
The implications of the
decision to identify 32, a
modest number when compared
with the total sampling pool
of
veral hundred, were significant
once the actual field
phase began.
in fact, the distribution
described above was
ultimately difficult to achieve.
Once I got settled in the
field people were simply hard
to contact.
Additionally, the
large number of individuals
originally identified not only
increased logistical difficulty and
actual cost in terms of
researcher time, energy, and money
but also prompted
frustrations in the field when things
did not work according
to my personal sense of efficiency.
In May,

1988,

I

mailed 32 letters to the individuals

who were selected (See Appendices D

&

E)

.

Of those 32

letters 26 individuals responded positively.

The

traditional safeguard of participant confidentiality
was

guaranteed in an interview consent form.

The form which was

included in the letter for them to review and sign
later

when we met in Guatemala ensured them that they were
free to

withdraw their participation at any point (See Appendices
&

G

)

F

.

By August of that summer

dissertation proposal.

I

submitted an acceptable

Committee members were worried that
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hadn't allowed for enough
lead time; 1 was acre
concerned
that a delay would put
me in the western highland
region at
the height of its
inhospitable rainy season when
roads to
remote villages are nearly
impossible to travel.
1 felt
ticularly
P
frustrated with alternative
methodology that
didn't provide suffioient
practical "how to's"
I

of

challenging and complex field
settings.
Nonethless

was energized by the
acceptance of my
dissertation research proposal
and motivated further each
time I received a letter from
a Guatemalan agreeing
to
participate in the inquiry. More
importantly, I looked
forward to doing research that
had the potential of being
mutually benefici al to the
Guatemalans as well as to myself
Needless to say, expectations were
running high when I left
for Guatemala on September,
1988.
,

I

Entry to the Field
In September,

1988,

I

traveled to Guatemala for a

second time to begin the more substantive
phase of the PE
inquiry. Much groundwork had been laid
since my first trip
in January, 1987.
The results of the initial assessment had
been incorporated into an acceptable
dissertation proposal
and research participants had been contacted
by letter.

More importantly, the Guatemala

I

came to know on that first

trip was kept alive and vivid in my mind through my

continued work with several hundred more Guatemalan trainees
at ITD

s

training site in Arizona.
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In a rather peculiar

way,

I

had never left Guatemala.

Given the strength of the

preparatory work during that
year, I expected the .ore
substantive stage of the
project to get off to a
smooth
start
The following section
details the more substantive
phase of four months in the
field.

Research ers Eat and Sleep. Ton
In the field, time slowed
down to a crippled snail's

pace.

While the results of the earlier
feasibility study
alerted me to the potential
pitfalls of participatory
fieldwork in Guatemala, it hadn't
prepared me fully enough
for the extent of the physical
and psychological challenges
which impinged on the actual process
in
the field.

quickly learned that just because

I

1

entered the field as

a

PE researcher didn't mean that
I'd be immune to the normal

pains of learning about

a

new situation.

In fact,

trying to

live-up to the ideals of participation
heightened the
difficulties.
I wondered, how had I failed
to include an
important section in the PE proposal titled.
Researchers Eat
and Sleep, Too.
My own initial period of

PE fieldwork was filled with

unexpected obstacles and the inevitable inconveniences of

unfamiliarity with

a

new setting.

First, it took all of two

precious research weeks to locate and settle into
could consider a home and work base.

a

place

I

Then, there were

mundane but necessary tasks to attend to and inconveniences
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to cope With throughout
my fieldwork which competed
with
precious research time.
Things such as daily

marketing,

cooking in

a

makeshift kitchen that lacked

a refrigerator,
sink and, oftentimes, water?
frequent power outages,
frequent, all-night street
brawls just below my
living/bedroom window, incessant
noise and air pollution
the string of Mercedes-Benz
freight trucks that loaded
up just across the street
from my apartment all had to be
dealt with in the midst of doing
PE research.

My struggle didn't end there.

Typically, throughout

Latin America even families of modest
means enlist the
services of a muchacha (i.e. a girl?
servant) a rather
demeaning term for domestic help. Such
was not the case for
me.
I was responsible for all
usual and unusual domestic
chores.
As custom dictates, Latin American
men are waited
on like royalty.
I couldn't resist speculating
that if I

were a man,

I

probably wouldn't have been left to my own

devices nor would my annoyances have gone
unnoticed.
By the second week

I

was a physical wreck.

unusually prolonged, heavy rainy season caused

An
a

serious

case of viral bronchitis that worsened and lingered for

months.

In no time,

I

acquired

a

private pharmacy

— assorted

syrups, lozenges, antibiotics, traditional teas, plants,
roots, powders, and other potions.

I

even subjected myself

to a local healing by having my throat rubbed with gasoline.
I

tried them all.

Nothing worked.
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The first third of my

fieldwork was conducted ln
great Physical discomfort
and the
remainder in a state of
semi-physical shambles.
became obsessed with
maintaining sound physical
and
mental health. Worried
that too much time was
initially
devoted to personal needs
while so little time was
spent
"doing research" I secretly
wished that I'd metamorphise
into a traditional scientist
dressed in a white lab coat
conducting research in a squeaky
clean laboratory.
One month into my stay I
made the following entry in my
field journal which I later
included in a letter
I

to a

dissertation committee member:
I have devised a
brilliant way for experienced
and novrce CIE development
practitioners and
researchers t° remain constantly
aware of the
the field.
For one month at the
n
late fleld realities by imposing
:' f
some
of the
following restrictions: 'power down’
all
omputers but for two hours each week;
limit all
0
90109 Ph ° n6 CallS tC n ° more than
five a day; disconnect all but
fivrrdav^d
one of the phone
a11 mem os documents and research
papers to be done with paper and
pencil only.
aybe then, we'll do a better job
of keeping
our evelopment dreams and schemes
rooted in reality
(Personal Field Journal, October,
1988).

r

j

^

,

,

The pitfalls and realities of the field
quickly alerted

me to the challenge of putting ideals
into practice.

I

was

convinced that PE research literature proved
inadequate in
that it failed to address the emotional
and mental fatigue

precipitated by doing research in politically unstable
and
economically distressed countries such as the one I

witnessed and experienced in Guatemala.

I

quickly learned

that PE researchers not only work for and with the
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oppressed but they, too,
share in that oppression
in some
very concrete ways.
The freld hazards
described above and others
too
numerous to mention developed
into recurring frustrations

which compounded the
challenge of living up to
participatory
ideals.
While these obstacles may
seem trivial to
experienced field researchers
and viewed as unnecessary
to
mention in any study, their
negative impact on similar
future efforts cannot be
underestimated nor their real
effect on the process discounted
as mere personal
frustrations

wondered about the PE research
notion of sharing
control.
Did sharing control mean being
controlled by one's
immediate environment? Most field
hazards were impossible
to avoid.
For instance, I could never
make a move without
considering threatening earthquake
tremors, military and
guerrilla skirmishes and the
intimidation they precipitated,
washed-out roads, knocked-down
communications lines, postal
strikes, the occasional hurricane,
deteriorating health, and
the inevitable bouts of depression
brought on by the fatigue
and alienation of living and working
alone in a socially
chaotic foreign setting.
I

In the end,

a

great deal of time was spent trying to

control the uncontrollable and coping with
uncompromising
situations.

Eventually, the aggravation and frustration of

field hazards peaked as the project progressed.

On the

other hand, the continuous flow of trials and tribulations
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I

encountered during my four
months there served to keep
me
focused at a gut level on
the conditions under which
Guatemalans do development work.
Beginning with my entry to
the field until my departure,
tough times
kept the

participatory ideals rooted in
reality, kept me honest about
what I could realistically
expect of myself as a lone
participatory field researcher
and the nature of the
Guatemalans' involvement in that
effort.

Process

Despite the unexpected hazards,

1

wasted no time

contacting the individuals who agreed
to participate in the
project and to form a working group
since no such organized
body existed.
Based on my previous trip, I was aware
that
Guatemala's communication system was
notoriously unreliable.
However, I underestimated its ability
to bring the more
substantive part of the inquiry to a temporary
halt before
it actually got off the ground.
Research participants were geographically
scattered and
few of them knew where

I

was based, therefore,

inform them of my whereabouts.

The day

mailed letters announcing my arrival.

I

I

needed to

arrived in Xela

Later

I

I

learned that

most letters failed to reach the addressee due to a
postal
strike.

In fact, most of my letters mailed prior to my

arrival failed to reach several of the Guatemalans for the
same reason.

non-option.

Contacting people by telephone was
Of those

I

a

needed to reach only one had
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a

home

phone and two who had
provided work numbers had
changed jobs
by the time I arrived.
Unfortunately, i fai:ed to
trust the
more efficient and conunonly
used telegraph system
until
mid-way through the project.
But, even then a telegram
sent
was never a guarantee
of a telegram answered.
Concerned that so much time
was initially devoted to
setting up the PE process
and that "real” pe research
had
yet to begin 1 decided to
pound the pavement and dirt
roads
in search of the individuals
who had responded to my
letters
of interest.
Suddenly, they appeared from
nowhere like
ghosts from my past. On one
typical occasion, 1 overheard
two women talking while standing
in line at the post office.
I surmised they lived
in the same village as did
one of the
former trainees I needed to contact.
in seconds, I dashed
off a message to my friend which
the women graciously
delivered later that day. The next
morning my friend
appeared at my doorstep.
Soon, an indigenous communication
system began to work
in my favor.

In revolving door-like fashion the
Guatemalans

appeared unannounced at my doorstep.

Most travelled long

hours from their village to invite me to
their homes or
instruct me on the safest route there in
situations where
military or guerrilla factions were in conflict.
Others
came to my apartment repeatedly until they
found me home.

Making contact with the Guatemalans through sheer

serendipity was

a

method which emerged as

a

mechanism for coming into contact with them.
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legitimate
Once initial

contact was made subsequent
meetings were easier to plan.
Oddly enough, the more
fruitful encounters came
about by
literally bumping into the
Guatemalans in outdoor markets,
central parks, on buses or
as I meandered through
the
streets of Xela. Through no
grand plan of my own the PE
inquiry was finally launched.

Forming a Working Group

Although progress was being made
the Guatemalan way the
unpredictability of the field process
forced me to consider
that spontaneity could, in fact,
become an operative norm.
In order to maintain a sense
of order in what was becoming
a
purely serendipitous and scattered
process six individuals
who lived in Xela agreed to meet
as a group to help the
process along.
At our first meeting

encounters

I

I

described the surprise

had had and related various stories the

Guatemalans had shared with me about their
post-training
experiences.
I told the group that while I
appreciated the

naturalness of such encounters the research process
needed
greater measure of predictability for it to be of any
immediate use to those with whom

I

came in contact.

On this

logistical point alone, the collective energy of the group

helped to propel the evaluation inquiry forward.
We agreed that we needed a workable and realistic

perspective on the whole of the process.
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a

We began with the

givens:

(1)

I

„ as based in Xela
,

,

2)

the Guatemalans who

^

agreed to participate were
geographically scattered, and
(3) we had a little less
than four months to work
together.
We quickly sketched out
a graph based on a
time management
exercise called "calendarization"
they had learned in 1TD
training.
it included categories
such as name,
date,

location, length of encounter,
mode of travel and
communication, and additional people
involved in the
encounter (See Appendix H).
The visual representation of
the logistics of the
fieldwork phase provided a manageable
perspective on the
whole of the inquiry.
Throughout, the calendar was used to

orient project activity spatially,
pace my daily activity,
and help us schedule times when
we could work together.
The

calendar enforced

much needed sense of order and helped
to
quell the overwhelming tide of ambiguity.
The feeling
a

of

being scattered by the mass of new,
exciting and highly
differentiated happenings never actually subsided

but this

simple calendar helped to keep the more
unpredictable times
in perspective.

Secondly, the group and

I

reviewed the list of 26

individuals who had agreed to participate.

The group's

familiarity with current conditions in the region prompted
them to strongly advise that the list be revamped with

regard to current political instability, accessibility, and

weather.

Several individuals on the original list lived in

remote regions now considered politically unstable.
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the eastern part of
the country and travel
there
was frequently restricted,
on the two occasions
that I
ignored the group's advice
and made arrangements
to travel
there, the trips were
cancelled due to hurricanes.

havoc

.

m

The group and

drew up a second list
taking weather,
accessibility, and political
conditions into account. The
final list included ten
individuals most of whom lived
in
Xela or its neighboring
municipalities, within a matter
of
a few minutes, the
selection process I had spent
so much
time on before my arrival
*
n a n,. revamped.
was ftotally
What price
participation?
1

4-

As our meeting progressed
we clarified the role the
group would play.
Since I was the only one with
the time to
to various villages to
meet

with participants while

other group members remained
in Xela tending to work
responsibilities the group agreed to
meet periodically for
the purpose of discussing and
analyzing the encounters I'd
had with research participants.
in the end, this task
served as a form of collaborative
analysis while still in
the field, thereby, maximizing the
possibility of critical
reflection as an important element of
the process.
Since PE
asserts that the practice of gathering
information then
recycling it back through a subgroup of
participants is

integral to research for people this
particular step was key
(Carr-Hill, 1986; Lather, 1986).
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De scription o f Research
Particip ant

A brief description of
research participants will
give
‘°“ sense of the variety a m ong
the, with regard to age,
gender, marital status,
ethnicity, educational
background,
residence and community role.

Ten individuals selected
by Xela group members and
myself were involved. Ages
ranged from 20-36 years; 4
were
male and 6 were female; 6 were
married with children and 4
were single; 7 were indigenous
and 3 were Ladinos
All were
literate though to varying degrees.
All spoke Spanish, 7 as
a second language and 3
as a primary language.
.

All 10 were involved in community
development projects

mostly as members of groups although
directors or secretaries.
several were employed.
vendor,

a

few acted as

in addition to community roles,

Among the group, was a vegetable

weaver, a social promotor with the
Ministry of
Urban and Rural Development, a postal
clerk and
a

a

storekeeper.

Approximately 30 individuals including former

trainees not identified by the Xela group
and community
members became involved in the project by way of
association
with research participants.
By the end of the meeting

4

members of the Xela group

scheduled me to travel to meet their community groups.
no time flat,

I

was booked up.
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In

£§therin£ and Analyzing Dat
a, Together
Traditional evaluation
conceives of data gathering
and
analysis as two discrete
activities.
PE, these
activities
the production and
validation of knowledge in
PR largon function as
two intermingling
activities (Cuba s
Lincoln, 1981; Lather,
1986 & 1987, Carr-Hill,

m

-

m

1984).

view of the fact that the
fieldwork phase of this study
was
relatively short, the possibility
of meshing the two
activities in the field at least
at a rudimentary level
was
essential to the usefulness of
this process to the
Guatemalans
Primary data-gathering methods
included

a

combination

of sequential interview
encounters, direct involvement in
the life and work of participants,
and fieldnote recording.

Patton's informal conversational
interview approach was used
initially to establish an informal
research relationship
between the Guatemalans and myself
leading to a series of
encounters which increased in intimacy,
involvement and
intensity (Patton, 1980:197). This
approach helped maintain
maximum flexibility in the process by
allowing us to pursue
information in whatever direction appeared
meaningful to the

Guatemalans and allowed me to be highly responsive
to both
individual and group needs. As a result, each
series of

encounters took on an individualized characteristic
which

precipitated in-depth communication with the person

(s)

being

interviewed. Thus, by focusing on research participants'
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immediate concerns the
concreteness and immediacy of
our
interaction was emphasized.

purposefully used Patton's
approach in order to
counter the traditional
evaluation practice in which
a set
of pre-determined
questions unilaterally constructed
by an
external evaluator unfamiliar
with the research context is
used.
M y decision to do so helped
minimise the control
imposed by traditional practice
in which a one-way
communication pattern sees an
interviewer actively posing
questions while a respondent
passively answers them.
I

Instead,

risked experimenting with an
idea that seemed
almost suicidal at the time.
I entered the field with
no
questions to be asked.
1

By risking entering the field
with no specific

questions to ask and relying on our
shared ITD experience to
provide initial focus and motivation
for our involvement we
were, in a sense, on equal footing
from the start.
Taking
that risk was a deliberate attempt
to relinquish control in
order to promote a sense of collaboration
and to ensure the
conditions by which the Guatemalans could
steer the course
of our interaction in a direction that
addressed their

immediate needs.

Taking this risk proved to be the

cornerstone of making the inquiry authentically

participatory

j-ft ^

^ ^

Interview Encounters.

Our initial interview

encounters were initially occasions for reacquainting
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ourselves with each other
within the context of our
new
roles as research
partners.
These events too* place
either
at my Xela home or in
their homes.
Trips to their homes
typically involved several
hours travel by
local

transportation (i.e bus, boat,
truck) or foot (See Appendix
H>.
In keeping with the
relationships we had already
established in Arizona I attempted
to maintain an informal
and genuinely friendly
demeanor in our interaction in
Guatemala. Often, the abruptness
of tape recording our
encounters for the purpose of
gathering data accurately
presented a feeling of artificiality
which
I

chose to avoid

by attending fully to the
interaction at hand and taking

detailed notes later.

In this sense, many interview

encounters were not formal interviews
per se but occasions
for us to exchange views on
life, work, life's struggles,
our hopes, and dreams.

As a means for assessing the

naturalness of our interaction,

I

figured that if we

couldn't sit there and laugh, get
excited, or lament our
common and individual struggles, well,
then I just wouldn't
go ahead.
Now I look back and see that I couldn't
have done
it any other way.
I couldn't have made it a formal
exercise
and found out what I did.
The interview encounters took place in
various

situations that normally occurred for the Guatemalans
rather
than restricting our time together to formal
interview

settings.

At times we found ourselves walking through

cornfields, walking along bustling city streets, traveling
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in crowded and noisy
buses or on long car rides,
running
errands in open markets with
their children in tow, feeding
animals or harvesting crops.

Although these settings

provided

feeling of naturalness,
comfort and ease they
also generated frequent
interruptions.
The unpredictable
distractions of these noises and
the cacophony of humanity
in public settings might
have been seen as background
a

interference.

Instead,

I

accepted these involvements as

natural and significant dimensions
of reality as given.
Thus, I was able to build a
fund of impressions, many of
them at the subliminal level,
which gave me an extensive
base for the interpretation and
analytical use of the
information after I left the country.
During our informal meetings there
generally evolved an
identifiable period in which we would sit
ourselves down.
turn on the recorder, and deal directly
with the task at
hand.
As our encounters became more focused
each person was
encouraged to articulate as fully as possible
a description
of his/her post-training experiences in
their own terms and
at their own pace.

Most of these encounters concluded

naturally at the end of two or three hours.
Emerging Problematic Concerns.

After several initial

encounters various similarities in accounts of post-training

experiences began to emerge.

I

noted that most participants

eagerly and voluntarily discussed problems they had
encountered after their return from the States.
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These

similarities across
participants. post-training
experiences
emerged as definable
obstacles to their commit,
worh and
roles.
By focusing our
interaction on these initial
problematic concerns our
subsequent meetings followed
a
pattern of probing the
nature of those problems,
reflecting
on them, and considering
alternative solutions to the
problems
Since problems, in contrast
to stories of successes,
emerged as preliminary themes
for the majority of the
individuals I chose to focus
my time in the field on
problems.
I reasoned that if
I was going to be of
use to
the Guatemalans while in
the field I should devote
my time
there to addressing their
problems,
when I explained to the
Xela group that focusing on
problems is a legitimate
research method referring to
Paulo Freire's
(1970b)

problem-posing approach to research,
a member of the group
qiiipped,
in the campo you don't have
to do this
problem-posing research.
problem.

The campesino's life is one big

You will see right away."

Indeed,

1

did.

Preliminary Analysis
As mentioned above, my time in
the field was relatively

short

—

four months.

Therefore,

I

imposed no clear-cut

distinction between data collection and
analysis.
a

Instead,

continual blurring and intertwining of these
two

activities emerged and was maintained throughout
the
fieldwork phase.
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This form of overlapping
data collection and analysis,
a particular feature
of PE research, was
accomplished very
simply.
Following each encounter I noted
the particulars of
each meeting including date,
time, location and my most
immediate impressions in a field
journal.
At a practical
level this task was labor
intensive in the absence of

high-tech computer equipment or at
least
typewriter.

In fact,

uch technology.

I

I

a rusty,

dusty

deliberately resisted relying on too

opted, instead, to ponder deeply
the

meaning of my interview encounters
and record them
painstakingly in pencil at the end of each

day in the quiet

and solitude of my Xela home/research
base.

Because

I

was so attuned to each interview encounter

not merely as a PE research activity but
as an ordinary
shared activity with the Guatemalans as
people each

experience was etched deeply in my memory and sensory
bank.
Therefore, going into following encounters I was
able to
easily retrieve information about a previous meeting.
then verbally summarized our previous encounter as

a

I

form of

cross-checking the validity of my interpretation of our
experience against theirs to proceed from
understanding.

a

common

In this way, a sense of continuity was

ensured by incorporating their thoughts, feelings, and
analyses into the on-going generation of knowledge.

This

form of linking knowledge from one encounter to another
served as a validation of knowledge, which was done on the
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spot knowing that
the country (Cuba

I
*

wouldn't be able to do so
once
Lincoln, 1988 Burgess,
;

I

left

1984).

From these preliminary
field-based analyses I was able
to build a fund of
impressions which gave me an
extensive
base for the interpretation
and analytical use of the
information after fieldwork
which was necessarily done
unilaterally.
the ensuing analysis this
information
rooted in the Guatemalans'
perspective helped to insure a
more dynamic and accurate
portrayal of the actual encounter
by providing tangible clues
which helped me to return to the
field vividly and imaginatively
for purposes of rich
description and authentic analysis
to the degree that that
is possible.

m

also took deliberate steps to
avoid premature or
grossly inaccurate meanings about
what the Guatemalans and
experienced. After a series of interview
encounters I
related the experiences back to the Xela
group.
On these
occasions I summarized my experiences
including general
discoveries, emerging themes, thoughts or
worries I had as
well as methodological and logistical
concerns.
Relating
these experiences back to the group was
immensely important
at two levels.
At an analytical level the group helped me
I

I

put perplexing experiences into proper perspective
with

regard to the cultural milieu.

At a practical level, by

sharing my experiences with others they provided me with
much needed understanding and relief from the sheer
physical
fatigue of my trips to remote regions to say nothing of the
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emotional stress which resulted
from encountering the
abject
poverty facing the people
with whom I was becoming
intimately involved.

Summary
This chapter described the
more substantive phase of
the PE inquiry including
organisation, entry to the field,
and process.
its purpose was to provide
a detailed
description of the PE methodology
as applied in a

cross-cultural setting.

In keeping with the principles
of

PE as a research process adequate
time was taken to

facilitate the emergence of research
participants’
evaluation concerns in a voluntary and
natural manner.
This
goal was accomplished by continuing
the pattern of
collaboration with the Guatemalans in the
organization and
actual field phase of the inquiry. A key
activity in this
PE inquiry was beginning the PE process
in the field with no
pre-set questions to ask.
in this way, the PE inquiry

addressed the immediate concerns and needs of
research
participants.

An informal conversational interview approach

facilitated the voluntary sharing of the Guatemalans'

private life-worlds with me, the participatory evaluator
as
researcher
The following chapter represents the process and

outcome of the PE inquiry in the Guatemalans' own words.
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CHAPTER VII

POST-TRAINING EXPERIENCES:

LISTENING TO GUATEMALAN
VOICES

Lider Comunitar

Community Leader

i

Yo soy lider comunitario

I am a community
leader
And I like to participate
Share with many people

Y me gusta

participar
Convivir con muchas
personas
Encausando prosperidad.

Causing prosperity.

Cuando llego con mis
paisanos
Yo promuevo una reunion
Para compartir las ideas
Aprendidas de los demas.

When I arrive to be with
my people
I promote a meeting
To share ideas
I've learned from others.

A1 estar informados
Nos ponemos a trabajar
Que bonito trabajar
juntos
Para lograr el cambio.

To achieve change.

Trabajare, trabajaras,
traba jaremos
Para lograr
Para lograr un
bueno futuro
Para los higos
que naceran.

I'll work, you'll work,
we'll work.
In order to succeed
In order to realize
a good future
For our children
yet to be born.

Once we are well informed
We begin to work
How beautiful to work

together

(Song composed and performed by ITD Guatemalan
trainees
December, 1986).
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The song which opens
this chapter represents
the hopes
and dreams of several
hundred Guatemalan ITD trainees
as
well as those of the ITD
personnel with whom they worked

during their time in the
United States.
it is impossible to
know With any certainty if
those visions have been or
ever
will be realized and, if
so, how, and if not, why?
The
findings of the participatory
evaluation (PE) inquiry
presented in this chapter makes
a contribution to answering
those questions.
Together, several Guatemalans
and
I

reflected on their post-ITD training
experience, examined
what happened, what didn't and
why, and began to consider
what to do next. We learned alot
about participation in
community development, how it happens,
and why it doesn't.
The findings presented in this
chapter shares that
experience with you.
The purpose of this PE inquiry was
not so much

evaluative as it was educative.

Admittedly,

I

had a

tentative interest in assessing the efficacy
of the

participatory concept as applied in ITD's training
programs.
In that sense, my intention was not
to evaluate
the ITD

programs per se but to use the ITD programs as

a

focal point

and shared experience that the Guatemalans and

I

could

relate to equally.

At a deeper level,

I

had a greater

interest in creating the conditions by which the Guatemalans
could freely express their post-training experiences, define
and articulate successes or difficulties they might have
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experienced, critically reflect „„ tt
y retlect on those experiences,
and
create alternative solutions
for future action.
The research participants
represented in this chapter
were geographically
scattered throughout Guatemala's
western
highland region and, so, our
pattern of interaction was
highly diffuse.
In addition, our encounters
were highly
interactive due to the fact
that we had established
personal
relationships. Within this
context our conversations
tended
to be indirect, often
rambling in their flow.
Thus, few
individual or series of encounters
were neatly contained.
As presented, however, the
encounters seem much more
coherent and orderly than the
actuality of our experience.
Because the process was designed
to be highly
responsive it generated individualized
and unique accounts
of research participants'
experiences which ultimately
complicated the process of presenting
the findings.
in
order to establish a developmental
line, I opted to
structure the presentation around common
themes which
initially emerged during our encounters.
Participants’
words, taken from verbatim transcripts,
were combined and
enjoined in order to present a coherent
experience. The
final account is a representation of
(1) common post-

™

training experiences,
experiences, and

(3)

(2)

critical reflections on those

the creation of solutions for future

action
Direct quotes were taken from interview transcriptions

which were translated from Spanish into English.
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They are

highlighted in bold print
throughout the chapter.
Spanish
18 USed in CaSeS ” here
iiteral translation did not
seem
sensible.
Translations which are not
provided can be found
in the Glossary (See
Appendix 1). All names and other
identifying factors have been
changed in order to ensure
confidentiality.
Th© section below oiresent^
y esents nncf
post - training experiences of
former Guatemalan ITD trainees.
•

Phase One:
_ _
Definition and Articulati on of
Problematic Concern*
.

.

As

I

encounters

set out to conduct the first series
of interview
I

was aware of the tension between
my initial

interest and the yet to emerge interests
of research
participants. My interest, though highly
tentative, was to
examine the impact of participatory training
as a community
development strategy. However, PE insists that
the process
focus on the needs and concerns of research
participants.
In this study this most basic PE goal was
achieved by not

relying on pre-set questions to ask.

Approaching the first series of encounters with no

pre-determined questions allowed participants to determine
the focus of our interaction.

In surprisingly consistent

fashion common themes began to emerge.

It seemed that most

participants had encountered negative reactions to their
stateside training experience upon their return.
reactions to their out-of-country experience were
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These

unanticipated and had
significant meaning for
their ability,
or more precisely,
their inability to integrate
their
training experience into
the workplace,
community, and home

setting.

Post-training experiences must
then be discussed
in relation to those
three spheres
the workplace,
community and family.

-

,

In the Workplace

The participants whose words
are represented below all
held positions of paid
employment with local or regional

development organisations at the
time they participated in
the ITD programs.
None held positions of authority
within
the workplace or positions in
which meaningful

decision-making or self-determination
could be exercised
before or after training. All
said that when they returned
they felt "eager," "excited," even
"obligated," to apply
their new learnings.
They found that what they
had hoped

for was not to be so easily
accomplished.

Some of what they

encountered is summarized below:
claims that an individual had improperly
left the
workplace as a basis for "demotions" such
as
loss of wages
being transferred to less
desirable workplace,
,

superiors who expressed indifference to the
trainee's experience and discredited the
experience publicly, and
*

lack of support in integrating trainee's
newly acquired skills, knowledge, and attitudes
in the workplace.
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in their own words the
Guatemalans describe what they

experienced when they returned
from training in the United
States
Enrique, a 22 yr. old
indigenous man employed by the
Ministry of Urban and Rural
Development as a social

promoter, recalled the indifference
his superior expressed
upon his return to work:

After my return from the training
Don Hugo, mv
cgmpanero, called me in and
said I had beMef
care lnl with those training
programs He
* had jested vacation
time to
o
formal permission from the director
because
r
" 0 Uld ave l0St my job if
the Y k new I
had
.
U
° U their time and not on
vacation.
^cation
t
I returned to my pueblo
one dav
before my vacation ended just in
time.
Since then mv
boss never asked me what I learned.
He said I used the
tl0n abou t the scholarship for
myself, not for
thp°^h
the
others.
I thought I would have
more opportunity to
e
Wl dge ±n the Villa es * h ^e our^ork
9
ca^be
so bSrina°
n
Way
9
flVe peo P le 9°' five people give
!
SDPPohpq
x
speeches and the people are so bored.
I am the
one who speaks Quiche.
That's why I wanted to
go try the dinamicas
I have to ask Don Hugo
to defend me so I can join the group
when they
go to the villages.
Don Hugo is interested but
my superiors are not so interested in
the new
ideas

r

^V“fj

tr^

Mayda

,

a

\

^

young Ladina secretary holds

a

position

similar to Enrique's in an agroforestry organization.

recalled her post-training experience vividly:
When

I returned I did not have a great
reception.
No, my concern was that they didn't pay me for
the
month before I went and the month after I
returned.
The boss said I didn't do the proper
paperwork to request the leave. But I did. He
lies.
I left my family power of attorney to get
my paychecks but they were withheld.
I have
responsibilities to my family.
That was my first
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She

m de four tri s to Guate
40
snd many ?lattars l~n P
paycheck but it was allx lost
LUbr
i asked “w
i
Efrain
mv
^j
,
He W ° Uld under ®tand about
the value of
training and why 1 went. But he
?! you
said “w^v
t
Why should
care? You went there to
engoy yourself.
That's better than the ply'
Bv
Y
that time I had already lost
80 Quetzales and I
d
n0t to f f 9 ht anymore,
what injustice.
1
know of a man in DIGESA
Directorate General of
gricultural Services who went to
the ITD
raining
He uses his diploma as a
special
S
90t P romoted to supervisor.
He fired a lot of people
and hired friends and
cousins when he came back.
I lost 80 Quetzales
and got sent to an office very
far from here until
fou 9 ht hard and got back to
this office.
He's
a better position than I
am.
What injustice!
^ honecal s

,

-

-f >-

j.

*

^

,

.

^

m
.

Marilyn

,

a

formally educated Ladina like Mayda,
gave

her version of her own unexpected
reception:
No, when I returned I had a new
boss.
He was
a co mpanero who went to the
training six months
before I did.
I thought it would be good
to be
like the trainers and bring new ideas
to our
nization
1 was a secretary but I knew
I had
°J?f
ability
to be like the ITD trainers.
But no,
you don't know the humiliation I suffered
when in
front of me after I returned he talked to
the
others about the program disrespectfully. He
said, 'There was nothing to learn.
I knew it all.
*
at the to P*
was one big party.'
He said.
There in the USA you could get a grinqa for a niaht.
*

You went there a young girl and came back a
woman
I was embarrassed and angry.
My
experience was different. I said, 'What makes you
think I had less respect for myself there than I
do in my own country?
But no, he made it look
bad.
That's the way he said it.
I still work
with him.
He never says anything about the
program.
What we learned about equality, it
didn't penetrate him.
But I remember everything especially when I see him act like a
machista.
There's a ton of machistas here!
That's the way it is.
.

'
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Rony

universityY edun^f^
T ^.
eauca ted Ladmo
who works as an
agricultural 6xtentioni
-.-.j k
wntiomst and
has a special concern
for
rural indigenous peoples
related the following:
,

a

,

Before I went I had
completed a naner on
participatory participation.
i think it's no *
6
1 are S where
participation*^
so difficult
f
131 ^" 9 about
It was a lithe
suplrflcial^or^rh

^k

^

^

'

S.
participate^th
f
hey do not have the tradition to
to n :H
e
'

'

V*

P
t e interest
Getting them
inte?ested
terested is like
i?£ |?
trying to plow through the
ame back telling my co-workers
that we
h
* ^
lcate with the campesino in
a
special
communicate
at
different
levels h 9h bevel llke with
USAID, my
level and
-Level,
i
sn/rt
the low
level of the campesino
The
g^P aneros laughed when I used thi' icebr eakers
m
inOS bSCaUSe the ^
-m
I don't
talk
ta^k to them
thf-m that
Fh% way. But I told
them that is
communication.
I told them to shut up
with their
S6
W3y tC animate them
to participate
paiticiDa?e and make our work more
festive
S
d
YOU tel1 thOSe stu P id Dokes
and^iay
P
Y
those stupid
'-J, games.
See if we will.'
-

“"

^

^

For all of these participants
the unexpected responses
to their stateside training
experience were disarming. when
asked how they explained the reactions
most simply said,
That's the way it i_s in our situation."
As

I

listened to these accounts

I

sensed that most

participants seemed to have resigned themselves
to the way
things are; have always been; and will
always be.
Clearly,
they returned to work situations characterized
by

hierarchical structures of authority in which most
were
considered "low wo/man on the totem pole."

That structure

was antithetical to the non-hierarchical structure
they had

experienced and enjoyed in ITD's program setting.
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Here,

they were "kept in
their place" via simple
yet demoralizing
acts such as ignoring
an individual's newly
acquired
learning; ridiculing
what was learned; and
publicly
humiliating a fellow trainee
all mini-acts in the
broader
power Struggle between
boss-worker; male boss-female
worker;
worker-worker.
In the Guatemalans'
situation the status quo
as authority acted
to maintain and
perpetuate itself rather
than yield to a perceived
threat of their new and
unfamiliar
knowledge attitudes, and
skills they had gained during
the
training experience.

-

,

Hierarchical structures in the
workplace acted as an
impediment which inhibited the
Guatemalans from
participating
decision-making, sharing power and
control
as espoused by the participatory
principle.
Thus, they
confronted face-to-face obstacles
which inhibited them from
using their training experience
for their own benefit as
well as that of others.
Furthermore, their new learnings
were not acknowledged, validated,
or utilised as a potential
positive input.
Instead, they were underrated, unutilized,
and viewed as something to be
repressed.

m

Some of the Guatemalans had resigned
themselves to the

reality of inequality in the workplace.

Such inequality was

in place before they had left their
countries for the

training experience and would remain in place
had they left
the country or not.
Enrique, for instance, continues
to

depend on an empathatic co-worker to support him
in his
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using his participatory
learnings with village
community groups. He
explained:
D

Cn^u^r^ Tn'th^
villages

™

the bOSS
f ° r me t0 90 to
the
Don Hugo tells him th
?
sugh ro °™
that we need En?ique
to speak
o^ic^ f
P
us
is open, he listens
to my ideas
\ Don Hu 9°
d „ 6 °f
try them
It’s better to use mv nwn ^
But
th * y ° Uth 9r ° UpS
on the weekend in my
own
t

herf

')ee

f

•

•

•

-

-i

village

Rony

on the other hand, took
this stance:

little by little ^hev?eaow 9Ua9e and animate them
we ente/into ^rt^pati™." 6 "° re eaCh time and

•

•

•

For most, however, the
obstacles to using their

participatory training experience
in the workplace persists
to this day.
How some of them critically
reflected on their
experiences and how they decided
to move ahead is the topic
of discussion in phase two
which is discussed below.
Now, we take a look at
post-training experiences of

other participants as they related
to the community setting.
In the Community

All participants represented below
are indigenous,

speak Spanish as a second language, and
live in remote rural
villages.
They are deeply religious individuals and
highly
committed to their community's welfare. All
were involved

m

community groups before training, none resumed
their work
with those same groups when they returned.
Among those

represented below all encountered negative reactions to
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their training experience which
made reintegration to their
original community groups difficult.
Their experiences are
characterized below:

^

im
trainee had used commu,
arouo%^d
e
group funds for
personal use while in the
States
*

unfair claims that training
experience
personal and not a collective benefit; was of

a

high expectations on the part of
group members that returnees couldcommunity
now solve
all community problems with a
quick infusion of
American know-how;

demonstrations of jealousy and envy from
community group members
apathy among community members, a gap
between
the possibilities and realities of
participatory
development at the village level.
The participants describe for themselves
what awaited

them upon their return:
For Cristobal, a Quiche-speaking, campesino

and

cof raidista (traditional religious leader)
the negative

response he received from cooperative members was still
vivid in his mind

a

year and a half later:

In my agricultural cooperative no one knew what
scholarship was. No one offered to go but I
did.
The members said 'How much money will he
a

take from the account to spend'? They thought
that from the capital of our cooperative is where
I got money to spend in the United States and
there is where something bad resulted. They didn't
understand what a scholarship was.
They said I
had taken money from the cooperative because on my
own it would be impossible to go.
When I returned
only the director welcomed me with happiness,
the others were still angry with me.
They were
angry when I left, they were angry when I returned.
This year they are still angry but when they
finish the accounts they will know I did not take
the money.
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Meches' related the misunderstanding
and jealousy
expressed by group members which
to this day still exists
Now, the group members said,
'She has much
money.
She has American friends who
write and
she was in the United States
where there is much
money
They said now I will build my
house of
cement block with the thousands of
dollars
I
made
the USA!
They say, 'There goes that
arrogant Indian, that arrogant Indian!
What they
did and said hurt me.
They still think I made
n
bUt t e See me ever da go to
y
the market,
y
=
m^
^
me and
my children
so poor in torn clothes and
li\/ing in the cornfields in a
room of crumbling
adobe.
I want to work in my own
community but
not if there is no unity, understanding,
or
compassion.
Not here.
.

m

L

*

L

Caterina, mother of two, recalled the less
than

supportive attitude her group's members expressed:
All the time in the USA I didn't fight with
anyone in the group.
I had good feelings in
my heart for everyone. I had no antagonism
for the
women from the Oriente. But my group says I have
come back arrogant.
They say, 'That arrogant
Indian.'
They say I have come to take their
positions away that I went to work with the communists
and they don t want to hear about the trip or what
I
learned.
Here we have the illness of envy and
jealousy
'

*

Three unmarried women, cousins who participated in

the same ITD program, all still active with

a

womens' group

in their village spoke about the high expectations

confronting them when they returned:
In our pueblo are two womens' groups.
The
women go from one group to the other
they
don't stay with one group if it is boring. When
we returned they joined our group.
They said,
'You are leaders, now what do we do?'
They
wanted us to solve the problems of the community just like that.
They don't know that it is
not so easy to lift up a community from the
bottom
but they think we have all the
.

.

.

.
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.

“rn ^
n

h ey
th e

cr

cr^fty

^ ^ --a

t

make soap then
do

?° raise the

-

None of the individuals
represented above presently
hold positions of seoure
economic standing. Among them
is a
vegetable vendor who travels
six hours daily to sell
her
products, a marimba player who
barely ekes out a living for
mily of seven, three unmarried
women who live at home,
and a weaver who sells her
work to supplement the family
income when she has time.
Despite their economically
vulnerable situations all have
made and continue to make
sacrifices to improve conditions
in the community through
volunteer development work. Most
had no direct answer as to
why they encountered the reactions
they did.
However, many women used the words
"jealousy," and
"envy," to describe common reactions
to a person's good
fortune particularly among fellow group
members. Other words
such as "suspicion," and "mistrust,"
were used to describe a
common reaction to individuals who had
experiences different
from those of fellow community members.
These most basic of

human behaviors and emotions describe those which
appeared
to impede the Guatemalans' efforts to work
in a way they'd

prefer: in unity and with understanding and compassion
for
each other.

How some of these individuals dealt with the

perplexing situations facing them upon their return from
stateside training is the topic of discussion in
section
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a

later

Within the Family and the

s P if

The participants represented
below are as economically
vulnerable as the ones just
discussed. They are critically
aware of the need for
collective efforts within their
community for improved living
conditions. For them

community development work
is secondary to the work
they
must perform to provide a
livelihood for their families.
They go on with their daily
struggles

as do all the others.

The nature of the reactions
to their training experience
characterized below was deeply
disturbing:

familial rivalries and jealousies;
*

discord within the family;

*

misperception that trainee had benefitted
personally and to the exclusion of
communityJ
members, and

*

heightened sense of frustration and
despair from
recognizing economic disparity between
their
country and the United States.

Below, the Guatemalans personalize
these experiences in
their own words:

Ale jandra

weaver and sole supporter of two children,

a

,

recalled the difficulty she faced with

a

relative upon her

return
My sister-in-law got the scholarship but
gave it to me.
She said I should go because I
am intelligent, I can read and write and speak
Spanish
she doesn't understand like I do.
The social promoter said I should go, not
ac t like an old lady and think like a young girl.
Young girls can still learn and participate. She
supported me before I went. When I returned my
.

.

.
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£”3^“ -spiffs Wh.
wanted money for the scholarship

she said T
Ihe cLe to
rejected by the group. And
today
Y !
d
n0t work with m group.
I work
»ith
with ik
others in villages far away y who
accept me
90 t0 the

Su .“t&Tw
U,1“

“Stings.

Juanis remembered her husband's
ire when she

returned
See that fingernail? That's
not dirt under my
Y
ngernaii, that's where my husband
hits me.
He
its me on my back, on my ankles,
over my head
e
tUrned h * dld th * S£“ e
">-y tim4s
l£ was an
XC Se
1 became pregnant right
away
but
b h died
a
; at two
ut the baby
months.
He said it
t hls responsibility
that I had new
ideasc since I came back and he
couldn't trust
me anymore.
He had nothing to do with the baby.
I paid for the baby's
casket, the funeral,
everything. My husband had nothing to
do with it
and expressed no remorse.

™

.

.

.

Angela like Juanis had her own experience
with a
disinterested and threatened husband:
*

Men here do not let the women go out alone.
If a
woman leaves the house without the children
he
accuses her of flirting with the carnicero
(butcher). My husband was gone for three months
when I came back from the training. He didn't
know I was gone
but his sister told him.
She took care of my children.
I have the ITD
program curriculum notebook.
I read it like
the Bible when I have a chance.
See the folded
pages? Those are my favorite parts.
I can't read
it when he is home.
He is bolo (drunk) alot.
I
don't know what he would do with the notebook if
he saw it.
I read it when I am alone or safe at
the home of my mother-in-law.
At home, I keep it under
the mattress of the bed.
.

.

.
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ISrae1

3

rUral P"»°tor. recalls
the internal
struggle and frustration
he dealt with once
he encountered
frrsthand the vast
differences between his
country and those
of the United States:
'

^

the^treets^rfcr*

StreetS are SO

3
and you control
!" car P etE
everythin^’th^h”
he
5
heat
the
cold. You
have hot water easilv
v °" J
have
doctors
for the do
„
d ° n,t have
doctors incur viUages
^
There
you
pay money
for diets
bed
hungry
Look at my country^alTbJokln
k
d°
dow7
This is alg
I have to offer
’:
you
b„!
an
Ythrng
be like the
United States’ Her^ th

^

'

M
*

S" "

-

eam

»y country.

^

me that

1

s

wil1 "»ver have in

For Jose Benjamin the
stark contrast between what
he
saw in the States and
what exists in his country was
unforgettable:
*

7

For me my immediate thought
when I returned
1 complete shock and
frustration.
There I
J
h yOU haVe
-everyone.
.and
? rean,T „ a
6
t have
1 heard about the
luxuri of the n
"t
°a'
Unitea
States and I read about it
but* 1 d dn t 1
gine how much until I saw for my^
1 oame back very frustrated
and angry for
.
1 COuldn,t do anything
for many
D
months
my own community.
I looked at my
people and saw our poverty.
it is
have so much that we have so little.because you
’

'

.

-

f

m

For most of the individuals
represented in the above

scenarios community development is crucial
to an improved
life.

The energy they can devote to community
activity must

take second place to the work they do
to support

a

family.

Returning to their homes and villages with
hopes to
contribute to an improved community life and encountering
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less than supportive
reactions from the people
closest to
the™ has been disturbing.
similar to the unanticipated
and

negative reactions experienced
by other participants
they,
too, are mini-acts which
discourage individuals from
taking
the next step toward
individual change leading
toward group
and community change.
it was not only in relation
to the
participants stateside training
experience that they got
such negative responses.
As one participant explained,
'•sometimes envy and jealousy
from our own people is our
greatest obstacle.
.and that is something
.

you can do

nothing about."
This section concludes the first
phase of the interview
encounter process, defining and
articulating problematic
concerns.
The following section provides
reflections on
that phase then moves into the second
phase, critical

reflection and the creation of alternative
solutions.
Reflections on Phase One
As intended in the third stage of the
provisional PE

model described in Chapter III the use of
informal interview
encounters enabled participants to define and articulate
their immediate concerns and interests as

a

means of

identifying issues to address as evaluation foci.

Excerpts

from transcriptions of the first series of encounters have
shown that the Guatemalans chose to focus on the re-entry

problems they encountered.

As they expressed their

P os t~training experiences the contextual conditions
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surrounding their lives
assumed a much greater
importance
than did any need to
evaluate ITD's programs
£er se. In
this sense, the process
shifted from what
could be

considered an evaluative one
to

a

more educative one.

While the participants
themselves didn't use these
words to analyze their
experiences
peixences at this
-t-h-ie

point, at the

^

conclusion of the fir^f1 ro
„ n j of
round
encounters I began to view
their experiences within the
framework of socio-cultural
processes, structures, and
relations which impeded the use
of their learnings in the
three spheres of their lives
mentioned above
work, community, and home.
It appeared
to me that the obstacles
they encountered highlighted

-

the

powerful influence of conditions
at the micro-level which
inhibit the acceptance and promotion
of the participatory
concept at a broader (i.e. regional,
national) level.
For a
few participants the problems
they initially discussed have
been resolved or accepted.
For a significant number the
conditions which precipitated the negative
responses to
their training experience persist.
Both during and after our first series
of encounters

I

met informally with Xela group members to
analyze the

process at

a

preliminary and rudimentary level.

I

sought

out their reactions, insights, and recommendations
for the

next phase: critical reflections and creation
of alternative

solutions.

For the most part, Xela group members viewed my

"new" findings as common knowledge.
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They explained that the

participants, accounts of
"obstacles- were characteristic
of
the prevailing situation:

^

00 WhGn 3 person thinks
a little
better ahon
COITmiun:Lt
y' always
there are others whc^l^iTf
° l0 ° k f ° r 3 Wa
^ to ^ep that
person down

^

One member apologetically
explained:

Everything is controlled at
the top.
At the
P
er th
unor 9anized.
E
ven
i
do my
work "
we!I at tr
the
things are so confused it
I
maxes
s no difference how
I do it.
No major analysis of first
encounters resulted from my
informal assessment with the
Xela group but just talking
to
them about my experiences
provided me with the encouragement
to proceed with the process.
In their estimation the mere
fact that so many participants
had come to find me in Xela
invite me to their villages was
an expression of the
trust and confidence they had in
me.
fact, during some
of the encounters several
participants confirmed the trust

m

factor
Three women revealed that when they
received a telegram
from the USAID/Guatemalan mission
evaluator to meet him in a
local hotel lobby to evaluate their
training experience a
cousin instructed them "to not answer anymore
than is asked
and to make up stories about what the
evaluator wanted to
know.

.

.to not say anything that will make you look
bad."

Another participant revealed that he and five
other
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community members fled their
village for days until the
USAID evaluator left:

We^^T ^

h
10
Embass y
as scholarship°recipients?
°n
°n
f
e
° lpe de estado
3
d'etat)
we don't
° n 11 6Ven Want the
nameput
on a

S^^

In addition,

these stories confirmed my
hunch that the
trust and confidence that had
been established during the
stateside ITD experience not
only by myself but with my itd
co-workers had paved the way for
my entry to their private
life-worlds in which they so freely
shared their thoughts
and feelings.
The fact that all participants
wanted me to
return to their villages to continue
our discussions was an
indication to me that the process had
already been of some
value to them. At the time, I wasn't
exactly sure what it
was.
Many expressed appreciation that
"ITD didn't forget
us, they remembered us.
They care what happened to us after
we left.
We weren't just anybody."

Although the results of the first series
of encounters

were uplifting and positive in terms of
focusing the process
on participants' needs and concerns a
very tangible negative
emerged.
I was now at the mid-way point of
the field phase
and, already,

I

felt physically and emotionally shot.

My

own "getting it together" act in the field had
included

setting up the process, organizing the Xela group,

contacting participants, establishing

a

home/research base,

and conducting the first round of interviews.
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The demands

of that phase had taken
a heavy toll on
me both physically
and emotionally.

recalled that a year earlier
one of the trainees had
predicted that once I saw the
"misery" of their lives in
Guatemala I'd he the one
to he "transformed."
He was right;
the process was affecting
me as much as 1 assumed
it was
affecting the participants.
With each encounter my
elationships with the Guatemalans
became more intimately
entwined and my desire to
accomplish something of value
to
benefit them increased.
They made me more deeply aware
of
reality of their economically
depressed lives and the
strained atmosphere under which
they lived and attempted to
do community development.
I was moved to wonder
how much
could be realistically expected
of people who face hunger,
malnutrition, disease, destitution,
political unrest, and
social discord everyday.
I found that I became
increasingly
skeptical of the promises made by the
participatory
I

strategy
The Guatemalans' stories of their
efforts to bring

about improved conditions in their country
and the obstacles
they encountered brought into high relief
the individual and
contextual elements which work against the
acceptance and

development of the participatory principle.
level

I

On a personal

found the daily obstacles they dealt with nearly

impossible to cope with.

I

became impatient with the

restrictions on their lives, intolerant of the every-present
inconveniences we constantly dealt with, and incensed with
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the omnipresent veil
of intimidation and
fear imposed by the
political, situation.
I became visibly
irritable in public
(the Ee rfect ugly
American) and openly
outspoken about the
injustices they faced (the
Ee rfect misplaced radical),
once
on a bus ride from
Antigua to Guatemala City
1 openly

opposed the bus conductor’s
unfair practice of overcharging
riders by a few centavos.
I was so vociferous
in my anger
that I moved many (mostly
women) to chant in

unison, "You
thieves, you thieves, give
us our money back, give
us our
money back." I later learned
that such demonstrations were
cause enough to get a man but
not a woman or a Latina qringa
killed in times of political
repression.
At that point I
realized I had begun to take my
role as "committed"
researcher all too seriously.

Phase Two;
Critical Reflections
and Creation of Alternative Solutions

Xela group members knew that

I

was committed to basing

the PE process on participants'
expressed needs which

required that the process be conducted via
personal

interaction

m

the participant's own environment.

It was

evident to them that this aspect of the process
was quickly
becoming overwhelming for me, the lone researcher.
Either out of sympathy, but

I

believe more out of

interest, Xela members offered to get involved in
the next

series of encounters -- critical reflection and
creation of

alternative solutions.

Two women in the group wanted to
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“ ith ° ther W ° men ar °“
d gender issues.
Another member
agreed to travel with me
to a village to meet with
one of
the participants he Knew,
still another member
volunteered
his time and his knowledge
of marketing to work with
a
women's group that was having
problems keeping the group
focused on a common project
long enough to realize some
success.
Since Xela members had work

responsibilities

during the week

was the one who set-up all
second series

1

encounters
By having defined and
articulated problematic concerns
during the first series of interview
encounters the

participants and

I

were prepared to begin the second
series

of encounters in which we more
deeply explored the meaning
the post-training experiences had
for them and what, if

anything, could be done to change them.

All of the original

10 who participated in the first
encounters continued to

meet with me until the end of the field
phase.

Some of

these participants were members of the
original Xela group
while others lived in outlying areas and
met with me on a
one-to-one or small group basis.
The second phase of the interview encounter
process is

presented below.

The encounters are presented in detailed

dialogue and narrative form in order to represent the

interactive nature of our discussions and retain the texture
of the individual settings.

In Encounter 1, participants

critically reflect on the status and roles of women in the

workplace and at home, consider that situation in terms of
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its neea for change,
and discuss w hat they
can do to make it

different.

In Encounter 2,

indigenous and Ladino men

reflect on the reality of
their roles as community
development workers with
regard to the workplace,

members

community

attitudes on participation
which either enable or
discourage their efforts to
increase participation.
Encounter 3, rural village
women work together to
re-write a
proposal for funding a
small-scale project and deal
with
decision-making problems. The
first of these encounters is
presented below.
'

m

En counter 1; The Women Speak

Earlier many women had revealed
obstacles to applying
their learnings within the
workplace and at home. Three of
these women, two Xela group
members, and I met on
a

few

occasions to critically reflect on
the conditions which
exist in their worlds and which,
to this day, prohibit them
from enjoying and benefitting from
their training
experience.
The women discussed how they would
prefer their
situation to be and what they might do
to change it.
Although the women differ in terms of
ethnicity, educational
background, and work/community roles they
shared a common
struggle in that they are part of larger
structures and

processes which work against equitable and meaningful

participation in the workplace and at home.

The essence of

our final encounters is presented in the following

representation of our reflective interview encounters.
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Me The situation for women
here sounds like thc> c-i 11=i4
for some women
the United States
men not helping
:

m

advance

4.

—

engag^ent was broken because J
ordered.
He said
oo wo
w t
job tomorrow or I win leave
you

1

‘

^

•

.

^omen

-Y
what mY b °y friend
QUit Y ° Ur

Me: Did you leave?

kyiz-vr

;;
t ni
for you so don’t even wait until
tomorrow
to see if ? go to
work or not. Know it now that 1
will be at work Corner?™
* I had a boyfriend
that when we went to a fiesta
r
didn,t
his ? late of f oodTr^uldn t eat
Can von
you h
believe it? He said it made him feel
bad.
I told
him I felt 0 K
I said
'See your hands, eyes a ms
fingers? Do it yourself!

^

V

.

.

,

'

Me:

I

wonder what makes men that way.

1S
traditional way.
*
The mother makes them that
way
and the men like it.
.they exploit it to their
benefit.
Then they want the girlfriend or the wife
to
continue that way.

^

.

Me:

home

Maybe men are just like that with their mothers
at

*
N°
1 work with a grown man whose
wife dresses him.
Yes,
she kneels and pulls off his socks, pants, shorts.
And he
likes it that way.
!

Me:

I can hardly believe there are still
men like that!
I
don't know how I'd deal with a man like that at work! What
on earth do you do?

*. If the man is not ha PPY with their own life they make my
life miserable at work.
Yes, they have hands to serve their
own coffee but they want a maid.
.a servant!
.

Me:

Do you serve his coffee?

Sometimes.
.what can I do?
That is the tradition here,
to show respect.
That is so hard to break.
*

.

Me:
Some traditions can be good, some bad.
This one
doesn't seem so great for women.
In what ways can women
break that tradition?
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*

Impossible.
it ,•«
woman tri es to make a
Imagine when a
decision^?'
wrong.
e boss says it is
Always he says that
if th!^
man made it he says,
decislon is wrong and
a
f
'Well
mistakes.- But if L
and a11 h
™k2
woman'
make^a
say, -she's confused
d C1Sion he wil1
and Jhrown c, ff her
t
her make more decisions.
balance
Don't let
'

.

-

\

is more

~

.

-

U

h
intellig^t tha^°a mIn. eqUality eVen for

a

Kom en who

0 keeP 3 woman down
himself elevated?"
to keep
That^s^his
egoism; machismo. He
want you to get ahead
doesn’t
of him?

Me: Do all women face
that kind of inequality?
* For indigenous
women it
The ttraditional way in
the campo is so much the is worse'
wav h?r P
there is something un ju
think
5""g
the man“T*"
woman is a man's slave ?t or
5 wa YA
7?
if -h*
d
Khat he ° r ders he
Will kill her or certainly h^t t
r
?
k a
the women in
the market who have bruised
eyes
Snend°
\,
l0 ° king at
that.
But the women are a^c^med
tTit?""

^

W

^r ^e?

he

a

it

L

C

h

nor a

to have sex man?
e
threat of a beating.

Me

<drUnk) he makes his Amends
the Komen have
b^aus? they are ordered
because
"S’
under the

wa?m^^^^

My God, it looks like men
have it all!
hsre the man has all the
mt
horf v
,

V eS h

l

amilY

o?he r wo m:nf
Me

‘

1

Child ~" bSt

.

^the

wonder why men have so much control
over women.
* mar ^i ed woman in our situation
is even suspected if she
leaves the house alone.
Especially Indian women
If
Indian woman has children and she
leaves without them so she
m e eaSlly Sellin9 ^etables or
something the
h??h,?d
?? say she went to
usband will
see the butcher, the baker or
she was making eyes at him.
That is the only way he
controls her.
.with lies.
I

i

L

.

Me:
*

What can a woman do?
What can she do?

Only God knows.
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There is no equality.

equa^y!

^

"aLght^r

my bo ^iend there can
be

There is some equality
but not much
unjust.

61
men it: is
was working^ or°iNAFOR/AID
"'
Y°
(Nat
,ir
'°
justlces don e to
the campesino
Some supervisors^^
distribute tree-cuttinq permits 9 T h t0 t ? e rural villages to
96 for thein
supervisors were making money
The
from their^w
are the conditions where
1 wSrk.

I

'

«

SJSsrj.T:. «r u

s:.'°s*

^

.

*

_

“cSTt^SirpeS;:?

Me:

I

wonder what women can do to
have equality.

man^rwo^an^ere^^i bfdif f rcu^L^ng?^ 11 ^
Tc^work^ith

6
10nShij
?
a m!!n

sensible and say,

many Sen
Me:

^

where the main idea is equality,

4es? Sis woL^cartL^ovl/the'

whole

° £ the

Without

hel P but there are not

You sound like a feminist!

femfni^S, TaS?"

^ ““

f°r

Ms

in

^

tice *• to be

feminists deal wi th inequality between
men and

women?™
*

If a man tells a woman she
can't do it she says, 'What do
you mean I can't do it. Yes, I can.
I have hands like yoS
do.
I can do it!

Me

Is it that easy,

just say,

'Yes,

I

can'?

P ?° r
the remote re gion, no, look at them,
Whv°dn
hy do you think the Indian man wears
shoes but the wife
doesn t? Because they say they are the
workers not the
women.
The women are obligated to take care of
the children
h ng ng on
er g-orte one in her panza (stomach), and
_
?
^
a heavy basket on her
head.
.walking behind the man
barefooted!
The little boy is made in the father's image.
Little girls are not.
Shoes for the boys, and the girls
barefoot.
Here inequality starts so early.
'

J;

.

Me:

So what choices do women have?
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What will you do?

To be unmarried is my
way.
i iiv p
+
T
unmarried woman.
an
Husbands are so -jealous
1
their wives leave the
-they don't let
?*
house
Tf
°
t leave
you can't advance in your
house
life
V I!
u
Vou can't tell before
op
rtunit
P°
V
you marry if he^ill
11 b
for me this way is the
^ ealous
So,
best
a JLf
busy
unmarried woman; an
active woman.
.•

^

•

-

’

" e afraid ° f an educated
ComeL \he only^afth^ a
to get her deg^S
a^an* sTeld^BuTSa^
m

?

wor k lor^be^e^e?
k

ln

t^ f

?h

™

r P e: p le S °1^

i
h rd
1
uir
ai?f^uT?
ricuit i:
for
r me to
?
,
advance
after

L

-

(

Sping^geJa schol^shLT'"

^y'srssrsarss

ss

b
d

I

9°

r

is

“ a "* to

:x
r”
^
1

p

d 3 cc P h

*

BUt

“ -«

.

“•«»•»

**>

-

«•

t o°ano t he r° village
My
n6 Wbere our house
but
my
husband
t
owns
e house.
f i go he said he'll
if
" m thfhouse
find me and kill me
Th
he men
are that way.
They hit women, kick them, treat them
S
In
y situation I don'i know w^t'to do!
Tiat ?fwL\
9 ?
t0 3Sk you
What to do? I
aon
don’tt want to leave my community. Juan ita
e

th

^

\

«

^

'

M.ftVi"

'

.

hard tD say1 don,t ful ly understand
your
situation K°e yOU must have alot
of strength and courage and
fa^th
5
t
You have to ask yourself what you
want to do and
keep the support of your mother.

Here the situation is not like it was with
you in
raining.
In the training it was equal for everyone.
You
the
nd
t0 ° k US ste P" b y-step like you teach
an°^nfL^
?f to realize what
an
infant to walk
it is to have equality.
You gave every person a chance to speak out.
Our situation
doesn t allow us to advance.
I work with men who steal from
their own people.
How do you think they will treat me?
*

^

Me: What are women to do?
it seems pretty hopeless.
don't know what I would do.

I

* It is not easy in our
situation.
Traditionalism doesn't
help us.
I did projects in family planning with
visuals in
the campo
The women came and said I was sinning.
To have
a child is a spiritual thing for them.
To not have a
.
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^

and' verba lly^abuse^me'and^
TheY shouted at me
said 1 was * 6 “»er.
me to get o£t and o ,J
They told
„
different here not nv Y lth my Slnful words.
it is so
situation here'doesn^

f

’

^

-

Lip SsVchangL

Encounter 2= In digenous and T.adino
Men and Women Speak
—
Me:

face
like

sLr £ S3

J^^x-ar-iss:

StUdied
that Le bosses don
^
analysis is that^eLosseYh^L

LtaL^H

r

S°

much

£

you
is

»®lly

prolesslon^^itf

0

“

T

Cia
0ter
iS the same "° rk but
without a rormai
formal title.
?ltIe
That°h
That
has importance and value
here.
'

important '

tuation in the States a title is
ls a title important here?

too"
°°
w ^*y
?j!;

-

16
6 make the
eo P le think they know
everything
-L.yi_u.Lng.
io nave the answers and P
T^aveLhe^
t
the
iri oa
cxie new idea
is^ a
power
to control the
T y
n,t SPSak QUXChS
Knowledge of the
kno^dge
th° campo that they don't
ic no
There
1110 x 0 is
011
uni
f v •HKa-rv
-K/-V
nivorsity
than th©
univ 0 rsity of tho camDO
Th^ic
education they don't have but I do
°" ^ recognize my
Y
knowledge of my own people!
,•

c:

•;

+.

.•

*

-

4

Me:

,

•

.

S™..

™

fc>

it

>

It must be difficult for you
especially when you
lat
Y ° Ur people so Inuch 1 don't know how I would
u

manIae
manage.

?'
I'm so

sorry.

It's O.K.
I tolerate the situation.
But they can't write
S
£ llke 1 yarned in the ITD
programs.
We learned
to°be
be so organized, ordered, complete.
Here they try to
rom Participating in important works;
they leave me
J
* hen
ey 9 ° t0 the P am P° but sometimes they
have no
^u
time.
I am the
one with time.
Many times they are forced
to ask me to write the proposal,
But it's not normal that
it happens that way.
'

.

Me: How great if the situation could change.
* It would be
beautiful if I could be a linking instrument
so that the people will have trust in us at
the Ministry of
Urban and Rural Development.
I want them to hear our
messages with open ears. But it is the egoism of my bosses
that keeps them from letting me communicate directly.
I am
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^

ty

e
e
I
a
he Ut the people ma
C
iJ is co^on that
V not
in the
irt
1
n
Confidence^and trust is
I know many
dialects so I alwavs want- f t ant ^ ere

trust me.

££

*

communicate directly and
clea^ly^/am
10 1
d the
ica^i^f
important?
e
a
e^S.«“
S, SM2
such
a

1

“

*

1

powerful force.

S’ ffliS?
9 ht

1

is
S
it.

can help
,

r
I

s

such a strong force
wonder why it is

b

r
h
if
directly'"L ?hrpeop?“thrpeople e
win ?hink ?L

1

think
^tbly^f “•
peo^hL^t^ h^^^hfa^wers

an
t0 you to c °™>unicate directly
with
To°y?
?
Is it always
so bad at work? Can't it
change?
;

Uat

vely

easU?

Sat

?s th

9

SPeak

Xel

Spanish to make the
your
Tour'LZlT
people.

I

d

n

hat theY

doesn^t change?

° therS

h

We a?

1

t

Win

^ ”

d°

W ° rk With bore the People

after the person 'sSps talking
The

‘ lways d °" e here

‘

Me: Not much participation,
huh?
* It is not usual,
the people can have
most experience has
time.
The power to
But the bosses want
but, no, they don't,
here

The idea of participation is that
all
the right to talk.
But the one with the
the power to talk and talks all the
talk should be divided among the people,
it all.
They think the people listen
No, Juanita, the situation is delicate

Me: Looks like a difficult situation for
you.
Change is
hard if you don't have support especially
from bosses.
Do
you think it will change?
* Slowly, perhaps.
But there will always exist certain
persons who are at the high level and they don't know
the
work of the community.
They only want to order from their
®
this, do that.
Then the people below them have
to follow it.
It takes much effort from us but the boss
doesn't realize that.
They think it can be done quickly
because they don't go out and do it but they tell the
people, 'Do it
'

'

!
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^

community.
Maybe°that^would beTbet^p, 9r ° UpS in
Vou said the people
0"
have much^n^dLcri^ou? 1

^

p aces is be st.
related to'usThow^o^reat^he 0
ITD
^
0
18
It was new for me.
Everyone with a chance to
?
P
people ln our group
had never stood in front SDeak^
of S uch a
esent
'

.

pS^io^^Srf

want to bring this to my
wo?k.

S *

--- ^

rUle ° f partlcl P a tion

I

.

Me: How?
*

I still want to
try the ice-breakers,
For us they were a
kind o system to force
everyone to talk.

Me: That's a good place
to begin, ice-breakers.
They can be
adapted to different situations,
Maybe
you'll
be
more
successful next time.
*

Maybe, but it is not realistic
to apply it 100%, maybe

30 %.

You can't enter a community
vP
iust
e t
t a
U
Y
Pa
iP
a
a
c
rir\
ryou
aid
?r’h Y ]ust go
1 see this all the time
Worse
5
60516 WhC d ° n0t know the situ ation of
the people^nd
\,
a
P
h eY
n
retUrn
TheY d ° not
know ho^to ?aU t ?he°p|^e?

^

'

r

gomgLerof t^

4.

'

-

^^

D

your

^

™!:
l i

'

U

b

neve

:^^ CeSSfUl

in

^reducing

this to

lo °^' Juanita, the problem is not
just with the
it is also our own people who
don't help
e
Ur pe ° pl
are timid a » d do not have a custom
of Dar^r^-H°
n W1 h
heir ° Wn P e °P le
P
They participate
Sfi-h
X? n?
S
When hS 15 there but when he leaves do
they
thev still
stil? do ^°?i
^ way?
it that
it is not usual that they do
because their custom tells them to do something
else.
So if
Good they are doing the participating way.'
9 ° We Say
R^4. w K en we
eave they go back to their custom because they
J
do not want the new way.
.

bosses
Dosses.

\

-

'

,'

'

Me: The new way?

They don't want change.
They don't even want the changes
bring them and I am more like them than you are.
They
think change means changing their religion and that
their
saints will be taken away.
They are happy the way they are.
*

I
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They struggle, they
grow their foo” th d makes them ha PPV
PPVthey get wet and
Y eat
When it
Lugh
?
The?
wet clothes, eat in
day in their
wet clothes
Not us.
ey d0n,t 9et sick
You and I we get sick
fr™ .Wrryin9 ab °ut
being wet will do to
US.
us
Our
oJr in?
Illness is our worry. what

rams

'

m

^

‘

-

.

0161 ^" 61

*

participatTon?

5

haVe the

-ong

idea about

y ° U Used to taa ch about
participation?*^
31 1 " 9 ab ° Ut becaua
ny work is in the
e
campo
i kn?w”h?w hard
?
I;
is
participation to
For
*
9 hundred things
before the people wil/oet
first
attract
T°
at the lower level
3Ve partici P a tion
is always
our final1 goal?
Y
leader told us to brinq
A traditional
l ° r t0
9 i n a nrni
increase
Participation. We did
We brought 3 generator
happened? Most of the
So, what
peode
f^n
dur ng the
presentation because they
lake U P at 4 o clockj in
morning.
the
?
The chilHron
"tore than the adults.
brought a pinata for
Wa

U

*

*

-

.

,

rw

How do you work
Y
manage the ’parti^ip^ion^f
cannot
^the^r^The^wiil °?
'

t part takeS great effort
This is the hard??? na?? e
e
1
fr0n> here
From the moment that I preset
elf
to
y
a
group
it is all
hard work because from IhtT
f
0
oment
the
to work together is very
y decide
|"
COnvlnced ° f
their own argument and notImg^The? !.!???
,

1?^??

1

T
;h.

sa

^

-

'

^

r
^”s:j‘”r;;:,"s,^“;;rf:r:f
*s;r
u “ 9 °" arm ’" » r “ p
r;;;

,h

-

•

n

n
e
U d direCtly solicit participation
but
??°
let it emerge like
?ik
the i
budJ of a flower.
it is a Iona
£
Pe
id 9 f ib iE 3
9 °° d inv estment of
th?i?
eir time.
ti??
wh?? they
?r decide
i to participate
When
they obliaate
C1E>ate t0 °‘
There P artici P ation requires you to
p??ti?ip?t??

?Lm?

^

*

If 1 “ alk iato a village and
1 greet the people in Spanish
y wi 1 smile.
But if I greet them in Quiche they will
,
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b ® ginnin 9 of
between you an^them^ it
Participation
is®
11 Slmple act
sometimes not slow enough
^nning. Like the We are
example of walking into * in
66
their language.
Pe ° Ple in
9
th
^st's
eo"
maybe the
greatest step and the only
?
sten
? fn the r Participation
I must be ready
And
to accept that
W
J
greet
them
and they stop.
in
Quiche
They stop to takp th K
heaVy lo ^d off their
back and that is how we
too^w
anber
lnto the process of
participation.
it is very
diff^ro
ferent
y
from
the attitude of
coming into a villaa^ n ^
N
°
W
""
are
goin 9 to
participate
S
P
said that way and
often

the^L^

-

^

Lt L

.

v,

\

-,

Lcaus^ar^oLT

^

d

a

'

'

^^^^ ^\^^
n

“

y

d

P r
1 entered and the first
peJson i saw was a militarv m
an
wa
-^ed with me through
^
the village to find
/
k
With the
women. W^at Sa^f supLsedVdo^
d 1
do?
?
P°
1 dld not want the
community to think t £
U
b
the milit ry
We
found III wo
but h r:as
t
d
S

^

h

^

Uld

^ni L
^

-

^ LfT
^^

1

tf the
notI«d onf of t h
n
thff irsfchain? ifguf hff ashef^K^t
a
Sh WaS S
tf anfshflefL.
i trfd'ho
\
r? riSed lt1 t0 ° k 3 lon9
time but the V
were patienf ffoldfh
thern my sister tried to

r

1

‘

’

f

'

m

teach me but
she fail?
i
theY teaCh me? This was important
because it is not easy to work with
women.
So finally T
W T
miUtary man left
He
gofborL" He
eft us alone to work together.
That is the importance of
communication
And it just happened with no
planning at
you this it doesn't always happen
that way.
* In my community
the people are like co jos

^fufflof f

'

f

'

.

.

Me
*

:

Co jos ?

y es, cojos.

A co jo is a person or animal who has
lk
broken le 9 or arm.
I tell them that
e starteci
we
staf Pdf n ?life
f
?
?
like
co jos and that we will die like
cojos if we don't work with understanding.

m

m

n

My group rejected me, they slandered my
name.
Their
mentality is not for unity, compassion, or
understanding.
For example, if a person is ugly and the
other is pretty the
prett y one can understand the ugly one.
The pretty one is
the intelligent one if she accepts the ugly
one.
That is
the way to have understanding.
But if the pretty one feels
superior to the ugly one there will not be unity or
understanding.
The community cannot advance.
Me:

I

don't know what

I

would do.
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What will you do?

“*
?

«

one^who'humbles ^trsTl^
the
t° nt
peoples' words anltho^ghts
Kts
the
wel?
? L; Wh ° are blg ask
you a question that they
know
vou
dnn^v
Y
1 knOW and they
if you don't know the
9h
answer
T haf
atl? s not compassion. lauOnly
God knows why they act
that
11 beCause they don't"
want others to know the
answer!

”

Me: What did yon do
when your group rejected
you?

hurt me so much with their nee ommumty made me leave.
They
Minchu t0 ° k me to
his pueblo to work there
e un^r
un 'i-L my
m v problems
oroh7- passed.
Me:
What did you do?

one^year^to

"

With three groups for
90t
red ° r made a

'

weaving*

F

bad face at me
We neie7fough!
1
They helped me with travel
buFnoFregFarlF F”*'
1 th ° Ughb
my
anFtheir
Were aCtiVe and interested but
how to
support my familvl!
1 had
pity for them 'FcoJidFt f
n n
a
a
y a
come to iook f ° r
to rne
^: ooas7t
y
coast to
o s:?r
sell my vegetables.

J

'

’

SreFaFhome

~ ^VE£e°ss £

'

Me: What is it you would like
to be doing now?
*

Work W’ith my community.

Me:

The one that rejected you?
Mlnotl h said the women in my
community didn't
b ® ca n se they were not hungry.
He said

want to
they
had
an abundance
advice, they had what they needed and
wire
1 e °thers.
y
So I went where the women were
?
h*.
,
nungry
to learn
weaving.

lictF

^

Me: How beautiful it would be if you
could do that in 1your
own community.

have been talking to the director of the group
*
since I
?,
talked
to you.
I told her I want to go back with
the group.
1 want to have peace in my
community and work with the
group.
Me: How would you like it to be this time?

do?
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What will you

t

r

^

the

teach weavin 9Weaving is°our cuUure
*
*°iTvo
weave we have life.
Ur dau 9 hter to
if
weave hen life ?°
I can do what I
is
not so heavy.
did in oiinfc^
0
hands would be working
S groups
on
d my mouth would
moving as fast as my hands the^eaving^d^
be
??
t
would gather around^e
tention
-they
in
entered into talking about a gJoun tn watch. That's how we
x y
cooperation, and
understanding
m v hands
My
han dc worked
^
9
and my mouth talked.

^

*

^^

*:

•

'

,

*

conutiunity?

‘

h ^ ngS W ° Uld be im
P orta "t to talk about in your own

h

:b"

r

tbe
use th^I?rno t
I can
we s^ulfta^
lk
ab
Ut underst anding
true understanding.
We can talk = H 4
? at
about understanding and unity
y ° U t ° ld us
!?
and
tha^
at
ever
yone should have
a chance to talk
We shnni^v
-

1

ssSjr

our

tlLtlul

an

h

?hfris t^u e

that book. Where
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Village Women Speak

This third and final encounter
describes my work with a
group of rural women in a community
I will call Totonicapan.
Three members of that group, former
ITD trainees,

participated in the first series of
encounters in which they
expressed, in addition to other concerns,
the concern that
their group often had problems working
as a
group.

On one of my early visits to the
community,

I

was

introduced to the group and asked to address
the

approximately 60 women who were in attendance.
on what

I

I

commented

knew about the group's past successes,

congratulated them on their past efforts, and made

a

general statements on the importance of women working
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few

statements about the importance
of women working
together
for the good of the group
instead
of just for the

individual
Before

I

left Totonicapan that
day, the president of

the D irective (i.e.
governing members), Eufemia,
asked that
I look at a proposal
she had written requesting
seed monies
for a basket-making project.
Anxious to react to the
proposal but with little time
left before catching the last
bus back to Xela, I suggested
that we meet the following
week to talk about the proposal.
Three days later, Eufemia, and
the three former ITD
trainees, Meches, Flori, and Angela,
appeared at my doorstep
unannounced.
They wasted no time in explaining
to me a
little about the group's history
which had something to do
with the difficulties they seemed
to face periodically:
The women at the meeting were members
of two
other groups.
One year ago a Peace Corps
Volunteer came to teach us how to bake
cakes.
Then an American woman came to live
in the village
and started a small group with her
neighbors.
She
Wn mone y*
We had two groups then.
When
the Americana left the women from her
group came
to the other group but they didn't do
anything,
they just came and watched.
in the group there
were bad feelings. The women would go back and
forth.
.no unity.
Then a social promoter from
Guate came to help us form a new group. Now we
have one, the 4-S's, our group.
But the women
are all of different groups.
•

.

Then the women explained their present dilemma:
The women think that foreigners always have the
good ideas of what we can do to make conditions
better.
in two months the Peace Corps Volunteer
will leave.
I don't know when others will come.
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Now we need new idpa<;

sat

e mone t
Is
that the way of a around »!f
proposal to learn to make
plastic baskets

a
I

told the women

I

had read the proposal and
had

discussed it with Xela group
members.
I congratulated them
on their efforts and
expressed my concern about one
problematic area.
I was concerned
with the match between
the project goal: "to change
the economic condition of the
community," to the proposed
project: "making plastic
baskets." I mentioned that while
the goal was an important
and necessary one it was
possible that a basket making
project might not be all that it would
take to change the
economic profile of the entire community.
I suggested that
we re-think the proposal together
with a few of the group’s
members and consider some alternative
ways to approach a
funding agency.
I

informed them that two Xela members, one
with

experience in marketing and the other with
experience in
rural projects, had volunteered either one
of the next two

weekends to work with the group.

We decided on a time that

was workable for all concerned and agreed that
a group of no

more than 15 women would be
with.

a

reasonable number to work

Before the women returned to Totonicapan we agreed to

meet the following weekend.

It was determined that the

focus of our meeting would be to re-think the proposal
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through with the input of
the other women and get
the
proposal in good form in order
to submit it.
The day of the meeting,
ten days later, 15 group
members were in attendance
in addition to 2 Xela members,
myself , 6 men, 6 infants on
their mother's backs, 9 children
running afoot, 9 onlookers,
and numerous chickens and dogs
meandering around the crowded and
unlit room.
Three men
stayed for the entire meeting,
the others wandered
off

shortly after the meeting began.

After formal introductions were
made and a brief
explanation of the purpose of the meeting
given I stated
that no one in the Xela group
represented any political or
religious organization and that our
primary interest was to
work however we could for the benefit
of their community.

Hamilton

,

a

Xela member, explained:

It has been decided with your Directiva
that
the focus of the meeting is the project
proposal
for plastic baskets.
We read it, talked about it,
analyzed it and are here to help you put it into
order so that it can be accepted. Many times
proposals are rejected because they do not have
complete information. We want your help
completing the proposal. We will begin by using a
list of requirements for proposals to PAZAC, an
organization in Guatemala City.

Hamilton commented that the process of writing a

proposal can be educational for the group when viewed as an

opportunity for members to discuss the needs of the group,
what is important, what to do, and how to do it. He then
posted an enlarged version of PAZAC'
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s

proposal requirements

on the wall which included
the following components:

-

description of the community:
available public services;
and trans P°rtation systemY
general living conditions;
description ° f the P ro e °t including
j
purpose
involved?

C ° StS

'

of'

’pSf'

Working our way through the
steps turned out to be a tedious
and drawn-out process since
translations went back and forth
from Spanish to Quiche.
However, an unexpected but telling
event emerged
reminded the group that the meeting
had been designed
to address the needs of the womens'
group.
Yet, Eufemia,
the president, and I had been
the only women in the room
talking during the first hour.
I expressed appreciation
that the mens’ input had helped the
process to move along
smoothly but that it would be useful to
hear from more women
since the proposal would be submitted for
their benefit.
I

One of the more expressive men in the group
interjected
and informed me that not all the women
understood Spanish.
He asked for time to translate so that all
could understand.

As he spoke to the women in Quiche the only words

I

understood were "all," "necessities of the community,"
participation," "agreement," "egoism," "support".

These

few Quiche words were my only indicators that he had been

expressing the essence of the meeting thus far.
The women listened attentively to the translations.

Even the children quieted down.
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Suddenly from the back of

the room one of the women
who had been quiet up to
this
point shouted out:
Sk

i
a
e
t
PlaStiC
baskets? For'"me there ?s no
n0 ?
faSClnatlon
with
plastic baskets?

With that comment the room
quickly filled with the
animated voices of Quiche-speaking
women.
Although I didn't
understand it all it was clear
that many women were
expressing displeasure. Our
translator explained that the
women were discussing how it had
been determined to settle
on plastic baskets as the
project focus:
n l!

T?»?
baskets.
baskets”

^

W3S the Dlr ectiva’s decision to
make baskets
the market and 9°t the women
interested in
!?he decision wasn't
The
made in unity.

Woman 2:
I wasn't at the meeting
when they decided and
have no interest in plastic baskets.

I

Hamilton:
This question is for the women.
How was the
necessity of the entire group determined?
What process did
you use to arrive at that decision of
making basket? Did
all women decide to do that?
Eufemia:

The group decided.

Woman

No,

1:

not all decided together.

Eufemia:
Not all the women were at the meeting.
That is
what is wrong. We call a meeting and the women
don't come
but when the decision is made and it displeases
them they
complain.
Now they are complaining.

Translator:
There is a conflict between the women who
decided and the ones who don't like the basket idea.
Hamilton:

If there are 75 women in the group and 5 women in
D ir ec ti va but only 10 of all those women make the final
decision what the group will do then will all 75 women give
their total support? Do you think they will support a

decision they did not make?

On the question of the
Do you have participation of
a1
women or just some? When you are talking about the
group do you talk about all women or just some women? There
is a difference.
P ar ti cipation of the women.
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T

they sa; the?participate'
andstand and Satch? P ?hly sav
and it is our job to tel! them
my responsibility \% Hit
th!m
it is just the Directive =
-i-k
S
participate all" the time.

^

T

1

e

U

n

Se

^

'

\

LtT*

0r

h
i
if !if
SUPP ° rt

rea!ly°have full pa!ticipation^
y

YeS
com

some women come and
bu t they just come
2i£jctiya are the leaders
thln * t0 d °" Jt is
when a decision is make
Ear" e WOInen a11 the time
who
"

that youU neS f!! tii:
eC
examine your^organization? Are°you

IS £“ “ ‘?~£“

^

r Cti r a

-"

D ° yOU

"

t?
If n0t
then y° u should not go
ahead because
a
e it takes everyone's energy
to make a project
'

Me:

Have the women thought about
alternative choices?
Silence

Me:

^

^

If not all of the women want
to make baskets couldn't
C ° Uldn,t S ° me make baskets!^some

make soap, others sweaters so that more
women will be
interested and your participation will be
high?
6 dDI

want to discourage you; we don't want to
But we want to encourage you to
^
Wa S t0 lncrease Participation and have
it that way
ail oe°fH
of the ^
time; participation and support from everyone
not
just some.

sav^on^nr!
posal
P

?

^

'

1

is wrong.

r.

Eufemia:
It is difficult to work with 75 women
to come to
an agreement.
Yes, what is being said is true but a leader
can never satisfy all of the women.
Someone will always
2
find fault.

Hamilton:
include as
support at
looks good

We are talking about working in a way that will
many women as possible. You want to have as much
the end as you have in the beginning.
Yes, it
to say we are all participating but look who
P ar ^ c ip a tes and in what.
We have to be together about what
we are going to do and how we are going to do it.
i-

Eufemia: We have to
is where the problem
decides what work to
decided to do? Just
what do the rest do?

decide what we are going to do.
That
begins.
Always it is that way. Who
do? Who will do the work that we
the Directiva and a small group? Then
Just complain?

Hamilton:
It is important to have support from everyone.
It is good to have a spirit of being a leader, to achieve
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our goals in an organized
way but to be united
so it is important to stay

togeth^

P

r

r

in this°group!

hUSbandS

At this point the dynamics
of the meeting took an
unexpected turn.
The members of the Directiva
the few men
in the group and the few
women who had raised the issue of
.

,

decision-making began to engage in an
aggressive dialogue
among themselves and Xela group
members and I watched and
listened.

A natural pause in the interaction
allowed

Hamilton to continue moving the group
through the required
steps of PAZAC's proposal format which
was successfully
completed shortly before lunch.
After a short break, Xela group members
and several

Totonicapan members reviewed the work we had
accomplished
during the very long morning session.
I expressed my
concern to the group that my time remaining in
Guatemalan
was very short.

more weeks so

I

I

would remain in the country only three

suggested that we consider what steps to

take next.
Xela group members offered their time to review the

final proposal copy which was completed the following week.
In addition,

several women who had noted the accounting savy

of Xela members requested that they return for sessions in

marketing and simple bookkeeping.

Xela group members

enthusiastically agreed to return to Totonicapan and provide
the group training in that area.
A final outcome of that day's activity was a suggestion

by one of the women that a few women other than
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those on the Di rective take
on the task of recording
in
simple form the group's
development as a way to track the

progression of decisions made
along the way and any project
development.
In that way, where confusion
arose a recorder
could clarify the confusion.
The suggestion was supported
by all in attendance.
The meeting in Totonicapan ended
late in the day.
Xela
group members and I returned to
Xela with promises to meet
with Eufemia, the three former
ITD trainees, and other
interested members before I left Xela
to return to the
United States.

Our final meeting in Xela never
materialized due to the
fact that I left Xela a few days
before planned.
However, I
learned months later from Xela members
that the Totonicapan
group did, indeed, follow-up on our long
day

session in their village.

The group finally submitted a

revised proposal to two organizations,

a

regionally based

organization and PAZAC, the USAID sponsored organization
based in Guatemalan City.

The revised version included a

request for instruction in making plastic baskets and

instruction in basic bookkeeping and marketing.
The group ultimately received a seed monies in the

amount of $60US as

a

response to their proposal which was

not submitted to the agency they had originally planned to

submit it to but to a Western European development group.
Xela group members provided two more workshops in simple

bookkeeping techniques the months following our first
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meeting with the Totonicapan
group.
According to one of the
Xela group members who
corresponded with me by mail, it
appeared that the group continued
to move towards more
authentic collective decision-making
Summary
This section concludes the
chapter in which the
findings of the interview encounter
process were presented.
The chapter included the two
main phases of the interview
process (1) defining and articulating
problematic concerns,
and (2) creating alternative solutions
and taking action for
the future.
The representation of the voices of
Guatemalan research

participants revealed

a

variety of difficulties which faced

the Guatemalans after their post-training
experience.

By

providing the conditions by which the Guatemalans
as
research participants could discuss these
difficulties with
the field researcher in a natural and accepting
atmosphere
the Guatemalans and

I

were able to move towards deeper

examination of immediate problems which impeded their
ability to effectively use their stateside training

experience in their community and work roles.
The following chapter analyzes two main aspects of this

study--the PE inquiry as process and as product.
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CHAPTER VIII

ANALYSIS
This chapter analyzes the
exploratory participatory

evaluation (PE) inquiry applied in
this study.
The analysis
begins by focusing on the overall
purpose of the study as
stated
the introductory chapter.
The inquiry is then
analyzed according to the stages of
the provisional model
outlined
Chapter III with consideration for the
various
goals embedded in each of these stages.
Finally, I reflect
on the process as it pertains to
the limitations

m

m

of PE,

its

implications for evaluators, development training,
and
research rooted in critical theory.
The following chapter, Chapter IX, draws
conclusions
and makes recommendations for future efforts.

Analysis of Overall Goals
The overall purpose of this study was to respond to
the

lack of evaluation procedures congruent with the principle
of learner empowerment within the context of participatory

development training programs.
This response is meaningful in light of the fact that

within the last three decades participation has been
emphasized as important by individuals who look toward

out-of-country training programs as

a

strategy for

addressing the needs of the world's disenfranchised.
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Because of the exceptional
magnitude and complexity of
these
efforts, evaluation is
necessarily broad in scope in
order
to meet the bureaucratic
needs of donor agencies and
policy
makers (Feldman, 1979).
Although such procedures are
necessary and valuable they
are inadequate for informing
field-level practitioners of the
impact of their efforts as
it relates to program
participants post-training experiences
of similar development
education programs which place a
high
premium on the development of
human resources and social
systems.
The PE inquiry explored in this
study is offered
as an alternative to traditional
evaluation which cannot
adequately address the empowerment
elements characteristic
Of participatory training efforts.
The importance of PE as an alternative
will grow as the
need for effective peoples' participation
at the community
level increases.
Currently, practitioners continue to be

encouraged by the immense potential of
participation to
enhance the lives of the world's marginalized
sectors.

However, while the current literature on
participation as a

development strategy tends to discuss the strengths
of

participation it fails to specifically acknowledge the
great
variation in definitions and application.

The significance

of the findings presented in this study is that concerns

about unanticipated outcomes of out-of— country training and
some possible negative responses must be figured in future

development efforts of this nature.
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It is hoped that the
findings of this study
stimulate
discussion in the development
field by raising questions

about large scale, standardized
evaluation procedures. I am
encouraged to agree with Hall
(1975) who argues for
participatory models of evaluation
by using an analogy to
the field of medicine.
He writes:
Social science research often
produces a
& med Cal doctor tries to
diagnose a
i
patient^ a
toms f * on aro ^d the corner and
out
of siaht
*?l SOClal scientists uses
instruments
to measure *£
es P° nse of the patient as though
IhJZZ
^
y were a kind
of long stethoscope.
The focus
°f t e
esearcher has been on developing a
better
^
^
and better stethoscope for going
around corners
and into houses when the real
need is for
researcher to walk around the corner, into the
the
house and begin to talk to the people
who live
there
.

^

i

,

(pg.

30).

As Hall suggests, it may not be more
knowledge about

participation in evaluation that is needed; it
may be that
the knowledge of community members themselves
has
not been

adequately included in the development debate
where their
voices are hardly heard, if at all.

This study has shown

that it may not be the failure of development
practitioners
to take into account the human factor in evaluation
which is
at fault, but rather how critical reflection has been
left

out of the debate.

PE is one option to enable us to more

effectively promote participatory development by
unoer standing its actual application within the context of
real life situations.
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Analysis of Provisional PE Mod^l
This section analyzes the
PE inquiry according to the
stages and goals of the
provisional model outlined in
the
final section of Chapter III
which was designed to increase

participation in the more significant
stages of the PE
process
Stage one, the pre-design stage,
essentially involved
determining the feasibility and
suitability of the PE
inquiry.
The underlying goal of this
stage was to establish
a sense of collaboration
between the researcher and research
participants rather than to promote a
sense of expert
mystique or reliance on an outsider as
expert evaluator.
This stage can be considered participatory
by virtue of
its attempt to include the Guatemalans
as active partners at
the pre-design stage.
In this case, the Guatemalans were
instrumental in determining whether or not a PE
inquiry

would be of interest or value to them rather
than leaving
the question of suitability and feasibility up
to an

external evaluator.

Participants played an important role

in collaborating in the assessment of the field
context.

Assessing research context through Guatemalan eyes provided
a

context-specific understanding of the limiting and

enabling factors which subsequently guided the research
design
An unanticipated outcome of this stage was that by

purposefully focusing on assessing field context,
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constraints

,

and resources a sensitivity
and responsiveness

to the socio-cultural and
political reality of Guatemala
was
facilitated at an early stage.
This sensitivity attuned the
PE researcher to the actual
conditions facing former ITD
trainees in their efforts to
apply their new learnings at
home.
This perspective subsequently
played a vital role in
understanding the significance of
the unanticipated and
negative responses to traineesstateside experience.
Stage two, focusing activity on
Guatemalans' needs or
problems, was a more deliberate
effort to increase the
Guatemalans' ability to name problems
for themselves rather
than promoting uncritical reliance
on an outsider as

evaluator to determine evaluation foci.

Participation was

most noticeably increased in this stage
through the use of
Patton s (1975) informal conversational
interview approach
in which pre-set questions were not used
as in more
conventional evaluation.

The value of having chosen this

approach became immediately apparent during the first
series
of encounters where informality and openness
encouraged the

Guatemalans to freely discuss their post-training
experiences with one who had shared in that experience.

Participation was further increased by focusing the
inquiry on participants' interests and concerns.

Thus, the

traditional unilateral control held by an outside evaluator
was relinquished.

In concrete terms shifting control of the

PE process meant dealing with the participants on their
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own turf and on their own
terms.

By entering the

Guatemalans' private life-worlds
and being with them in
their community and home
settings the complexity of
their
lives was better understood.
Thus, entering participants'
private life-worlds forced the
process to remain rooted
within the immediate terms of
their reality rather than
being superceded by a pre-determined
agenda.
This stage
facilitated the next stage, critical
reflection
and the

creation of alternative solutions
for future action.
Stage three, critical reflection
and the creation of
alternative solutions was intended to
(1) increase
motivation to find solutions and act on
them rather than
feeling passive or fatalistic in the
face of problems and
(2)

promote

a

sense of empowerment and independence
rather

than silence, compliance, or dependence.
A series of one-to-one and small group
interview

encounters provided the conditions by which
research

participants and community members defined and
articulated

problematic concerns related to post-training experiences.
With each probing encounter participants were encouraged
to

critically reflect on the meaning those experiences had
for
their roles as community development workers.

The interview

encounter format provided the motivation to probe problems

deeply and consider solutions for future action.
I

found that for the most part critical reflection had

to be encouraged externally rather than left up to

individual participants to initiate.
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That, however, was the

function of the interview
encounter format.
This phase of
the interview process
was ultimately intended
to bring
research participants to
a heightened awareness
about their
particular dilemma and draw
them into a sharper and
broader
analysis as it related to
socio-political and cultural
structures, processes, or
relations.
However, few
individuals at the village
level drew micro-to-macro
level
connections about their
problems. Most made connections
at
a more localized or
immediate level.
Po r instance, while I
viewed intra-group jealousies
and rivalries within
the

workplace, community, or family
unit as natural survival
strategies integral to life within
economically and socially
distressed settings participants
tended to look at them at
face value: intentional and
vindictive attacks on their
humanity
In cases where women spoke
out about the powerful

influence that machismo plays in their
lives few women
linked the personal injustices they
endured at home or at
work to a broader reality: that is,
that men, too, wage
their own particular battles to survive
in the face of
broad-based economic, social, and political
inequities for
poor Third World men. While this analysis
is not offered to
excuse mens' abusiveness and oppression of
women on the
basis that "men have it hard too" it is offered
as an

insight into what individuals at the lowest level
of society
are forced to do in order to survive. With regard
to the
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status of poor campesinos
one of the participants
explained
to me the following
about his situation:

^

r

P ° W6r game is de ^cate.
r
nd
What little
? °?
caVJ ake
he Wl11 ' even from

£here is°?i^
crumbs of power l°ltn
his own brother.

'

.

During the interview process
listening to the
Guatemalans re-entry experiences
acted as a catalyst in my
mind for my own critical
understanding of participation in
the Guatemalan setting.
These critical understandings
were
reflected back to them during
subsequent interview
'

encounters in order to stand back
from the experience,
objectify it, and attempt to make
some sense of it.

The

various post-training experiences
they shared made it
increasingly clear that participation
as a concept is
contextual and modified by the subjective
situation in which
it comes into play.
Thus, the various experiences they
shared had to be considered according
to the uniqueness of
each individual experience.
In theory,

critical reflection should have been

initiated from the participants themselves.
part,

I

For the most

found that the participants were so intimately

absorbed in their own dilemmas that they did not
readily
detach themselves from their personal experience in
order to

facilitate objectivity, i.e. linking the personal to the
public and connecting it to broader structural causes.
accepted unjust social relations as "givens" while
them as structures which needed to be changed.
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I

Many

viewed

In most instances there
was evidence that the

opportunity to reflect back on
post-training experiences
fostered some new insight and
promoted a sense
of self-

reliance in evaluating individual
problems.
participants remarked that being

Several

able to "think back,"

"remember what they had forgotten
to think about," or "go
back to the past," helped them
put their post-training
experience into a present time frame
and into a different
perspective.
In this sense, their involvement
in the
interview encounters served as a type
of training reinforcement since no post-training follow-up
was part of ITD's
original program plan.
For others

,

the encounter process helped to
provide an

understanding and coherence about an
out-of-country
educational experience which had to that
point been

a

difficult one for fellow community members to
understand,
appreciate, or benefit from.
Several participants indicated that hearing about
the

difficulties of other former trainees helped them recognize
that their struggles were not isolated individual
cases but

were indications of more complex problems beyond their
immediate control.

Transformation occurred,

believe, in

I

expressions of broadened understandings that blame for

post-training problems was not theirs alone.

They became

more aware that obstacles to implementing participatory
learnings were external and reflections of prevailing

non-democratic social processes and structures.
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In their

words

this awareness helped
the. to "not feel guilty
that
they hadn't "done anything"
with their training
experience.
Thus, the PE effort
proved its educative as
well as its
evaluative potential.
,

In summary,

the PE inquiry explored
in this study has
proved to be an important
and viable alternative
to

traditional evaluation.

However, when conducted
within the
context of academic field
..
k=
research it has
some limitations
which deserve discussion for
future efforts.
These
limitations are discussed in the
following section.
.

Limitations of pe

Among the findings of this PE
inquiry a number of
limiting factors emerged. One
such limitation which
deserves special attention has to
do with the educative
aspect of participatory research
efforts.
Above all

,

PE is intended to avoid the
exploitative

tendency and voyeuristic nature of
traditional evaluation.
Traditional evaluation tends to objectify
the human

experience by treating it as observable raw
data.

in

contrast, by treating former ITD trainees
as the subjects of
research this PE inquiry aimed to bring about
change in the
lives of Guatemalan research participants.

An evaluation

based on their immediate real-life problems,
hopefully,

avoided the exploitative tendency of traditional
evaluation.
In theory,

this process was to enable the Guatemalans to

critically reflect on the undesirability of their particular
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situations and to consider
how to change that
situation and
gain more control over
their lives.
it is this
aspect, the

reflective and educative
aspect of PE, that is the
most
difficult to attain and assess.
the degree that PE as an
educative process is
suggested in the literature,
I would say that this
inquiry
was educative as well as
evaluative.
The participation of

Guatemalan research participants
in important stages of the
process not only enriched the
final product but also
provided them with opportunity
to reflect on an
of country training experience.

experience at

a

By examining that

different point in time numerous

difficulties in implementing their new
learnings were used
as the basis for reflecting on
the social relations,
processes, and structures which impeded
the development of
that educational experience.
However, beyond the immediate
reflections individual participants engaged
in within the
context of the interview encounters it is
difficult to know
if their collaboration in the inquiry
will result in

long-term change.
a

Change or transformation is, after all,

process and not some kind of static end product.
Any evidence of fundamental change across all cases

including individual participants or small groups as

envisioned in the provisional model outlined in Chapter III,
therefore, was not apparent to me while still in the field.
In retrospect,

I

believe it was probably unreasonable to
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have expected transforation
or change even on a
small scale
to have taken place in
such a limited amount of
time.
A weakness in the research
design must be mentioned
for it is directly related
to the final stage of the
provisional PE model, creating
alternative solutions for
future action.
This weakness in the research
design, 1
believe, can be attributed to
the

number of individuals

initially identified and contacted
to participate in the
project at the dissertation proposal
stage.
As indicated in
Chapter VI, a relatively large number
of research
participants, 32, were initially identified.

The final

number of participants involved,
10, was considerably lower.
A more reasonable strategy would
have been to have
limited the number of individual participants
involved at
the start.
Contacting such a large number of research

participants who were geographically scattered
throughout
the western highland region then re-selecting
them according
to the Xela group's recommendations simply
took up too much

precious research time.

A more manageable number, perhaps

five individuals or one or two small groups, would
have been

more sensible considering the hazards of the field setting
and the resources of time and energy available to a single

field researcher.

Limiting the number of participants may

have reaped more visible signs of change, increased ability
to use PE after

I

left the field, and promoted greater

on-going benefits for the Guatemalans in general.
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As it

was, the resources and
energy of a single researcher
were
spread far too thinly.

One final point has to do
with the informal

conversational interview encounter
approach used in this
study.
Initially the unfocused nature
of this approach was
unsettling for many.
in traditional evaluation an
evaluator
actively asks questions and a
respondent passively
,

answers.

In PE,

both evaluator as participatory
researcher and
research participants share responsibility
for an emerging
and evolving process.
For example, on one occasion one of
the participants asked me when
the evaluation was going to
"start" so he could come prepared with
"the right answers"
not realizing that the many times we
had talked were part
and parcel of one continuous evaluation
process.
Although
the informal approach had its drawbacks
its alternative

approach and its aim to be

a

learning experience for both

evaluator and participants outweighed any of its
limi tations

The question of informality as a pre-condition
to

spontaneous interaction and authentic dialogue is
point to be made.

I

a

final

found that the presence of a tape

recorder promoted a sense of artificiality even though

I

attempted to make my encounters with the Guatemalans as
informal as possible.

I

found that few people felt at ease

immediately having their voices tape recorded.
one series of encounters

I

In fact,

in

was asked to not record our

interaction or take photographs as either item would invite
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suspicion among village
members who did not Know
why I was
in their village.
Although I may have taken
the issue of
imposing a sense of artificiality
much too seriously 1
consistently found that the
Guatemalans revealed much
personal, incidental, and
highly relevant information
during
occasions when it was impossible
to record our interaction.
In order to preserve the
natural flow of this interview
approach in future efforts
researchers could consider
disciplined recorded note-taking
following each encounter
rather than recording during
an encounter as a way to
capture telling moments while
still protecting the privacy
of those involved.
final goal of this inquiry,
i.e. empowerment, self
reliance, and action toward social
change remains the most
perplexing and difficult aspect to
assess meaningfully.
Whether or not PE facilitates personal
or social change in
the long-run for people is
questionable.
Future efforts in
which a greater investment of time in
the field could be
made could, perhaps, address the social
change component of
PE more effectively.
Although the PE inquiry explored in

this study was limited in scope with
regard to time in the
field it was, nonetheless, successful in its
attempt to be
of immediate service to the Guatemalans.

Implications for Evaluators
The image

hold when

I

think about a participatory

evaluator as researcher is

a

composite of educator, social

I
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change agent, partner,
catalyst, and confidant.
This image
is in contrast to the
more popular one of the
evaluator as
interrogator or judge.
My intuition tells me that
in the
context of my work with the
Guatemalans the image
of

evaluator as judge was blurred
and replaced by an image of
evaluator as partner and confidant.
However, a more
powerful image, the image of North
American foreigner
as

privileged outsider" was harder to
shake.
It was this
stereo-typical image which, I feel,
contributed to an
unanticipated and disappointing dilemma
during the fieldwork
phase
My intention as

a

researcher in

a

cultural setting

other than my own was a simple one:
to promote

a

self-determination through reflective thinking.
presence there as

a

sense of

However, my

foreigner with the obvious means and

leisure time to travel to Guatemala to
"study" sometimes

subverted the original intention by putting me
in
and undesired category.

a

special

For example, a first major

disappointment came early in the field phase when one
of the
participants with whom I had established a friendship
during
stateside training asked me how much
him for his participation
question.

Even after

I

—

a

I

was prepared to pay

legitimate, yet, surprising

pleaded "poverty" he continued to

rely on what he perceived as my easy access to U.S. funding

sources as an alternative solution to his community related
problems.

I

tried in earnest to steer this individual's

attention on local resources.
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Yet, he persisted in

believing that an "interest
free loan fro m a bank in
the
United States" was a far better
solution to his problems
than assistance offered at
local and regional levels
in his
own country.
Needless to say, I was disheartened

that I had
raised his expectations for
foreign aid rather than raising
awareness of the possibilities of
resources in his own
country.
Initially, ! felt this gesture
was a reflection of
the individual's character.
However, in retrospect I
believe that his "alternative solution"
was a logical
consequence of the attention I gave his
problem even though
it was hardly the outcome I had
worked towards.

My many attempts to dispel the myth
of "privileged
foreigner" during my two trips to Guatemala
were generally
unsuccessful.
I was particularly sensitive
to the touristic
image that my extended stay there might have
portrayed to
the many Guatemalans with whom

and again

I

I

came into contact.

Time

attempted to off-set that image by emphasizing

my research "mission" and my own Latin background
and

familial connections to Mexico.

why

I

To this day

I

do not know

thought that connection would make me less of an

outsider in their eyes.

Even though research participants

affectionately referred to me as La Latina Gringa (the Latin
North American)

I

still found that many tended to associate

me with the sterotypic American lifestyle

tourist with money.

On the whole,

I

—

a gringa

tended to be viewed as

someone with inside connections with American donor agencies

which could be easily tapped.
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At the conclusion of my
fieldwork

I

left with an uneasy

feeling that these few
individuals not only viewed
me as an
important link to the outside
world but depended on me
as a
link that would eventually
furnish them with the answer
to
the problems they had so
freely shared with me during
our
many encounters. This unease
prompted me to consider the
implications of the presence of
well-intentioned individuals
like myself who attempt to
promote a sense of hope and selfreliance but don't or can't stick
around long enough to see
the successes or failures of
our catalytic efforts.
We must
wonoer if even well-intentioned
outsiders don't

inadvertently promote a sense of temporary
or long-term
dependency for individuals accustomed

to living on the brink

of desperation.

While

I

acknowledge the value of our collaborative

effort this surprising perception of me,
i.e. the outsider
as ultimate problem solver, forced
me to acknowledge the
internal contradiction in the researcher-researched

relationship.

For isn't it typically the "empowered" who

theorize and act on behalf of the "disempowered
" ?

is there

not an inherent disjunction between the
societal positions
of the two that is almost impossible to deny?

analysis,

I

In my

believe that we, the empowered, can best respond

to the needs of the disempowered by adjusting our
idealistic

notions of what we think the dispossessed can or ought to do
to better their lives to fit the actual conditions of their

lives.

For although participation is heralded as a
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key element in
development little attention
has been given
fundamental nature, i.e.
participation as power and
the substantial
implications of its
implementation.
Perhaps
by maintaining a
realistic even pragmatic
focus on the
possibilities and limitations
of participatory
development
training we can create more
effective ways to authentically
enable the voices of the
disenfranchised to take center
stage in the development
debate.

Implicatio ns for Training

Short-term out-of-country
participatory training
efforts as a strategy to empower
disenfranchised people are
faced with major challenges.
A few considerations are
mentioned here.
Essentially, the concept of
participation when applied
to community development,
training, evaluation, or research
is a multi-dimensional process
which varies from setting to
setting in response to the particular
circumstances of the

people involved; there is no one way
of looking at
participation. While there is growing
acceptance of

participation as reflected in official
development agency
documents, academic works, and field practice
there is also
a significant degree of misunderstanding
and confusion about
its final impact.
The effectiveness of participation at the
community

level is directly linked to structural support
or opposition

individuals receive both at the national and local level.
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These structural obstacles
dictate the climate in which
participation can occur. The
persistence of such

participatory structures can
continue to impede the
development of many local level
initiatives designed to
promote participation.
Structural and cultural obstacles
are fundamental to
achieving participation and it
is naive to think otherwise.
Participatory initiatives which
emanate from below are faced
with the dilemma of attempting
to flourish within the
context of the existing power
structures or seeking ways to
influence structures at the macro-level.

Participatory practitioners need to remain
cognizant of
the fact that small-scale community
development efforts and
those who make them happen have an
additional handicap in
moving into broad-based organizational
relations within the
macro-structure. For it is the macro-structure
which is
often controlled by those who work against
grassroots
organized efforts.

In this,

as well as,

in other ways

anti-participatory structures at the macro-level circumscribe the development of community level participatory
present constraints which may be overcome only

through struggle at the macro-level.

As was shown in this

inquiry grassroots level community members often lack the

necessary macro perspective.

Sooner or later they may

confront bigger constraints than they can tackle and may
slip back into alienation and apathy.
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In conclusion,

participatory activity is
largely a

science of trial and error.

We make assumptions
about

people and their situations.

We must be willing to

gnize that our assumptions
though based on the best of
intentions for improved social
conditions may not always
mesh with reality. As
participatory educators we must be
willing to modify, refine, or
temper the expectations of our
assumptions

Impli cations for Research
A few difficulties related
to the theoretical

perspective underlying PE which emerged
in the field are
important to consider for future
efforts.
PE as a research process is
derived from a theoretical

perspective which posits that people
can create and
re-create their world by self-consciously
reflecting on
undesirable aspects of their lives. Applying
the theory of
empowerment in the real world of ordinary
peoples'

lives

poses some problems for PE as an investigative
process for
social change.
The most perplexing difficulty

I

encountered had to do

with the notion of critical reflection as
espoused in the
critical theory and PE literature discussed in
Chapters II
and III.

For the most part,

I

found that the Guatemalans

did not think, share, or act critically or analytically
"on

cue" just because

researcher.

I

was there as

a

critically informed

Realizing that the PE literature claims that
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peoples' problematic concerns
rarely emerge easily
j took
great care (in fact, it
seemed like a plodding
ordeal at
times, to allow for the
emergence of problematic
concerns in
a voluntary and natural
manner as a way to avoid
imposing my
agenda.
Critical reflection in the
way I understood it was
not readily evident.
Somehow, I rather expected
critical
thinking to happen in some
obvious and discernible way.
What occurred instead was
more of a probing focus; a
concentrated thinking of participants'
problematic
situations
A second difficulty involved
the limitation imposed on

the field phase of the inquiry.

On the one hand,

I

was

principally concerned with following
research participants'
lead.
On the other hand, I needed
to meet the requirements
of doctoral research by conducting
quality field
research.

These two needs created

with the Guatemalans.

a
I

constant tension in my interaction

frequently questioned if my

enthusiasm to encourage the Guateamalans
to recognize and
confront and grapple with the oppressive
forces in their
lives was not inadvertently imposing: Was
I not gently
steering them to meet my needs?
In order to counter that possible tendency

resisted the temptation to "push"

a

I

often

particular encounter to

its possible limits because it was precisely that,
pushing
I

was particularly sensitive to the fact that once the

Guatemalans' problematic concerns were brought to the fore
and discussed within the context of the PE inquiry
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.

would be the one who
could easily
Y leave th
the
e country and,
hence, avoid dealing
on a long-term basis
with the
problematics raised during
our encounters.
They stayed
X

to doa 1 wi

+H

the consequence of
the frustrations and
disappointments we had drudged
up.
I had misgivings
about
facilitating a process in
which people were
encouraged to
+-

articulate problematic
concerns, confront them,
and consider
alternative solutions without
being unable to stay
around
long enough to share in
the resolution of their
dilemmas.
This personal dilemma
which, I believe,
is a natural

consequence of socially
committed research was
stimulated to
a large extent by
the overwhelming poverty
and socially
repressive conditions of the
country in which this inquiry
was conducted.
This inevitable paradox is
one to be
considered by
criti rai v informed_
i other critically
researchers.
Because this inquiry dealt with
real
l

peoples’

frustrations and dilemmas it was
definitely no "easy way
out as is sometimes thought
when compared with research in
the "hard sciences." The
highly interactive and dialectical
nature of the PE process presumes
an acceptance of
1
spontaneity as an operative norm,
(2) a capacity for
tolerating ambiguity, and (3) a
willingness on the part of
the researcher to relinquish
control of the process.
I
found that PE as a research process
is extremely
(

)

and

unavoidably labor intensive and expensive
in terms of time
and effort.

When conducted within the context of

program and by a sole researcher in
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a

a

doctoral

foreign setting the

difficulties are compounded.

its only redeeming feature
may

be that, in the final
analysis, it counts as one less

exploitative research endeavor.
Finally, this inquiry has shown
that PE can be used as
a research process not
merely to produce better knowledge
but to encourage research
participants to raise new
questions, to create new perceptions,
and thus, contribute
to a general process of
understanding and clarification for
everyone concerned in the research
endeavor. This study has
shown that PE is not a way to achieve
the rational ideal of
efficiency, expediency, and replicability
but to foster a
process of enlightened participation.
While traditional
evaluation procedures will no doubt continue
to predominate,
it is becoming increasingly evident
that the development

process is

complex and dynamic process which requires not
only technical assessment but a broader
understanding
a

of its

many consequences.

PE can be promoted as an important and

viable alternative to traditional evaluation by
sensitizing
future researchers to framing different evaluation questions
and using different methods.
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CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
Most of us are familiar with
some disheartening story
about evaluation studies
that were launched with a great
deal of fanfare but once
completed were put on a shelf to
collect dust.
This study was intended to
provide a
different ending to that story.
By isolating a case of
participatory training for

Guatemalan community development workers
and designing an
evaluation process congruent with the
emancipatory

principles embedded in its methodology
former program
trainees were meaningfully involved in
assessing the value
of that experience as it pertained
to their roles in their

communities.

Furthermore, by increasing participation in

evaluation and providing former program
participants the
opportunity to determine evaluation foci a critical
response
to the assumptions of an out-of-country
training strategy

was provided.
The need for this type of evaluation was based on
the

predominance of traditional evaluation procedures which are
often so broad in scope that they fail to acknowledge the

complexity and problematic concerns of the lives of the
people being evaluated.

While this study does not purport
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to Offer PE as a
panacea it has shown that
PE as a research
method can be used as a
valuable tool for providing
post-

training reinforcement while
generating critical insights
of
particular educational activities
in development.
The study was structured
around a provisional model
designed to increase research
participants' involvement in
defining and articulating areas
of concern and issues with
regard to re-entry experiences.
The model served as

a type
of roadmap which enabled
the researcher in collaboration

with research participants to
not only focus on
participants' problematic concerns
as evaluation foci but to
extend the evaluation process into
the realm of critical
reflection and action-taking. As a
result, research
participants' immediate interests and
concerns were
addressed rather than being neglected
by a pre-designed
evaluation agenda.
In addition,

the results of the PE inquiry serve
the

academic and development world by challenging
researchers
and practitioners to consider the possibility
that, in

particular cases, the vision for improved conditions
for
disempowered sectors of society must be created with
an

understanding of the actual obstacles individuals encounter
in their efforts to become productively
involved in the

development of their communities.
The study further challenges researchers and practi-

tioners to consider the various social and political

contexts in which participatory community development is
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attempted

Even well-intentioned
practitioners cannot
identify in advance the
impact of a given development
effort. flt best the
impact of a given effort
can be sensed
and, thus, our understanding
can be sharpened in human
terms.
In the end, our
analytical abilities can only
follow
the direction laid by
the insights of the people
themselves.
PE as a research method
can contribute to a balanced
understanding of participatory
community development and
improved practice by examining
both successful and failed
applications.
Further research is needed to
examine cases
where former trainees have
transferred new learnings to the
community setting with relative
ease.
.

It is

likely that advocates of
participatory community
development will continue to further
the cause of
educational activity for social change
with the same fervor
and interest as has been done
in the past.
However, this
study suggests that participatory
ideals are not a magical
ingredient that when once injected
guarantees improved
conditions for peoples' lives. Building
participatory

processes at all levels

—

local, regional, national, and

international cannot be instituted or adopted
overnight.
They must grow overtime and must be guided
by experience and
practice rooted in an informed, not naive,
optimism.
In conclusion,

the question of participation as a

development strategy for increased empowerment at the
community level remains

a

perplexing problem.

Ordinary

people and those with whom they work to realize the goals
of
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democratic invoivement can
be introduced to
emancipatory
ideas and innovative
procedures but it is up
to

each
individual whether they
take these views and
analyses
seriously or choose to
ignore them.
People can
be

stimulated and encouraged
to think "critically"
and
"participatorily" but there can
be no guarantee that the
various settings in which
they attempt to realise
a more
democratic life will support
those efforts.
This study has shown that,
in some cases, even when
people have been enlightened
about their domination the
conditions surrounding their
lives may counter their efforts
and they may be forced to
ignore these possibilities and,
thus, fail to risk doing
anything about them to change
them.

Recommendations for Evaluation

Location-specific evaluation by field-level
practitioners is needed in order to
achieve a holistic
understanding of participatory training
as a development
strategy.
However, while participatory evaluation
is highly
recommended it is unlikely that it can
be done within the
constraints facing most small-scale training
institutes like
the Institute for Training and
Development which provided
the training programs discussed in this
study.
Occasionally, funds for on-site pre-program
needs

assessment are included in training contracts.

Such

assessments provide field-level planners and practitioners
with invaluable information which often re-orients
program
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Plans for intensive,
short-term training program..
Without
preliminary assessment program
plans are susoeptible to
misfits between trainee
expectations and program delivery.
However, on-site needs
assessment by field-practitioners
are
a rarity in a field
where training institutes
are already

expected to deliver quality
programming at increasingly
lower costs.
Post-training evaluation by
program

practitioners is even more of

a

rarity.

Yet, as this study

has shown there is much to
be gained from learning
about the
actual impact of participatory
training efforts.

Location-specific post-training
evaluation conducted in
collaboration with program beneficiaries
could enrich our
understanding about the actual obstacles
involved in
transferring new learnings beyond the
artificial setting of
most training settings.
Unfortunately, from a logistical
and financial point alone such
evaluations may not be
feasible for small-scale training institute
to implement on
a regular basis.
Training institutes that provide participatory
training
are typically small-scale institutes that
employ consultants
who are not only specialists in their fields
but are highly

committed and deeply concerned about the impact of
their
efforts.

Unfortunately, the organizations they work for

often have big hearts but little budgets.

Such institutes

are typically unable to meet the high cost of sending an

evaluator to conduct evaluations in various distant
locations.

In the end,

these institutes are forced to rely
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on traditional large-scale
evaluations which typically
render a lot of data for
bureaucratic needs but little

wisdom about specific training
efforts which could richly
inform field-level practitioners.
A reasonable option
offered by one of the Guatemalan

research participants involved
in this study would be to
incorporate post-training evaluation
within each program
utilizing the services of former
trainees as informal
in-country evaluators. A select
number of trainees
identified by staff and fellow program
participants could
act as liaisons between the training
institute and former
trainees at least once following a
particular training
experience. Prior agreement would be
made as to the nature
of the follow-up evaluation, its
breadth and scope
so that

it does not become unmanageable.

Results of the evaluation

could be reported in newsletter format by
the training

institute and mailed to all former trainees.
This effort, though small and informal in scope,
would

(3)

serve several important needs.
(1)

it would:

provide a valuable link between program

personnel and former trainees,
(2)

provide practitioners with valuable insights

into actual post-training experiences for future

programming
provide former trainees who re-enter their
work, community, home setting as changed people

with

a

useful mechanism for sharing experiences
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both positive and negative
post-training
experiences, and

highlight the various contexts
in which
participatory principles are
applied.
Though limited in its ability
to be of immediate
efit to former trainees, the
newsletter
(4)

idea has the

potential to serve as a mechanism
for broadening the debate
within the development field
as articulated by program
beneficiaries themselves.
Finally, in rare cases where a
training institute is
granted a contract for a series of
programs as in the case
of the series of four CAPS/ITD
programs described in Chapter
IV, efforts could be made to
include additional funding for
location- specific evaluation for the
purpose of enriching
on-going program development.

Recommendations for Practitioners
As has been shown in this study it is
relatively easy

to claim that participatory development
at the micro-level
is fundamental to the alleviation of unjust
social con-

ditions.

However, the promises of participation especially

in its more idealistic form are too often not
matched by the

reality of socially unjust situations.

Developmentalists

both field-based and office-based, need to recognize that we

may be training people to organize and mobilize around the
P a t icipatory ideal without recognizing fully enough the

preconditions required to enable people to undertake
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a

new

participatory role.

We need to recognize
and appreciate

that participation in any
form

evaluation

,

-

training, research,

or development cannot
be promoted without

reference to prevailing
socio-cultural and political
conditions. As has been shown
in this study, micro-level
constraints on self-help efforts
can arise from lack of
support at the most elementary
level
the workplace,
community, or family. Additionally,
macro-level constraints
arise from government policies
incongruent with the goals of
participatory development at the
community level.

—

Together,

these limitations present challenges
to the least equipped
sectors of society who are often
expected to "rise above it
all." As was so aptly stated by
a Guatemalan research
participant
You Norteamericanos have for every
problem a
solution!
You have grand ideas.
The only problem
is that you expect us to put your
ideas to
work.

This study has shown that much can be
learned from

evaluations which work towards increasing
participation in
evaluation for the purpose of engaging program
clientele in
a process of investigation,

learning, and action.

Infor-

mation gathered from such processes need not be merely
relegated to final sections of an evaluation report filled

with interesting anecdotes from the field.

The very voices

of program participants like those represented in this study

can serve to inform practitioners about a training

experience from participants' perspective as they face the
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challenge of applying new
learnings to familiar
settings.
The very words of these
individuals can play an important
role in on-going program
planning by being used as a
basis
for developing specific
training sessions such as
critical
incidents or discussion starters.
Using the words of
community level people can
provide the authenticity and
texture of development as it
is played out in the world
beyond the necessarily artificial
staged settings of most
out-of-country training programs.
Recommendations for Research

PE as a research method is not
highly developed and,
so, it will be invariably
questioned and possibly underrated
by researchers of other persuasions.

Individuals attracted

to this alternative approach make
a deliberate choice to

break with conventional research practice
though they may
not be fully aware of what that implies
initially.
Several

recommendations are made in order to strengthen
the

development of research which is explicitly
conducted by
and

'

,

People and to provide support and guidance

for the individuals attempting it.

Below are the following

recommendations
1

•

A firm theoretical stance developed within the

context of

a

researcher's academic training program can aid

in the pursuit and development of alternative

Future researchers are encouraged to develop
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research
a

critical

.

analysis of traditional
research practice in order
to
clearly articulate its
argents. lf a critique cannot be
articulated clearly, the
alternative offered win
similarly
be unclear and commitment
to it can easily falter.
When
researchers operate from a
coherent and firm theoretical
stance they be considered
critics from within academia
with
the influence to sway the
direction of present practice
rather than be inarticulate
and misinformed novices
operating on the fringes as do
some progressive and socially
committed educators.
Clearly, the argument against
traditional theory in
social and educational research
is gaining strength.
in
fact, it is claimed that we are
now in a post-positivist era
(Lather, 1986).
However, researchers will continue
to
function primarily within an educational
establishment where
non- traditional efforts receive
marginal recognition and
minimal university support, if at all.
Where competition
for funding is rife across disciplines
and departments the
support from ones colleagues can prove
meaningful in the
pursuit of alternative research.

Within critical theory there exists the intellectual

traditional upon which to base the argument for more
reflective, responsive, and creative research.

It behooves

us all to aggressively pursue the promotion of
critical

theory as

a

sound theoretical foundation for emancipatory

research
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2
'

r esearch needs to
be made morp

edu cational re search.

^

for emancioafot-y

accessible to

Critical theory has

a

^

valuable

contribution to make to research.
However, much of the
language of critical theory
is dense and mystifying
and
Intimidates the very people
it aims to influence;
it often
hides common sense under
obtuse language and forces
intellectuals to communicate
primarily among themselves.
The potential contribution
of critical theory could
be more
readily accepted if the original
writings of the critical

theorists of the Frankfurt School
and their supporters were
made more understandable to the
very people who would most
benefit from their thinking, i.e.
those who disregard the
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ necessity ur
m' f cal
pa
^ ^
y of critl
reflection
in everyday life.
Participatory evaluation research
literature, too,
contains its own problematic.
it is sprinkled with
revolutionary rhetoric which can put-off
individuals who
could otherwise make a valuable
contribution to the field of
alternative research and who could be equally
effective in
the long-haul struggle for more democratic
research
i

1

*i

.

•

•

practice
In order to gain acceptance among a
broader audience

clearer links between critical theory and research
must be
drawn in a way which is understandable and useful
to

practitioners
3*

A

critical mass" of participatory evaluation

researchers needs to gain strength and visibility within and
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beyond the compatible field
of gualitative
The
January, 1990 issue of
The_Chronic l e of Higher
predicted a resurgence of
the
ne social
son'ai activism of the
1960s
by a generation of
politically sophisticated
Students schooled in the
latest technology.
There is no
reason why participatory
values cannot go hand-in-hand
with
the tools and savvy of this
generation of technologically
,

•

adept students.

it is hoped that PE
enthusiasts resist the

temptation to become doctrinaire
and, thus, exclude from
practice the "instruments" of
modern technology as well as

quantitative research methods in
general in their pursuit of
people-centered research.
In conclusion,

I

would like to pass on some concrete

recommendations to future researchers:
1

*

Consider the personal values you hold
and how those values can be reflected
in your academic, professional,
and persona]

—

e

•

How can your values be incorporated

into your research interests?

How can you

conducted research that will directly benefit
people other than yourself?

Resolving these

issues can aid the researcher in her/his

commitment to value-based research.

Such

clarity of purpose can facilitate the dedication needed to persist in one’s efforts to

make research participatory.
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2

'

—PP or ti ve

—

relationshi p s with

professors ca n help you Pypar
^„,
,„
y
alternative

,

jielp

deepen your commitment
beyond the
graduate experience. I believe that deeply
committed graduate researchers
will make for
deeply committed professionals.
But they
will need support.
Individuals venturing into
alternative research fields
require an
.

environment at least, if not more,
emotionally
and academically supportive
than that
available to traditional researchers.

A

supportive community among colleagues
and
professors can help the researcher to

maintain

a

commitment over the long-haul so

efforts to innovate and contribute to
research

which gives rather than merely takes
is

effective
^

*

——Reali stic outlook of the possibilities of
re search which purports to change
society

particularl y when it is attempted within
the contex t of academic research is helpful.

Many people intrigued by alternative research

approaches have had nearly twenty years of
traditional learning before they encounter
the alternative mode as presented at the

graduate level.

Treading the waters of
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alternative research while
treading the
waters of a challenging
and unfamiliar
doctoral process can be
cognitively and
emotionally unsettling. Be
easy on yourself
in your pursuit of
democratizing research.
Don't assume that you, the
lone researcher,
must bring about social
change within the
context of a single effort for

it to be of any

value.

Being overly focused on the
social

change agenda of alternative
research and
pushing” for it can be as controlling
and
manipulative as traditional research

is in its

own way.

Trust and be satisfied that the
very

fact you are committed to the idea
of

non-exploitative research has the potential
of benefitting at least five
other people in

this world.

Your effort will more than likely

induce long-term change within yourself
and

possibly within researchers who follow in
your
footsteps.

Perhaps a cumulative effect will

be improved practice which can result
in

greater benefits for research participants
involved in future endeavors.
4

•

Feel good that you dedicated your own

research struggle to help make the struggles
of others more understandable and manageable

even if that effort does not result in
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broad-based societal
transformation
True to its reflective
and interactive nature
PE is a dynamic and
dialectical process
more than it is a contained
or finished
product.
it engages researchers,
as people,

with other real people
struggling to make a
better life.
it is as much a feeling
process as it is a thinking
process.
in PE a

researcher's theories, ideals,
talents,
skills, and body and soul come
in contact with
the messiness and confusion
of people's
struggles and everyday life.

Whether or not

you do it "right" is not the
point.

In the

end it is more important that
those with whom
you work gain something from your
efforts.
A Final Reflection

Participatory evaluation as

a

research method has an

important part to play in correcting many
of the distorted
and, thus,

false premises upon which many participatory

development strategies are built.

A systematic analysis of

shortcomings as well as successes can help develop
the

approach as

a

viable development strategy.

Such analyses

mean constantly confronting our assumptions about
participation with the experiences reported so as to measure its

relevance against social reality.
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Critical feedback from the field
in program
participants' own voices can be an
enriching and important
form of counter-expertise.
Such feedback can force us to
undertake serious self-evaluation
about our practice and
help us again and again to raise
fundamental questions
regarding the accuracy of our knowledge
and understanding.
A systematic analysis of
shortcomings of past and present
efforts and assessments of successes
and failures can help
to propel the participatory concept
foreward.
This sort of
maturity in our understanding of participatory
development
can aid in bringing about a valuable
clarity into the
debates on policy formation.
A final important concern will be to
judge our

development efforts through the eyes of the intended
beneficiaries: how do the rank-and-file evaluate their
gains
from participatory training or other development
strategies?
To what extent does a particular training experience

successfully provide the motivation for increased

organization and mobilization of community groups as
for increased political power?

a

base

Is genuine participation of

the weakest sectors of society possible in social systems

that have so many inequalities?

The answers to these

questions are important ones for future researchers to
address in collaboration with the people who stand to be

effected by them most.

For in the end, it is individual

cases which are most telling; and our efforts will be judged

against them.

As one of the Guatemalan research
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participants, a Mayan Indian
weaver, declared the day
her country:
,

I

left

\ think

my siinple wor<3s would be
n
think Y ° Ur P ro ^ ess °rs would
accept
accep^th^
S^
them.
But I!\know that without mv
words
you would not understand our
reality! You have
made me think that what I think
is wirth the
time.
You have made me remember what
I had
forgotten to think about.

L!^v?

1

With that concluding statement,

I

maintain there can be

no better testimony to the
importance of participatory

evaluation as

research method and no better
justification
for its continued support.
a
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LETTER OF INTEREST IN ENGLISH
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LETTER TO ESTABLISH INTEREST
PARTICIPATORY EVALUATION RESEARCH IN
PROJECT
Kay 20
988
Claypool, Arizona USA
1

,

Dear
/

Hello to
01
* rl
n®1 am
tell you that my°plans
to
•"
to^rav^l
to
J°
atemala
to do resear ch
will be realized this ran,
Fall
198
HK
988R
when
you were in Arizona
for training in community
development,
I
spoke with you
briefly about my research
plans.
That is why I am writing.
'

1

University^ Ma s si c^us e t ts?

worked with ITD
During my time in
role as student.
I

«.*.«?»
1

Drifted"

I

GuateLL!

“v:nr COmmunit
^

^MA^At
the
T' ^ ^hf'

Amh^rsl

was both

States?

My

.

3

a,

'

however
ever,

y

i
1

"

D

timG that

employee

Wl11
will be there
,h
in my

since

return from the

m

research

Guatemala will include interviews with
begin any interview,
I
will provide you
a consent form for you
to read and sign if you aqree ?o
e conditions and want to
participate.
You will be free to
your participation in the interview
at any time
Your
name and other identifying information
will
not be used in
the final written thesis.
you
with

ef ore we

i

I

invite you to be part of this evaluation
research
t ° gGther

we can discover how evaluation
communit y development workers like
vours If win
yourself
who work hard to make life better for others
can”*

be of

If

'

you would

project,
set
possible

please

f

like

to be my partner

in

this research

respond by writing to me as soon as

Sincerely

Juanita Campos
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LETTER OF INTEREST IN SPANISH
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CARTA DE INTERES en
investigacion
evaluacion participativa

Y

20 de Mayo de 1988
Claypool, Arizona
e.e.u.u.

Muy Querida/o

^

n°S
& U & 6 e S de mi
ho 9 ar en
Con \ legr la te
planes P ara viajar
hacer
Y
una invest igaciin
Guat
p
uat emala
se llevarAn acabo
partir del dia 15 de Renf
hasta el dia 17 de
Diciembre de 1 988.
Durante'
St ‘ d
en este pais
mencion£ brevemente sobre
V° te
.isS „f.
P
es la principal racin
esta
y
por la
toy esc nbiendo.
Como sabes, ademas do t cua
*
ITD Y ° Eoy alumna
3
be la Universidad de
Massachuset?^ Am
a herst
MA
Mi viaje a
Guatemala va a ser en calidad d
a
de estudiante
tiene nada que ver con P
unicamente
K
y no
d
los ^stados Umdos.
El propitito de ni ,-n,
f
haCSr Una
evaluaciin participativa
'stVre
lT^infl^
C
entrenamiento compartido con
ITD v tu desarrol
esarrt
1^
3110
la comunidad
dentro
°
de
Tu valiosa

Arizona.

^

-i

-

•

A

'

•

«

'

1

-

i

.

entendimiento,

entusia^nn

cipacibn,

v

T

esfuerzo

/

r a de desarr ollo
muchos aspectos que aun^no
tienen
_
usados como base para nara' 1]n3 ld ° evaluados V pueden ser
estru *turaci6n de
3
Programs de desarrollo co/un, tar
.o^
tU q
r1
G a
a
resultado se rT u n%s tu d\Tt V hareme° S U " a ent revista cuyo
Participativa.
punto de vista es de SUMA i!? 0 .™ for
Tu
dent/° de mi studio,
Antes de comenzar la entravista
suministrari un documento
para que lo firmes indicardo t
0 3
la
£ cord i ciones en las
y
curies" “"as" a"facer
“e
Stuvleras de -cuerdo en
parti Cipar el IT eltudfo" q T
a
5 " 16
sepas que
puedes terminar la enrrevista
entreiistfen
el
en
momento en que lo
m
desppc
!I'

^

“

l

™ T"

,

compart iremos
A

S

d
en
de Septiembr e
escribeme.
VEO EN TU

ANTES del

favor

olamente
.

tu

y

yo

^^"pr^G^O^DE

la

faVOr escribeme
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ENGLISH INTERVIEW CONSENT FORM
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CONSENT AND RELEASE TO
PARTICIPATE IN interview

application ^f^part icipa^ory 0 lnt erview as P a ^t of a pilot
3
ba Sed on a case of
training provided as
part o/The
3 ^ Araerican
Scholarship Program (CAPS) in
Peace
j
Institute tor Tr,r%r,
'*
j

^

I

wi

1 1

.

,

participate in the interview
under the following

conditions

1
understand
?'* f eCOrded
?
*
V
are
understood accurately and so
? ozds
thlt^nfv W ° rdS
are not
misrepresented or changed.

the

/"tVmew “'Lina

1

•

^

I
agree to allow Juanita Campos
to use the
information from the interview
rn the research
dissertation and possible related
publications

I
under stand that I have a rinhf
_
‘
written transcript of the i n
t erfi ew °or "b^e *
written transcript is not possible
in the field to
° f the lnte
wlth
I
u^ers^irat^i
h 1
Can su 9 gest modifications for
ciaritl
accuracy
I
can suggest additional
information.
+-

i2V

Dart^n'n^r
participation

'

m

'

“

™

1
C3n choose to terminate my
the interview at any time.

Signature

Date
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CONSENTIMIENTO PARA PARTICIPAR
EN UNA ENTREVISTA
Y
permiso para usar mi informacion

0

“

S

aC er
y
en
ci P ar .**» »na entrevista
basada en e? cfjo d e e nt°r p n Par
11
Programs Becas de Paz Dara" ;^! °- reclbldo en parte por el
Central (CAPS) y en
coordinaciin con el Institute
1
d
Entrenami
ento y Desarrollo
ITD Amherst, MA

tr?

(

)

.

P a r tiCiPar ^

condic?on e s
*

“

eSta entrevista bajo las

:

p^revrsta puede ser grabada

siguientes

Yo entiendo oue
I® ertrev^ta va
la
a estar siendo grabada
para cue
is palabras se entiendan
perf ectamente y estas^o
sean mal mterpretadas o cambiadas.
.

Yo apruebo el hecho de que Juanita
Campos use la
inf ormacibn obtenida en estas
entrevistas en sus
resumenes de trabajo y posibles publicaciones

Io entiendo que tengo derecho a
revisar los
resultados escritos de la entrevista
si no es
posible tener los resultados escritos ya
la mano
entiendo que puedo revisar verbalmente
los
resultados con Juanita.
Entiendo que tengo el
derecho a sugerir cambios para clarificar
corregir o proporcionar mayor informacibn.
,

Entiendo que tengo derecho

a
terminar mi
part 1 cipacion en la entrevista en el momento
que
yo lo desee o lo considere adecuado.

Firma

Fecha
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I

Glossary of Spanish Terms
re9i °" ° f Guatemala

-

armer> peasant rural worker,
^ori^
orks f
m ~tt
the campo the countryside.
-

Campo

-

'

s

one who

rural area.

C ompanero/a - companion,
partner, comrade- a term of
y betWeen friendS - ma * and woman?
cfn ll ao
be used
ieeS h
by many to refer

to members of the

guerrilla movement.

G ringa/o

any foreigner, but especially
a North
American or European.

— ipel S

" e ^roidered

the corte

or woven blouse used by Indian
P half ° f th<? traditional dre ss used with

I ndigenas

Guatemalan Indians. The term "indios"
has strong negative connotations,
ons, similar to tthe
term
rerm -nigger"
nigger” in- English, so the words
indigenas
and naturales are used as punhomi
cmc
euphemisms.
’

-•

Ladino

- a person of mixed
Epanish-Indian parentage,
or Guatemalans who are not defined
culturallyJ as
Indians.

Mestizo

-

mixed blood Spanish/Indian.

N aturales - the natural ones; Guatemalan
Indians.

Oriente

-

_

traaitional dress of Guatemalan Indians.

e ~

Eastern region of Guatemala.

Adapted from Luisa Frank

&

Philip Wheaton, 1984.
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